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Mercantile Agency
—OF—

EDWARD RUSSELL & CO.,
31

B, Exchange St.,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

The January issue of the Reference Hook
will be ready for delivery immediately, and will
contain the names, location, business and ratings
of

over

MILLION

ONE

business men, firms and corporations in the UnitOur Detailed Keed States and Provinces.
uortx, tlie basis of all ratings in the Reference
Rook, available to subscribers at the office, are
fresh and replete with new and valuable statistics and information.
The Collection Department makes a specialty of collecting Past Due Debts throughout the
United States and Canada. The games of reliable
attorneys furnished the public free of expense.
This is the oldest agency in existence; the
lnrtfext in tile world, embracing one hundred
and ttve branch and associate offices; the only
one with two fully equipped offices in Maine.
Correspondence respecting terms and facilities
rcspeetiully solicited.
—

address

—

T. FRANK JONES, MANAGER.
janO
W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 EXCHANGE STREET,

Telephone 701.

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; if paid in advance, £2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in tbe “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every
part of the state) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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WEATHER.

THE

Washington, Jan. 8.
and vicinity—
Indications
Fair weather, slowly rising temperature.
for Portland

The Indications for New England today

fair weather; stationary, followed by
slowly rising temperature; winds generally
are

northerly.
/•

LOCAL W'EATHER REPORT.
Portland, Me., Jan. 7, 1880.

| 7 A M jll A Ml 3 P M I 7 P M jll PM
Barometer. 29.485 29.608 29.525,29.658 29.747
20.3
18.8
0.6
Tlierino’r.. 117.9
| 4.7
4.2
0.9
Dew Point.! 9.4
7.7
10.9
83.8
(15.8
78.4
60.7
Humidity.. 05.8
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NW
N
NW
Wind.INW

Icioudy

Weather

8

11

Fair

Clear

8

2

[Clear

Fair

Mean daily bar...29.5851 Maximum tiler ...27.0
Mean daily tiler.. 13.8
(Minimum ther.... 4.7
IMax.vel.wind —18 NW
Mean daily d’wpt. 6.0
Mean daily hum. .70.1 -(Total precip. x—
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Jan. 7, 1880, 10.00 F. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

Notice of If earing.

PON the petition of E, T. Adams and twentythree others, that all licenses held by the
owners, proprietors or managers of skating rinks
be revoked at the earliest consistent hour, and to
prevent the re-issue of the same or auy other rink

IT

license,

Noilco is hereby given, that the hoard of Mayor
rind Aldermen will give a hearing to all parties
interested in the matter of the said petition, at
their room, City Building, on Wednesday, the 13th
Per order of the Board,
iust., at 7.30 p. m.
GEO. C. BUKGESS. City Clerk.
Portland. January 7tli, 1888.
]an7dtd

New London
Boston. Mass
Kastport. Me
Mt, Wasb’t’n
Portland, Me
Albany, N. Y
New York...
Norfolk, Va.

29.90
29.79
29.66

Charleston...
Jacksonville.
Savannah,Ga
New Orleans

29.93
29.94
29.93
29.69

29.46

29.72
30.05
29.96
20.04

Philadelphia. 30.01
Washington.. 30.00
Atlanta, Ga.. 29.91

Cincinnati, O 30.04
Memphis. 29.76
Pittsburg.... 30.08

Buffalo, N.Y. 30.14
Cleveland.... 30.11
Detroit.30.16

EDUCATIONAL.

SCHOOL,

FRANKLIN BLOCK,
Corner Congress and Brown Streets.

Winter form will begin Monday,
Jan. Itii.
C. B. V ARNEY, A. M., Principal.
eocltf

Portiand Siool of Stenography.

Oswego.
Alneu a,Mich
Chicago; Ills.

Duluth.Minn

Marquette...

30.08
30.28
30.11
30.29
30.33
30.16

Milwaukee.
St. Louis. Mo 29.95
St.PauLMinn 30.80
Omaha. Neb. 30.42
Bismarck,Da 30.73
St. Vincent.. 30.08
Denver. 30.30

Cheyenne....130.25
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2
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17
39
16
10
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11
—2
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11
8
20
28
—2
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—16
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8 Clear
1G Clear
23 Clear
110 Clear
Lt: Clear
11 Clear
20 Clear

Clear
17 Clear
6 Clear
Lt Clear
Clear.
Lt, Cloudy
7 Clear
il Cloudy
8 Clear

....

Lt Cloudy
8 Clear
Lt LtSnw
9 Cloudy
10 LtSnw
9 LtSnw
9 Clear
12 Cloudy
6 LtSnw
C Cloudy
16 Cloudy
13 Cloudy
6 Lt Snw
29 Cloudy
10 Clear
19 Clear
7 Clear
7 Clear

LIEBMANN,

G.

Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S.

A.

instructed in

Stenography
thoroughly
and type-writing in the briefest time consisPUPILS

tent with thoroughness: speed gained with
lesson. Lessons given day and evening.
MISS A. L. SAWYER,

MAINE.

ART LESSONS.

MR. A. K. MOORE will takea limited number of pupils during the winter. Instructions givin Crayon Portraiture from the flat and from
Also In Academic Drawing from easts, still
life.
life, and the living model. References: Prof. Otto
Grimdmanu, Boston, Prof. Henry Johnson. Brunswick. Harry B. Brown, Esq., Cyrus E. Davis. Esq.,
and Mr. J. T. Stubbs. Portland.
Ntudio. 34
en

Building. jan2eodtni*

United

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

STREET.
dtf

Uu24

an animated hearing was field Wednesday
afternoon. S. 0. Belcher, Esq., appeared for
the applicants, and J. C. Holman, Esq., for
Members of Farmingthe commissioners.
ton G. A. K. Post spoke for the examiners.

petition in their behalf was also presented
by the G. A. II. Post of Strong. The decis-

ion wras reserved.

EXCURSIONS,
Feb. 11, and Thursday, March. 11, 1886,
FOR

—

A Grand Tour off
—

THROUGH

44

I>siys

—

MEXICO,

with visits to Chihuahua, Zacatecas, Aguasealieutes Leon, Sitao. Guanajuato, Queretaro, Tula,

Toluca, I’uehla, Cholula, Orizaba,

and

to

many

other places oi picturesque and historic interest;
in addition to TEN DAYS IN THE CITY OF
MEXICO. A special train of Pullman Palace
Hotel ears'. Special sightseeing advantages, and
entire freedom from the ordinary cares of travel-

ing.

Ill addition to the above, a party will leave Boston. Thursday. February 11. for I lie FOURTH
and last Winter excursion to California.
V.'. ItAY.TId.YB. I. A. WKITCOAIH.

JEg^Send for descriptive circular.

W. RAYMOND,
296 Washington St.,opposite School St. Boston, Mass.
eodSl

°

jam)

uounry a.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Summarily

Dismissed*

Washington, Jan. 7.—Oliver P. Burger
of Quincy, 111., who was appointed to a

noun.

number returned at any term for many years
The one In which the most public interest
centered was an action against Undertaker
O’Connor of Biddeford. No indictment was,
however, found against him.

Young Rascals from

Maine Under

Arrest.

Chicago, Jan. 7.—C. I). Whitcomb and C.
youths from Livermore Falls
Maine, were arrested here today and locked
up, pending examination. They are charged
with having stolen $500 in cash and a $500
bond from their aunt in Maine.
They had
burned the bond through fear of detection,
D. Brown, two

and when arrested had about $400 on hand.
THE LABOR

QUESTION.

Big
Malden. Mass., Jan. 7.—Smith & Anthony's stove foundry at Wakefield, employing
Not a

Business Boom.

about 150 men, has shut down for an indefinite time. The rattan factory there, employing about 400 persons, has also shutdown for
_

Governor Robinson

codtl

u.

Saco, Jan. 7.—In the Supreme Court, late
this afternoon, the grand jury reported.
They found eleven indictments, the smallest

six weeks.

Jail 7

Bridge.

§23,000.

and town offer
iOrK

All Travelling Expenses Included.
Parties will leave Boston
—

The Cardiner-Pittston

Pittston, Jan. 7.—At a bridge meeting
yesterday, the stockholders voted to sell the
Gardiner and Pittston bridge for §40,(XM).The

city

BAIMOUD’S
VACATION

Thursday,

Pen-

tyFabminqton, Jan. 7.—'The medical examiners for pensions in Franklin county having
petitioned the county commissioners for a
free room in the new county building here,

COLCOKI),

BOYD

for

Examiners

States

sions Ask Favors of Franklin Coun-

A

ICAL STUDIES

7

is

Inaugurated.

Boston, Jan. 7.—The pleasant weather today brought out a very large attendance to
w itness the ceremonies
attending the third
inauguration of Governor Robinson. The
galleries at the capital were filled to overflowing as soon as the doors were opened.
There was but little preliminary business in

either branch. The Senate re-elected Chaplain Douse, of Sherborn.
In the House
Chaplain D. N. Waldron was unanimously
re-elected by acclamation. The committees
in the Senate on counting the votes for
State officers and councilors made a report
that conformed with the result as made
known the morning after the election last
Governor Robinson’s annual
November.
message was then delivered. JJc spoke of
the railroad interests of the State, tiie public
schools, the payment of wages weekly, arbitration between labor and capital, and prisons, reformatories and other charitable in-

thousand dollar clerkship in the registry
division of the Post Office Department last
September under the civil service rules, was
summarily dismissed by the Postmaster
General this morning. Soon after coming
into his new position Burger prepared a
postal circular, which he has been industriously distributing in all sections of the stitutions.
country, principally among school teachers,
in which he sets forth that the government
Railway Agont3’ Report.
offers employment at a remunerative salary
Chicago, Jan. 7.—The railway agents
to those qualified to enter its service. The
issued their statement today.
During the
“The pamcircular concludes as follows:
past year 22 railways in the United States,
the
phlet has been carefully prepared by
with 3165 miles of main track, and with
undersigned, having full instructions and bonded debt of $141,590,000, and capital
useful suggestions to those who desire to I stock of $136,000,000, making a total bonded
take the examination, ana will De sent Dy redebt and capital of nearly $278,000,000, have
turn mail to any address on receipt of 50
Their statebeen sold under foreclosure.
cents in postage stamps.” The post office
ment further shows that during the past tea
officials say the statements contained in the
a
total
with
328
length of 29,railways,
years
circular are purposely and grossly mislead000 miles of country, and with aggregate capduties
tlie
clerical
of
as
to
tlie
governing
ital stock and bonded debt of $1,778,000,000,
ment, and are made for the sole purpose of have passed into the hands of receivers to be
securing purchasers for his pamphlet.
finallv disposed of at forced sale. Fortyfour railways, having 286 miles of line, repDuties on Works of Art.
resenting aggregated stock of $385,500,000,
Senator Evarts today presented a petition
have been taken possession of for the beneof American artists and students of art in
fit of creditors. This is the most discouragRome, asking Congress to repeal the duty ing report ever made.
now imposed on works of foreign artists.

Craveyard
The Ohio

Legislature.

Columbus, Jan. 7.—The committee on
elections of tlie House of Representatives returned from Cincinnati today where they had
gone to examine tho election returns on representatives for that county. They announce
they have completed their work and will prepare a report. The impression prevails that
their report will be submitted tomorrow and
Hamilton
the Republican members from
county declared entitled to seats.
The Republican members of the legislature

this evening and
unanimously nominated Hon. John Sherman
for U. S. Senator to be voted for at the joint
convention next Tuesday.
No other names
were suggested to tlie caucus.
held

an

open

joint

caucus

A Fearful Fall.
Utica, N. Y., Jan. 7.—Wm. Coleman, carpenter, fell to-day from tlie tower of the
union school house at Carthage. He struck
the eaves forty feet below, and then turned a
complete somersault and fell fifty feet to the
earth, which lie struck twenty feet from the
building. He lighted on his feet which were
driven several inches into the frozen earth.
He is still alive.__
After the Rumsellers.
Rochester, .fan. 7.—Tlie law and

league are making

a

Full

The

the

With

Resounds

Text

of Cov. (?) Wilson’s

Message.
A

Ball

Grand

Fittingly

Closes the

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 7.—The mock session this
morning was a distinguished success as a
burlesque on legislative assemblies. The
programme was of course arranged beforehand as to the election of Governor, president of the Senate and speaker of the House,
and other officers, but many of the features,
and the wittiest at that, were impromptu.
The whole affair was well carried out and

funny parts admirably performed. Representatives’ Hall, in which there was not
even standing room as early as 10 o'clock,
rang timejjfter time with the hearty laughter of the old lawmakers and other citizens
of the State. Hon. J. W. Porter of Burlington and Charles A. Spofford of Deer Isle
were elected president of the Senate and
speaker of the House respectively, in much
the

time than it takes to write it. There
were many candidates for the jjosition of
pages of the Senate and House, and the contest was decidedly close.
Major Dickey of
Fort Kent and A. G. Lebroke of Foxcroft

quicker

After a
the successful candidates.
question of eligibility bad been humorously
decided, Harrison Hume of Boston was
elected Secretary of State. Then came the
event of the session—the election of George
A. Wilson of Paris to the office of Governor

were

and for fun. It was the quickest
The “Member from
election on record.
Thomaston” had his Council all chosen for
him, and thus the most arduous duty of the
The
Governor was performed for him.

day

consisted

following
throughout

the
of
known

w-ell
State for their
sagacity: John L.
Cutler of Bangor; Joseph Farwell, “etc.,
etc.,” Thorndike; Dr. E. A. Thompson,

order

persistent fight against

tlie rumsellers. Seizures are of daily occurrence and many cases are ready to present to
the grand jury at the February term of court.

Dover; Thomas Southard, Hiram Ruggles

*1111-1

M

1111*1111

insurance.

Fali, Riveb, Mass., Jan. 7.—A case of
insurance was ventilated today,
illen Grady was insured in the Metropolitan
Co. last August for the benefit of a money
lender, and no investigation was made at the
time, the report of the sub agent being accepted. The woman was an inmate of the
almshouse and hopelessly ill when first insured. The person for whose benefit the
policy was issued has abandoned the claims
The
and the policy has been cancelled.
superintendent of this company says the
fraud was on the part of the sub agent.
There will be no prosecution.

fravevard

Slugger Sullivan’s Challenge.
New Haven, Jan. 7.—John L. Sullivan
today authorized the following challenge;
I will fight Mitchell or any other man In this

I will fight
country for from $1,000 to *10,000.
Mitchell for one cent, or for nothing, every day
for a week, and il' I don’t lick him on Monday, 1
will give $1000 to an orphan asylum; if I don’t
lick him on Tuesday, I will give $2000 to a policemen’s benevolent fund; if I don’t lick him Wednesday, I will give $3000 to a fireman’s fund, and
so on, giving to some charitable institution until
the week is up.
__

The

Rockport

Harbor of

Refuge.

Gloucesteb, Mass., Jan. 7.—The two
scows recently built in Rath, Me., to transrefuge,
port stone for the Rockport harbor ofwork
us
nave arrived, and will commence
soon as their dumping machinery can be put

|in.

**

V1UOC.

~

--

the chair to announce to the
Governor that he iiad been elected and that
his presence, and that of the Council also,
At exactly 11.30 o’clock in
was requested.

appointed by

marched the distinguished gentlemen with
the firm step of statesmen accustomed to
The members in
such dignified occasions.
joint assembly showed their respect by rising and sober countenances. Governor Wilson, in taking the oatli of office, was compelled to promise to on all occasions support
Besides this
the constitution of the State.
lie was made to promise that he would in no
way use his iuiluence to have the court
house and county jail moved from Paris Hill
to Soutli Paris in any other way than by the
He was also called upon to
main road.
promise to appoint ten special constables for
Bath, provided any two citizens of the city
could agree upon the men. The solemnity
of the occasion was not its most remarkable
feature. Following this came Gov. Wilson’s

Gentlemen

w

_eodtf

YV.

5

Shouts of ex-Law Makers.

message:

each

537 Congress Sfc, Brown Block, Portland, Me.
dec29

JT.

Legislative

the

MTV OF PORTLAND.

Firm Notional Bank

the

of

gentlemen,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

dec2b

Capitol

The

Council

C. XV. ALLEN
dtf

ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL

Day

Reunion.

for the

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
P. O. DAI LEV.
marl 4

Closing

Reunion.

1el7snly

AUCTION 8A4.KS.

MOCK SESSION.

‘HESS,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

Velocity... 111

Knfinl>liMhc<l in 1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

f

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, il paid in advance
Rates of Advertising—One inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a "square.”
$1.CO per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less. £1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, £1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under bead of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” £2.00 per square per week; three insertions or Icbs, £1.50.
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THE MESSAGE.

of

the Senate and Ilouse

of Itep-

resentatives:

ft is an old hut truthful statement that

“History repeats itself.” Many a brave and
ardent explorer of what seemed to him the
untrodden sands of primeval truthjias been
startled than Crusoe of old, as in the

more

midst of bis researches he

suddenly

come
of a human

foot,
imprinted outline
there
showing that some one had penetrated
this become

upon the

before him. So obvious has
that we are fain to cry out with the man of
old, "There is nothing new under the sun.”
Realizing this fully, it seems wiser to acknowledge our obligations and admit that we
are following precedents, instead of trying
to originate and formulate new thoughts and

ideas.

to follow in the footsteps of an honored predecessor in this high
and illustrious office and congratulate you on
the choice you have made for Governor of
this great State. By this one act you have
embalmed your names in the memory of a
grateful people, and your children’s children
will recall with pride the fact that you were
members of that famous Legislature which
honored itself in the choice of Maine’s greatest Governor. My selection sheds reflected
municipality of
lustre upon the ancient
Paris. By it, her famous quartette of Govand "the
ernors is increased to a quintette,
m
young Oxford Bear will hereafter repeat
illustrious
the
and
admiration
awe
of
tones

Accordingly allow me

Parrie

into

insignificance

_

many things.”
1 commend to your earnest care and consideration tiie vast banking interests of the
State. This great aggregation of capital can
oniy be preserved in all its integrity by wise
laws and strict adherence to them. You will
gather from the able and faithful report of
tiie Hon. Bank Examiner all the facts necessary to a full and complete understanding
ami 1 fully concur in his recommendations, i
fail however to find in his report any notice
of the new bank lately reported to have been
organized on Smutty Nose or Appledore island. The amount of deposits in this bank
lias already reached the vast sum of-. So
important an addition to our banks should
not be overlooked and I recommend some action to be taken with reference thereto. If
(I ppm pi I advisable, in enmnanv. witii 111V
Council I will make a tour ol investigation
there during the hot months next summer.
The question of capital punishment is one
which in past years has given rise to much
discussion and considerable feeling. Many
ruilk and water advocates of humanity have
had the effrontery to argue that under.the dispensation of Christ, tiie old Mosaic law of
“an eve for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,”
was no longer an authority binding on us.
Fortunately, however, such pernicious doctrines have been overruled by our scripturally-minded legislators, and capital punish-

ment is now the law of the land. The rapid
decrease of murders within the past three
years, and tiie present comparative freedom
of the State from crimes of such a horrid
nature, for we rarely read an account of one
oftener than once a month, impel me to congratulate you on the great success of the law.
We are taught not to hide our light under a
bushel, and all the interests of justice and
humanity' demand that we should let our
great success be known to our neighboring
States that they may go and do likewise. 1
would recommend therefore the selection of
the Hon, Charles W. Goddard of the city of
Portland as a commissioner to the several
States of the Union to convey to them the
glad tidings that we have succeeded during
the past 20 years in hanging one negro, one
Prussian, two Italians, one Englishman and
If it had not been for the
one dead Yankee.
weak backs of tiie Governor’s Council we
might had a woman added to the above list.
And now, fearful lest hardened and unsympathetic people might detect a too foreign
liavor in our list, 1 would recommend a special act of the legislature authorizing the honorable commissioner before lie starts upon
his mission to erect a “Guardian Angel, in
some public place, and thereupon execute
this woman whom the misplaced clemency of
tiie Council lias condemned to lingering reThis accomplished lie
morse and misery.
might start at once. And in fancy now I
can see the ecstatic glow of ins countenance
as lie fervently exclaims, “Lord, now iettest
thou thy servant depart in peace.’
The regulation of the length to which a
lobster can be permitted to grow and the
depth to which the festive clam can be
allowed io dig, are matters that have caused
wiser men than you sleepless nights and days
of profound and anxious thought. A due
regard for your health leads me to hope that
you will not tackle them, at least late at

Among tiie institutions of the State is one
which will require tender and careful nursing atlvour hands to bring it up to that degree

this

beside

one,

and

should be resolutely laid aside until this is
decided. I can conceive of no question so
vital to the best interests of State and humanity as the all important question whether

Pumpkintown shall have the
odd representation. It may be that there is
a little constitutional difficulty about a new
apportionment at this time, but I sadly misas
judge you if you allow anything so trivial
to deter

Squashyille

or

infraction

an

of

the constitution

you from marching where duty calls, more
especially if you can see any personal advantage resulting to you from such a course.

Should you .decide upon an immediate apme beseech of you to remember in great tenderness the weaker divisions, and those who from excessive modesty
refrain from putting forward their just
claims. Under the latter head I refer
especially to the counties of Kennebec and
Penobscot. Always shrinking and retiring,
in the rude scramble for office t{iey have
been pushed aside and have not received
I trust you
their fair distributive share.
will right this great wrong, and give their
should
consideration
even
due
claims
just
they, as usual, modestly refrain from pushing or even presenting them. Tlieir modesty
has become proverbial and in the words of
Kennebec “it will stand
an eminent son of
exempt from mutability and decay, and
when it perishes, it will be when civilization
has fled to other shores.”
The proper education of the masses has
received the needful attention from careful
legislators in past times, and I have no recommendation on this point other than for
liberal appropriations to keep the machinery
moving. There is, however, a lack of facilities for the special instruction of the few
who aspire to government, and a lamentable
lack of any proper text book. I would recommend an appropriation for the erection
of a commodious building for the accommodation of those who desire to pursue such
special studies, and that measures be taken
for the formation of a proper text book for
them, something after the following:
Chap. 1 What I know about local issues,
by an eminent citizen of Augusta.
Chap. 2. What I know about the reflex action of tabulation, by the honorable collector of internal revenue at Portland.
Chap. 3. What I know about “nights of
labor, by the honorable ex-postmaster of

portionment, let

Augusta.

Chap.

4.

What I know about postoffices,

0v me nonoraoie (imuiiiuu u(.Jin

IV a in Vine.

5. Wliat I know about the honorable chairman from Waterville, by the honorable editor from Bangor.
Chap. <>. What I know about the difficulty
of keeping a seat in Congress after getting it,
by tiie honorable representative from the
First District.
Chap. 7. What I know about being a candidate in favor of another candidate, by the
namesake of the famous Irish poet.
Chap. 8. What I know about senatorial
elections, by the honorable U. S. marshal
from Buckneld.
Chap.!). What I know about the danger

"Chap.

of committing one’s self, by the honorable
would-be U. S. marshal from Norway.

Chap.

10.

What I know

about

calling

a

spade a spade, by the representative from
the Fourth District.
Chap. 11 What I know about promises,
by the honorable ex-judge at Portland.

Chap.

12.

What

I

know

about

“them

steers,’’ by the honorable gentleman from

Chase’s Mills.
Chap. 13. What I know about the water
shed of the Kennebec, by the honorable ex-

speaker from Augusta.
Chap. 14. What I know about cyclones,

by the honorable president of the Senate
from Lewiston.
Chap. 15 and last. What I wish I knew
about the Governorship. The joint production of lifteen eminent gentlemen in various
parts of the State.
1 have now touched briefly upon a few of
the most important matters that demand
There are many others
your attention.
which should receive notice, but as I have
given you all that your limited intelligence
can grasp and comprehend at once I will reserve all other subjects for a future communication.
Pages Dickey and Lebroke then made
themselves

among the members,
and orders and resolutions came in thick and
fast. The committee on rules reported that
numerous

all rules should work both ways.
Secretary Ilume wound up his fourteen
yard proclamation with “Now, gentlemen,
God save the
look upon your governor.
State of Maine.”
The hit of the

forbids. Orders continued to come in, some
in prose, some in poetry, and some in foreign
languages,| until the adjournment to the

State House steps, where Photographer Lam
son

took the

any ratio now to permit the unrestricted or even
limited coinage or silver at her mints.
Minister Pendleton gives his conclusions

briefly

follows:

as

The adhesion of Germany to an international
bi-metallic union such as is proposed by the United
States and France in 1881 can scarcely be expected, it seems to me, within any limit of tune
The cooperation of Gernow to te predicted.
many in such a union may be sought with fail'
to
hopes of success whenever it becomes possibletlio
include in such a union England and Russia,
former of which seems to cleave tenaciously to
her gold mono-metallism while the latter staggers
under the evils of a depreciated and largely fluctuating paper money.
Consul General Walker, in a letter to the
Secretary of State, under date of Paris,
Aug. 20, 1885, reviews in detail the changes
of sentiment of foreign countries in relation
to monetary matters, as shown in the proceedings of the monetary conference, and

concludes by saying:
“To reiterate the opinion which I have expressed in former despatches, that nothing will so
much hasten the adoption in Europe of the monetary policy which we desire to have adopted as
the suspension of silver coinage in the United
States.”

_

FLOODS IN MAINE.
A Cloomy Outlook for the Kennebec
Ice Dealers.

Prospects

of an

Early Crop

No Fears of Further

Bad.

Damage by

the

Freshets.

[Special

to the

Press.]

I&chmond, Me., Jan. 7.—Navigation has
not opened on the Kennebec yet. Last night
about 0 o’clock the pack stopped running
and this morning is jammed to a thickness of
from five to twenty feet for a distance of several miles, extending above and bolow this
village completely destroying the fields of
several large ice companies. At Iceboro the

channel is open, but the ice is still running
Gardiner and Augusta,and thelprospect
Clark &
is that the jam will be extended.
Chaplin lee Company’s field, four miles beThe project of
low here is reported open.
starting the jam by dynamite is being disI f some remedy is not found the
cussed.

past

an early crop here is had, a calamity, the effects of which would reacli a
large number of people.

prospect for

ANOTHER ACCOUNT.

Richmond, Jan. 7.—The situation on the
Kennebec in this vicinity is serious. The
sudden cold snap has caused the ice to gain,
and the river is full from Clark & Chaplin’s
Cedar Island, six miles. The ice is two to
ten inches thick between Sonth Gardiner and
the foot of Swan Island.
Along this ten
miles there are 13 ice houses with an estimato

ted capacity as follows: Consumer’s, 30,000
tons; Kennebec, 25,000'; Haley's 25,000;
Knickerbocker, 80,000; Berry’s, 60,000; Cedar
Grove, 50,000; Haynes & Demitt, 70,000; B.
W. & H. F. Morse. 40,000; Lincoln, 30,000;
Orient, 15,000; Russell’s, 100,000; Sagadahoc,
25,000; Underwood, 10,000, Total, 550,000
tons.
Two hundred men and one tug are now
working desperately to start the jam. DoubtIf these efforts
less explosives will be used.
are

unsuccessful

no

ice

be gathered in

can

Such a result
any of the above houses.
would be disastrous. Thousands of laboring
men are depending upon the ice for employment to carry them through the winter. The
ice men are despondent, but are determined
to clear the fields if money and men can do
it. Business is stagnant today, and interest
The recentres in the work on the river.
sult is awaited with feverish anxiety by all
all classes.

Farmington, Jan. 7.—Bridge Builder
Booker of the Maine Central railroad has
sent men here and they are now at work repairing the railroad bridge across the Sandy
river at this point, which was injured by the
No trains have
ice freshet on Wednesday.
passed over the bridge since Tuesday noon.
[Special to the Press.]
Saco, Jan. 7.—The cold weather of last
night and today has checked the water some
in the river, and it has fallen a little today,
although it is high now. Below the falls the
river is almost entirely free from ice, and
but for the ice around the shores, would look
like early fall.
[Special to the Press.]

Steep Fares, Jan. 7.—The heavy rain

day was a French oration
by Representative Martel of Lewiston, the
publication of which a lack of space alone

T.inn^ltt TTnnillll.

Perham and. Wilson.
This action on your part is highly commendable, and the more so, perhaps, beI precause so little was expected of you.
sume the real fact is, that like the dominant
have
party in American politics today, “you howDuilded better than you knew.” 1 hope,
ever, that as we proceed to engage in the
arduous labors for which we have been selected, you will not allow any of the feelings
of amazement and indignation, which you
may feel, at the idea- of my considering
pledges made to secure votes binding after
election, to find expression in words or acts.
Such thoughts are best kept to yourselves.
People are not all like the old Dutchman,
and you will rarely he punished for thinking “damn” when you do not say “damn.”
1 wish at this time to say a few words of
commendation of my immediate predecessor.
They can be said truthfully, but it is not
strictly on that ground I place them, but
rather to establish a precedent which my immediate successor may be bound to follow.
“Tis nil old maxim in the schools
That flattery's the loud of fools
Yet uow and then your men of wit
Will condescend to take a bit.”
Emphatically a ruler, from the people, for
the people ami of the people lie lays down
tiie purple as unspotted as when lie donned
it. It is not strange then that he holds his
expectant ear ready to catch the voice of the
peoole saying, “Thou lias been faithful over
a few things we will make thee ruler over

night.

of perfection which the prosperity of the
State demands. I refer to the Experimental
Station. Deep down in the heart of every
Representative lies a great desire to have
solved, once for all, the important question
as to how many grains of corn it takes to fat
an average chicken furnished the boarders
at the Augusta House. It is understood that
the officials at the station are now wrestling
with this great problem, and I recommend
an appropriation for publishing and distributing their report when made.
Among the important matters which will
undoubtedly receive your attention, I conceive none to be more pressing than the apportionment of the State for Senators and
Representatives. All other questions fade

happy

group.

The

Bali.

This evening the crowning event of the
Legislative reunion, the grand ball, took
place in Granite Hall and proved one of the

for the past few days has carried off the
snow and raised the water in the Saco to an
unusual height for this season of the year.
The river is now clear of ice. It started in a
body carrying all before it. The estate of T.
Lord had swept away quite a quantity of
valuable pine logs. Loss on logs estimated
This is’the first time
from $700 to $800.
known that the ice has gone out here in the
winter season.

The river is still rising and

other damage may be expected.
Ol'HEK POINTS

IN

MAINE.

most brilliant social affairs that ever occurred
at tlieMaine capital. The hall was elaborately
decorated for the occasion with bunting and
Beneath the left hand gallery
moss paper.
an elegant reception pavilion had been erected. The ball opened at 8.30, the executive
committee of the reunion, Hons. Fred Atwood, J. Manchester Haynes, W. G. Davis
W. D. Pennell and Wm. H. Strickland re-

Later reports from Livermore Falls are
that the water in the Androscoggin began

ceiving.

tion gave away and all had soon gone down
river. There was a valuable new planer,
circular board saw and other saws,the whole
valued at about $3000 and owned by Messrs.
The
Lane & Moorin and was a total loss.
box factory of the New York Turning ComThe
pany was the next building to go.
foundations gave way and the factory ended
over into the abyss of waters, sent a cloud
of dust upwards, crushed like an egg shell,
and the wrecked building went to pieces.
Most of the turning lathes and other machinery were removed from the factory before it
went off.
The ice in the Kennebec river above Carratunk Falls went out Monday morning and
it now lays jammed in the bay below the
falls. There are places where the ice is
probably thirty feet deep. Some of the
islands in the river are completely covered.
The ice of about twenty miles of the river
above the falls lay in a jam less than one
mile long. The sight is worth going far to

The dancing commenced at 9 o’clock and it
is estimated 100 couples were on the floor,
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, Gov. Iiobie, HonJohn L. tCuter and Hon. W. W. Thomas,
Jr., and ladies leading sets.

The floor managers were Clarence Hale,
Leslie C. Cornish, Hon. E. K. O’Brien, Hon.
\V. W. Thomas, Jr., Dr. George E. Brickett,
Hon.
Edmund B.
Orville K. Brickett,
and Benjamin J. Hill. The costumes
of the ladies were costly and elegant and
the wealth and fashion of the State were

Neally

well represented. Many distinguished gentlemen were also in attendance.
Kefreshmcnts were served in the aidermen’s room below. Dancing was kept up
till a late hour.
The reunion is pronounced by all a marked
success and the executive committee are well

pleased

with the result.

COLD AND SILVER.

Foreign Governments Regarding the International Ratio.

Views of

President

Cleveland’s

Response to

the Senate Resolution.

Washington, Jan. 7.—The President today in answer to tire Senate resolution transmitted copies of documents showing the action taken by him to ascertain the sentiments
of foreign governments in regard to the establishment of an international ratio between gold and silver. The correspondence
is accompanied by a letter from Secretary
Bayard to the President, in which he says:
“It has been the object of this department and
its agents whilst knowing our readiness to co-operate not so much to impress our own opinions
and wishes on others as to obtain well considered
and independent views from the most influential,
responsible and competent sources in order to lay
before Congress: First the actual status of the
metallic currencies in the respective European
countries, and secondly the intentions and policies
of those governments In relation to the subject
wit It the details of their action up to the present
time. The correspondence includes letters from
ministers of the United States to Great Britain,
Branch and Germany, summarizing tile true condition of the opinions and Intentions of the governments and people to whom they have been severally accredited. No separate report by Mr.
Marble the special envoy, has been made because
the results of bis investigations appear fully in
tne letters of Phelps, Me Lane and Pendleton.”
Under date of London, October 20, 1885,
Minister Phelps gives the result of conferences by himself and Mr. Marble with the
leading members of Her Majesty’s government, and says:
"From these as well as other sources I am satislied that the British government will Inflexibly
adhere to their past and present policy in respect
to coin; that they will not depart from the gold
standard now so long established, and they will
not become a party to any international arrangement or union for the creation of a bi-metallic
standard at a common ratio between gold and silver for the purpose of making both an unlimited
legttl tender, or adopt such a double standard lit
Great Britain. On this point both political parties
quite concur and I believe If either were to attempt to introduce such a departure from the existing money standard it would be driven out ol
power by the force of public opinion.
Mr. MeLane at Paris, expresses his opinion thus:
While France would gladly receive intelligence
that the United States would adopt the French
rate of 15 V2 of silver to 1 of gold, no consideration of future consequences could induce her ti
adopt the American ratio of 10 to 1. Still less
would she adopt any higher ratio to assimilate the
present commercial or market value of Blivet
with the value of gold. Nor would she consent at

and continued through
Wednesday, i'he dam had been raised two
feet since the last freshet but the new bulkhead was not completed so that the water
broke over the uncompleted portion,into the
mill yard and surged up against the saw mill

rising Tuesday night

with tremendous force.

Portion after por-

At North Anson Mr. Albert Allen’s machine shop was carried away,but the building
had been previously cleared of tools and machines. The llume that furnished water for
the grist mill, leather-board mills, Richmond’s box factory, Robbin’s job shop, and
in fact all the manufacturing done on the
cast side of the river was carried away so
About 175
that everything is at a standstill.
persons are thrown out of employment. The
damage done is estimated at about $15,000.
None of the mills can run until the bulkhead is repaired and a new flume made.
Rochester, N. H., Jan. 7.—Owing to high
water the dam at Hanscam & McDuffie’s saw
mill, situated on the Cochecho river has
been carried away. It will cause considerable
damage as it cannot be replaced until low
HEAVY STORMS.

Reported

Blizzards

from

the

Far

West.

The Thermometer Thirty Below Zero
in Dakota.

m

Bismarck, Dak., Jan. 7.—The

first real
struck this section last
At Assiniboine the thermometer
30° below, and the cold wave is

blizzard of the

season

evening.
registered
Coming southeast.
Chicago, Jan. 7.—A fierce snow storm is
raging throughout Iowa, delaying trains and

interfering with the telegraph service.
Ottawa, Jan. 7.—A very heavy snow
storm has been raging up North since Saturday last. Tiie express train from Winnipeg,
which should haoe reached here yesterday
morning, is not expected to arrive until 4
o’clock this afternoon, the line being blocked
with great banks of snow to the west of
Mottawa.

Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 7.—Another snow
began last night, and has prevailed all
day, putting a complete stop to traffic and
storm

travel.

There is no sign of abatement.
is below zero and falling.

The

temperature

Kansas City, Jan. 7.—A

fierce

snow

storm is raging west of here, and has reached Topeka this afternoon, traveling eastward.
The mercury is 15° below zero at

Manhattan.
Sioux City, Jan. 7.—A severe storm set
in here last evening and continued through-

out today and this evening the wind is still
blowing a fierce gale with the thermometer

about 1U degrees below.

The Illinois

Central railroad is helplessly closed till the
weather settles. The Sioux City and Pacific
is
open but trains are delayed. Nebraska
roads entering here abandoned their trains
today. The storm is the most severe since
that of October, 1880, and is generally felt

throughout this section.

THE

COMMITTEES.

Full List as Announced by Speaker
Carlisle, in the House.

Washington, Jan. 7.—Speaker Carlisle
announced tlie committees in the House today. The full list is as follows :
Elections—Turner, Georgia; Lowry, Indiana;
HenRobertson, Kentucky; Boyle, Pennsylvania;
derson, North Carolina; Green, New Jersey;
Croxton, Virginia; Martin, Alabama; Hall, Iowa;
Pettlbone, Tennessee; Payne, New York; Hahn,
Louisiana: Hopkins, Illinois; Ely, Massachusetts;
Dorsey, Nebraska.
Ways and Means—Morrison,

Illinois;

Mills,

Texax; Hewitt, New York; McMillan, Tennessee; Harris. Georgia; Breckenridge, Arkansas,
Mayberry, Michigan; Breckenridge, Kentucky;
Kelley, Pennsylvania; Hiscock, New York;
Browne. Indiana; Reed, Maine; McKinley, Ohio.
Appropriations—Randall, Pennsylvania; Forney, Alabama; Holman, Indiana; Towushend,
Illinois; Burns, Missouri; Cabell, Virginia; La
Fevre, Ohio; Adams, New York; Wilson, West
Virginia; Cannon, Illinois; Rvan, Kansas; Butterworth, Ohio; Long, Massachusetts; McComas,
Maryland; Henderson, Iowa.
Judiciary—Tucker, Virginia; Hammond, Georgia; Culberson. Texas; Collins, Massachusetts;
Seney, Ohio; Oates, Alabama; Eden, Illinois;
Rogers, Arkansas; Bennett. North Carolina; E.
15. Tavlor, Ohio; Parker, New York; Ranney,
Massachusetts; Hepburn, Iowa; Stewart, Vermont ; Caswell, Wisconsin.
Banking and Currency—Curtin, Pennsylvania;
Milieu, Texas; Candler,| Georgia; Wilkins, Ohio;
Arnot, New York; Snyder, Virginia; Howard,
Indiana; Hutton, Missouri; Dingley, Maine;
Brumm, Pennsylvania; Adams, Illinois; Brady,
Virginia; Woodbury, Nevada.
Coinage, Weights and Measures—Bland, Missouri; Lanham, Texas; Seymour, Connecticut;
Hemphill, South Carolina; Norwood, Georgia;
Scott, Pennsylvania: McCreary, Kentucky; ByNew York; Rockwell,
num, Indiana; James,
Massachusetts; Little. Ohio; Felton, California;
Fuller. Iowa; Toole, Montana.
Commerce—Reagan, Texas; Clardy, Missouri;
Crisp, Georgia; Caldwell, Tenn.; O’Farrell, Virginia; Tarsuey, Michigan; Pulitzer. New York;
Bynum, Indiana; Irion. Louisiana; O'Neill, Pennsylvania ; Davis, Massachusetts; Dunham, Illinois;
Weaver, Nebraska; Johnson, New York; Morrow,
California.
Rivers and Harbors—Willis, Kentucky; Blanchard, Louisiana; Jones, Alabama; Murphy, Iowa;
Gibson, V est Virginia; Stewart, Texas; Carlton,
Michigan; (latchings. Mississippi; Glover, Missouri; Henderson, Illinois; Bayne. Pennsylvania;
Stone, Massachusetts;Burleicn,New York; Grosvenor, Ohio; Markham, California.
Agriculture—Hatch, Missouri; Aiken, South
Carolina: Greene, North Carolina; Winans, Michigan; Frederick, Iowa; Davidson, Alabama;

Siaiilneker,

New

York; Morgan,

Mississippi;

Glass, Tennessee; White, Minnesota; Fnnston,
Kansas; Price, Wisconsin; Him-s, New Jersey;
Pierce. Rhode Island; Swinburne, New York;
Gifford, Dakota.
Foreign Affairs—Belmont, New York; Clements,
Georgia; Cox, North Carolina; Singleton. Mississippi; Worthington, Illinois; Daniel. Virginia;
McCreary, Kentucky; Crain„Texas; Rice, Massachusetts; Wait, Connecticut; Ketcham, New
York: Phelps, New Jersey; Hitt, Illinois.
Military Affairs—Bragg, Wisconsin: Wheeler,
Alabama; Wolford, Kentucky: Ermentrout, Pennsylvania; Dargau,South Carolina; Findlay, Maryland; Viele, New York; Anderson, Ohio: Steele,
Indiana; Laird, Nebraska; Cutclieon, Michigan;
Houk, Tennessee; Negley, Pennsylvania; Carey,

Wyoming
Territory.
"V
A
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York: Wise, Virginia; Ballentlive, Tennessee;
McAuoo, New Jersey; Norwood, Georgia; Lore,
Delaware; Sawyer, Texas; Mariner, Pennsylvania; Thomas, Illinois; Goff, West Virginia; Boutelle. Maine; Buck, Connecticut.
Post Offices and Post Hoads—Blount, Georgia;
Ward, Indiana; Higgs, Illinois: Taylor, Tennessee ; James. Texas; Dockeray, Missouri; Warner.
Ohio; Merriman, New Yolk; Barry, Mississippi;
Bingham, Pennsylvania; Wakefield, Minnesota;
Burroughs, Michigan; Guenther, Wisconsin; Millard, New York; Peters, Kansas; Caine, Utah.
Puhlic Lands—Cobb, Indiana; Henley, California; Van Eaton, Mississippi; Doran, Ohio; Laffoon, Kentucky; Stevens, Missouri; Lands. Illinois ; McRae, Arkansas; Strait, Minnesota; An-

derson, Kansas; Fayson, Illinois; Stephenson,
Wisconsion; Jackson, Pennsylvania; Voorhees,
Washington Territory.
Indian Affairs—Wellborn, Texas; Pecle, Arkansas ; Skinner, North Carolina; Storm, Pennsylvania; Felix Campbell. New York; Hale, Missouri;
Allen, Mississippi; Ward, Illinois; Perkins, Kansas; Nelson, Minnesota; LaFollette, Wisconsin;
Session. New York; Allen, Massachusetts; Haley,
Idaho Territory.
Territories—Hill, Ohio: Springer, Illinois;
Spriggs. New York; Burns, Georgia; Sadler, Alabama ; Boyle, Pennsylvania: Perry, South Carolina; Dawson, Missouri; Struble, Iowa; Baker,
New York; Cooper, Ohio;
Herman, Oregon;
Symes, Colorado; Joseph, New Mexico.
Railways and Canals—Davidson, Florida; MurIrrion, Louisiana; Elsbury. Ohio;
phy, Iowa; North
Henderson,
Carolina; Stone, Kentucky;
Cole, Maryland; Pidcock, New Jersey: Atkinson,
Pennsylvania; Plumb, Illinois; Webber. New
York; Van Schack, Wisconsin; Pierce, Rhode ;
Island.

Mauulaetures—Wise, Virginia; Swope, Penn-

sylvania; Lafevre, Ohio; Wilson. West Virginia;
Patchings, Mississippi; Lawler, Illinois: Pindar,
New
New
York; Campbell. Pennsylvania; West,
Y'ork; Van Schack, Wisconsin; Hires. New

Jer-

sey.
Mines and Mining—Clardy, Missouri; O. Ferrall. Virginia; Hill, Ohio: Skinner, North Carolina; Jones, Texas; New, Tennessee; Gray, Louisiana; Barry, Mississippi; White, Minnesota;
Woodburn, Nevada; IJndsley, New York; Symes,
Colorado; McKenna, California; Bean, Arizona

Territory.
Public Buildings

Grounds—Dibble, South
Carolina; Reese, Georgia; Snyder,West Virginia;
Henley, California; Wilkins, Ohio; Worthington,
Illinois; Cole, Maryland; Johnston, North Carolina; Milliken, Maine; Brown, Pennsylvania; Rockwell, Massachusetts; Wade, Missouri; Owen, Inand

diana.
Pacific Railways—Throckmorton, Texas; Crisp,
Georgia; Cabal!, Virginia; Dunn, Arkansas;
Bliss, New York; Tillmau, South Carolina; Outhwaite, Ohio; Richardson, Tennessee; Hamback,
Texas; Holmes, Iowa; Everhart, Pennsylvania;
Hayden, Massachusetts; Weber, New York.
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi
River—King, Louisiana; Rankiu, Wisconsin; Van
Eaton, Mississippi; Kleiner, Indiana; Dowdney,
New York: McRae, Arkansas; Glass, Tennessee;
Dawson, Missouri; Boom, Ohio; Whiting, Massachusetts; Morrill, Kansas; Bunnell, Pennsylvania ; Grout, Vermont.
Education—Aiken, South Carolina; Candler,
Georgia; Willis, Kentucky; Curtin, Pennsylvania;
Miller, Texas; Mayberry, Michigan; Burns, Illinois; Mahoney, New York; Strael, Minnesota;
Whiting, Massachusetts; Campbell, Pennsylva-

nia;

I. H.
Ohio; O’Donnell, Michigan.
Labor—O’Neil, Missouri; Foran, Ohio; Loveritie. Massachusetts: Weaver. Iowa: Lawler, Illinois; Daniel, Virginia; Tarsney, Michigan; cram,

He

cause.
him an

Patents—Mitchell, Connecticut! Halsell, Kentucky; Townshend. Illinois; Martin, Alabama;

Georgia;

Michigan;

Cowler,

Morgan, Mississippi; Fisher,
N01TI1

Carolina; Atkinson,

Pennsylvania; West, New York; Lehlback, New
Jersey; Oilfiller, Minnesota; Plumb, Illinois.
Invalid Pensions—Matson, Indiana: Winaus,
Michigan: Lovering, Massachusetts; Neece, Illinois; Swope, Pennsylvania: Taulbee, Kentucky;
Pidcock, New Jersey; Ellsbury, Ohio: Pindar,
New York: Morrill, Kansas;Haynes, New Hampshire; O’Hara, North Carolina; Sawyer, New
York; Conger, Iowa; Loutitt, California.
Pensions—Eldredge, Michigan; Woolford, Ken-

tucky; Jones, Alabama; Scott, Pennsylvania;
Cowles, North Carolina; Landes, Illinois; Mahoney, New York; Hatton, Missouri; Struble.Iowa;
Taylor, Tennessee; Brady, Virginia; White,
Pennsylvania; Thompson, Ohio.
Claims—Springer, Illinois; Muller, New York;
Lanham, Texas; Shaw, Maryland; Howard, Indiana; Doherty, Florida; Trigg, Virginia: Neal,
Tennessee; Sowden, Pennsylvania; McKenna,
California; Warner, Missouri; Fleger, Pennsylvania; Buchanan, New Jersey; Galllnger, New

Hampshire.

_

XLlXth CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, Jan. 7.
After the reading of the journal this morning, Mr. Voorhees offered as a substitute for
the resolution recently offered by bis colleague, one reciting in its preamble that the
commissioner of pensions m his annual report had stated that one time the pension
bureau was an all but avowedly political
machine, filled with uncompromising adherents of a single organization (meaning the
Republican party) and that the claimants
were often required to support the Republican party as a condition upon which a pension should issue. The resolution instructs
the committee on expenditures of the public
money to enquire into the truth of these allegations and confers power to send for persons and papers.
Mr. Logan had nothing to say against the
commisioner of pensions, whom he respected
highly, but he wished the resolution enlarged so as to include investigation of the
present administration of the office. He said
that Col. Fred Stevenson, a gallant wounded
soldier, had been removed from his position
at the head of a division of the office at the
demand of a Democratic member of Congress. No charge had been made against
him and the only reason known for Ins removal was that he had supported the independent Democratic candidate for Congress
in opposition to the man who had him removed.
Mr. Voorhees accepted the amendment,
and the resolution went over for one day.
At 2 o’clock the Utah bill came up and
Senator Morgan addressed the Senate upon
it.

Mr. Morgan addressed the Senate in support of the amendment offered by him providing for the disposal of the property of
the Mormon church according to the rules
and principles of common law, as in the case
of the dissolution of a corporation. Ho felt,
he said, that we ought to strike the Mormon
church organization out of existence, and in-

stead of appointing trustees for the management of these temporal matters, Congress
should cut up the organization root aud

branch.
Mr. Call did not believe Congress had a
right to destroy the religious establishment
of tlie Mormons. The Christian sentiment
of the country and the ordinary laws, if enforced, were amply sufficient for dealing with
polygamy. He therefore opposed the bill.
Mr. Morgan did not feel that we were dealing with an establishment of religion, it
might pass as religion in China or in tlie
valley of the Congo. Here it was an establishment not of religion, but of vice. The
sentiment of tlie whole people of the United
States was against it. It was an establishment opposed to tlie [spirit of our national
constitution.
Mr. Teller said

lie was anxious to see
but wanted it done under the form and under the color of law. He
regarded Joseph Smith as an arrant knave
and his system an odious oligarchy and despotism that must be wiped out. But if we
could justify a transgression of the law in
this instance, we could in others. He briefly
reviewed the history of the Mormons, and

polygamy extirpated

hoped

he would have accorded to

honesty of purpose in what he had

said in defense of a people who were without
friends. He could bear testimony to their
virtues without endorsing their vices.
Considerable debate then ensued as to
of
the
the
legal effect
provisions
relating to testimony to be given by husbands and wives.
Mr. Morgan’s amendment was lost.
At G.17 o'clock, without concluding the
consideration of the bill, the Senate ad-

journed.

HOUSE.

Immediately after the reading of
nal the call of States was resumed.

the jourThe fol-

lowing bills were introduced.
By Mr. Goff of West Virginia, to repeal
the internal revenue laws.
By Mr. Joseph of New Mexico? providing
for the organization of a regiment of volunteers in Arizona and New Mexico, for the
purpose of suppressing Indian hostilities;
also a resolution for appointment of a committee of three to investigate the conduct of
campaign against hostile
Gen. Crook’s
Apaches in Arizona and New Mexico.
By Mr. Caswell of Wisconsin, to levy a
tax on oleomargarine and collect the same
through the internal revenue officers.
By Mr. Guenther of Wisconsin, prohibiting
the importation of articles of foreign manufacture bearing stamp work or imprint conveying the impression that they are of Amer-

ican manufacture.
By Sir. Bean of Arizona, calling on the
secretary of the interior, for copies of the
correspondence between his department and
the governor of Arizona on Indian matters.
By Mr. Gifford of Dakota for the admission of the State of Dakota.
By Mr. Voorhees of Washington Territory
for admission of the State of Washington.
By Mr. Anderson of Kansas, to prevent
the sale of the Pacific railroad before certain
United States bonds with interest shall have
been fully paid; also to prevent unjust discriminations by railroad companies and to
subject them to the control of States; also
prohibiting the use of railroad and other
passes and of telegraph franks by members
of Congress and the judiciary.
At the conclusion of the call the Speaker
announced his committee appointments.
[The full list is printed elsewhere ]
When the reading of the committee list
had been completed the House adjourned until Monday.
_

OUT OF SICHT.
A Cave-in Wrecks Tenement Houses
at Boston Run, Pa.
Shenandoah, Pa., Jan. 7.—A cave-in
occurred at Boston Run, near Mahoney City,
today, and a block of houses went down out
of sight. Families living in the houses had
a narrow escape. The surface is still caving,
and five more blocks are expected to go
down.

*_
FOREIGN.

COMMERCIAL

Ministry.

Paris, Jan. 7.—The new cabinet is announced as follows:
De Freycinet, president of the council and minister of the interior.
M. Sadi Carnot, finance.
M. Goblet, public instruction.

"'■Hi,Demole, justice.
M. Develle, agriculture.
Gen. Boulanger, war.
M. Aube, marine and colonies.
M. Brabout, public works.
M. Granet, posts and telegraphs.
M. Lockray, commerce.
France

and

Panama
the
Scheme.

Canal

London, Jan. 7.—The Times’ Paris correspondent says: The Frence government
will, at the request of the Panama Canal
Company, send M. Rosseau, a reliable engineer, to inspect and report on the condition and prospects of the Panama canal. If
the report of M. Rousseau is favorable, a
loan will be

granted

the company to

push

the work to completion. If it is adverse, the
enterprise will he allowed to collapse and
the

government will

ty.

The Irish

ossume

Loyalists

the

responsibili-

Alarmed.

the Irish Loyal and
Patriotic Union to-day. Major E. J. Saundersou, Loyalist member of Parliament for
Armagh, made a syeech, in whicli he said he
At a meeting of

feared that the Radicals would concede home
rule to the Nationalists. If home rule should
be granted, the Loyalists, he said, would be
comdelled to up and fight; otherwise their
throats would be cut.
Col. Waring, member of Parliament for
Down, said that if the government intended
cutting the Loyalists adrift, he prayed that
it would at least leave their hands untied, so
that they might render a good account of

themselves.

Another Anam Slaughter.
Paris, Jan. 7.—Gen. De Courcy, comman-

der of the French forces in Tonquin, telegraphs the wax office as follows: “During
the latter part of December rebels destroyed
at
Ughean,
the Catholic mission houses
Anam, and killed a French missionary and
500 native Christians. A column of French
troops was sent in pursuit of the rebels. It
overtook and routed them, and captured
their arms and ammunition.

Foreign

Notes.

The Australian harvest is over. Ninety
thousand tons of wheat will be available for

export.

Comte De Alfred Frederic Pierre Falloux
of Paris, the French politician and author, is
dead.

CENERAL NEWS.

TRAVELERS.

Meeting of Their

Ninth Annual

Asso-

ciation in Boston.
The ninth annual reunion of the New Eng.
land Commercial Travelers’ Association took
place at the Quincy House, Boston, Wednesday evening, being, like others of the organiAt
zation, a pleasant and enjoyable affair.
7.30 p. m., the company, numbering about
The design of the
250, sat down to supper.
bill of fare was a

unique

one

in

having

on

its

front a graphic representation of a gripsack.
The affair had been carried out in a most
complete manner by the dinner committee,
consisting of Messrs. W. P. Tilton, George
M. Rice, E. S. Hunt and O. P. Ricker. Having attended fully to the exposition of samples contained within, the members were
called to order by President Ball, who in felicitous words greeted the members and
spoke with special satisfaction of the condi-

tion and
prospects of the organization. Attention was directed to the figures in the reports of the treasurer and secretary, from
which it was seen that the receipts of the
past year, together with the cash on hand at
the beginning of the last
annual report,
$6273.51, made a total of $43,968.68, out of
which sum there had been paid during the
year, $35,889.04. The total number of members is 1710. By the system prevailing there
has been an insurance of $.3000 on the lives
of members during the past year.
At the
last meeting it was voted to have a reserved
fund, which amounts to nearly $5000. He
favored thehiermanent fund because it was
the means of binding members together. The
officers of the past year feel that it would be
an improvement if the reserved fund could
be placed in the hands of the secretary of
the commonwealth. He would urge strongly that the members should tinte an active
part in the work of soliciting new members.
During the year there have been paid ten
death Tosses. In many cases the funds of
the organization have been the only money
received by the widows and orphans.
The
speaker made reference to action taken during the year by which commercial travelers
are allowed to carry more than two hundred
pounds in samples. He also referred to various bills which are before Congress relating to the taxation of commercial travelers
in various States.
Ex-President Malcolm B. Cole was next
introduced and expressed his pleasure on
meeting the members after a protracted abHe consence, and told some witty stories.
gratulated the members on the fact that
there does not exist among them the same
apparent cause for dissatisfaction that
brings discontent to so many classes of wage
workers, and of the cordial good feeling
which prevails in this organization.
President J. D. Morton of the Paint and
Oil Club made a brief speech, in which he
expressed his appreciation of the work done
by the commercial travelers in promoting
trade and good feeling.
Mr. E. O. Bullock said that he remembered
the trials and discomforts which commercial
travelers had to endure twenty or twentyfive years ago,and he could hardly realize that
iiii
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had come about in so short a time. He believed that they were carrying forward the
undeveloped commerce of the States and
were

Tho New French

Taylor,

Texas; Fruston, Kansas; James, New York;
Haynes, New Hampshire; Bound, Pennsylvania;
Buelianan, New Jersey.
Militia—Muller, New York; Forney, Alabama;
McAdoo, New Jersey; Peele, Arkansas; Collins,
Massachusetts; Ballautine, Teunessee; Breckenridge, Kentucky; Compton, Maryland; Hopkins,
Illinois; Hayden, Massachusetts; Moffitt, Michigan; Owen, Indiana; Wade, Missouri.
Barnes.

referred to the hardships suffered by them
No man, he
in their successive removals.
thought, could read that history without
feeling at least some little sympathy for
those people, not that he need approve their
false ideas, but recognizing at least that
they were possessed of a determination to
exercise their uncontrolled religious belief,
a determination that had made the AngloSaxon race
great and powerful, though
sometimes it may be exercised in a wicked

meeting increasing appreciation.

Mr. E. C. Hill made a pleasant speech, and
expressed the confident nope that the association would eventually exceed the limit of
2500.
Ex-President Richardson made the closing
remarks. In the course of the evening the
company enjoyed some good singing.
The following are the officers elected for
the ensuing .year: J. A. Ball, President;
George C. Irvin and and George M. Rice,
Vice Presidents; George B. Kerr, Secretary
and Treasurer; Directors, H. C. Armstrong,
W. A. Phillips, E. C. Hill, John Reding, W.
S. Sprague, C. A. Cushing, E. A. Stevens,
T. H. Lynch. C. W. Stevens, A. P. Burleigh,
G. A. Sanders, G. P. Staples, Henry A.
Leslie.
__

RAILWAY MATTERS.
NOTES.

The Montreal Gazette officially denies the
story cabled to the Commercial Bulletin that
the Dominion government had disposed of
$25,000,000 of Canadian Pacific bonds at par.
“There is no likelihood,” says the Gazette,
“of the conversion of the securities held by
the government, as it holds more than adequate assets against advances made to the
company, for which it derives 4 per cent, interest on the bonds which are now retailing
at 102 in the open market.”
Another splendid new passenger locomotive for the New Brunswick railway passed
through Bangor on the fast express freight
train Wednesday afternoon. It was from
the Manchester Locomotive Works, and its
number is 45.

Wednesday, shortly after the train passed,
struck the bridge at Fredericton

the ice

Junction, on the main line of the New Brunswick railway, between Vanceboro and St.
John, and carried it away. It is the same
one that the train fell through about a month

ago, and had been repaired, but was unable
to stand the immense pressure of the ice.
All trains between Bangor and St. John, including the Pullman, were cancelled Wednesday night, and it will probably be some
weeks Before another bridge can be erected.
IN

THE RINKS.

BIJOU SKATING PABLOR.

Tonight at the Bijou the Forest City3 ami
Bijous are to have a game of base ball on
skates. The game will be called at 9 o’clock,
and if it is anywhere near as funny and interesting as the last game, will be worth see-

ing.

THE BIJOUS DEFEATED.

The F. O. B.’s defeated the Bijous at Bangor last night, three goals to one, in twelve
minutes.

NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

Mrs. Eliza G. Sunderland, 73 years old.was
killed at her residence in Lippitt Village,
Warwick, K. L, yesterday morning, by falling down stairs while in a fit.
In New York yesterday, the noted forger,
C. J. Evard, with a number of aliases, who
was convicted of forging a check for $500,
was sentenced to the State prison for ten
years.

Burglars entered the residence of K. E.
Sheldon, on Central street, in East Bridgewater Wednesday night.
They entered
through a second story window, between 7
and 0 o’clock, while the family were all below. They secured a gold watch, diamonds
and jewelry, of the value of $1000. There is
clue.
The safe of Denison Brothers’ flour mill
at the foot of Hillman street, New Bedford,
was blow'n open
Wednesday night, and
It was the work of
about $70 were taken.
professionals. They also opened the safe of
B. F. Hathaway, on Acushnet avenue.
Harriet Columbia, 29 years of age, was
found dead Wednesday morning at Gilsum,
Mass., under circumstances which point to
foul play. The matter is under investigation.
Robert Graves, of Brooklyn, N. Y., proin
prietor of the largest wall paper factory
this country, died last night, aged 65. He
leaves an estate valued at $7,000,000.
no

W. H. Rose, bookkeeper of Painter, Long
& Co., Rochester, N. IL, is said to be a defaulter in the sum of $15,000. The firm made

assignment yesterday.
Burlington, Vt., is to have

an

a winter carnisimilar to those held in Montreal. It
will begin Feb. 15th, and continue one week.
Davids Terry, ex-chief justice of the supreme court of California, and Miss Sarah
Althea Hill, who claims to be the widow of
ex-Senator Sharon of Nevada, were married
yesterday morning, in the parsonage of the

val

Catholic church in Stockton, Cal.
Capt. Richards, of the schooner Evangeline, who has been on trial before Commissioner Ilallett in Boston for several days,
charged with barratry in burning his vessel
in Boston harbor, Dec. 24th, was discharged
yesterday afternoon, the evidence not being
sufficient in the csurt’s opinion to hold him.
St. Alban’s Visit to

Lewiston.

Last evening about fifty members of St.
Alban Commander, K. T., of this city went
to Lewiston where they were the guests of
Lewiston Commandery. The visit was also
made the occasion for the presentation of an
elegant testimonial by St. Alban to Lewiston Commandery for courtesies extended to
the former when on their pilgrimage to
Poland Springs last July. The Portland
brethren were met at the depot and escorted
to the DeWitt House.
In the evening the testimonial (which consisted of handsomely engrossed resolutions

elegant gilt frame) was presented to
Lewiston Commandery in a pretty speech by
Em. Com. Albro E. (1ia.se, and the acceptCom. Sleeper
ance was fittingly done by Em.
of Lewiston Commandery.
A banquet was theu partaken of, after
which speeches were made by Sir Knight J.
Y. Hodsdon, Grand Captain General, who
took this occasion to make an official visit;
also by Sir Knights J. W. Ballou, E. M. Fuller, and Em. Com. Win. D. Mussenden of
Dunlap Commandery, Bath; Sir Knight
Carleton spoke for St. Omer Commandery,
Waterville; Grand Master F. G. Day for the
Grand Lodge; Em. Com. Chase for St.

in an

Alban

Commandery; F. G. Stevens for PortCommandery, followed by Wm. H.
Smith, Esq., of this city, which closed the
speech making.
The Sir Knights returned, to this city on

land

the Pullman and all united in declaring the
visit most enjoyable.

Games played last night in the New England League resulted as follows:
At Haverhill—New Bedfords
Haverhllls 0.
At Waltham—Walthams 3, Woburns 2.
At Boston—Bostons 8, Somerville 1.
At Salem—Salems 3, Cambridge 1.
NOTES.

The Haverhills will meet the Bijous a
week front tomorrow evening at the Bijou
rink.
Bee Keeper’s Association.
The next meeting of the Maine Bee Keeper’s Association, will be held at Morrison’s
Hall, Skowhegan, Jan. 19, 20, 21,1886. The
meeting will open at one o’clock p. in., on
the first day. Evening sessions will be held
Tuesday and Wednesday. Essays will be
read by prominent bee-keepers, and important questions will be brought up for discussion at each session. Bee-keepers are invit-

ed to bring in and exhibit any implement
used in the Apairy. An unusually large attendance of bee-keepers from different parts
of the State is expected.
The Skowhegan
House will furnish entertainment for teams.
rates.
at
reduced
Board
and lodging
&c.,
can be obtained at .private boarding houses
at reasonable rates.
The Maine Central Railroad will sell tickets at all their stations at the price of one
fare for the round trip. The Grand Trunk
railroad will also sell tickets to Lewiston at
the same rates.

Lumbering

in

Washington County.

The Maeliias Union gives the names of
twenty-eight parties lumbering on eleven
townships in that county. They employ 39
teams, which includes 304 men, 102 horses
and 24 oxen.
me
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cut of lumber on the
Narragugus, the present season, isis about
a little
This amount
thirteen millions.
larger than one year ago. Of the above,
about five millions will be peeled hemlock.
G. R. Campbell & Co. have twelve crews of
loggers, Wm. M. Nash six, and C. P. Nichols
six.
John T. Wallace of Aiillbndge has 50 men
and 25 horses employed in Ins logging operations in Sullivan and Steuben. His prospective cut is 1,500,000 of long and short lumber,
in addition to which he will get out 1000
cords of pulp wood for H. B. Mason of Ells-

ion says the

worth.

probable

___

A Peep Into the Future,
The Belfast Journal prints a comprehensive article on the local events of that city in
1885, in the course of which thp following
occurs:

promises

to be one ol considerable
Belfast. Among the probabilities
mentioned the settling of the railroad
and a consequent reduction of (taxes and
question
the building of a large hotel which will materially
add to the city and be an inducement to visitors to
spend the summer here. We have only to exert
ourselves to make Belfast what nature designed
her to be, a very attractive place. Other improvements assured or in contemplation are the building of a public library, the introduction of a water
supply, the buildiug of a jailer's residence, and
possibly a new county jail, and the extension of
the Belfast postofflee. an estimate of *15.000 for
Sevthat purpose having been sent to Congress.
eral private citizens will build dwellings, etc.
Next year

importance

to

may be

The Last Rites.
The funeral of the late Elijah Upton took
place from his late residence on Lincoln
street in Bath, Wednesday afternoon, Rev.
A. F. Bunnells of the Central Church, conThere were present
the services.
of the
many relations and a large number
1 he
the deceased.
numerous friends of
A. G.
Board of Ttade was represented bjr
Historical SoPage and others; Sagadahoc law
by Judge
ciety by J. L. Duglass: the
officers J,
county
Millay;
Gilbert and Judge
\V Hunt.
M. Hayes. C. WT. Longley and G.
Also several members of the past and present city government, ex-mayon ana other

ducting

prominent gentlemen.

CURRENT COMMENT

PRESS.

THE

POLITICAL RABIES.

North American.

FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 8.

A man afflicted with political rabies has
always been considered incurable, but perhaps some imitator of Pasteur will be able
First-class virus
to mitigate the poison.
could be obtained from the office seekers who
have made their pilgrimage to Washington.

We do not read anonymous letters and eommunare
cations. Tlie name and address of tlie writer
for pubU all eases Indispensable, not necessarily
lication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
Communications that are not used._

This is plumber’s weather.
Tlie reunion has been a perfect godsend to
the Augusta boarding house keepers.

Massachusetts looked with envious eyes
upon tlie mock legislature at Augusta, and
wished hers was of the same sort.

TAKING HIM AT HIS WORD.
Boston Record.
President Cleveland insists that his shall
be “an administration without secrets.” He
means that the public business shall be
“done behind glass doors.” All right- The
Record representative will report at the next
cabinet meeting, armed with a camp stool
and the implements of his profession.

It is pretty safe to assume that Speaker
Carlisle lias not succeeded in satisfying all
the Democratic members.

Collector Pillsbury’s friends are said to
bd preparing a document to ]trove that lie
was not concerned in the Maine count-out.
There was a time when Democrats looked
in
upon complicity in that affair as a feather
Tlie temperance people of Toronto have
succeeded in electing a man of their choice
Mayor of that city. The women voted for
tlie first time, and though the weather was
exceedingly inclement polled a large vote,
practically tlie whole of which went to tlie
temperance candidate.

Senator Voorhees is willing to keep on
‘‘tramping and trudging” to get offices for
his constituents. ButSenator Vest evidently does not enjoy “tramping and trudging,”
for iie wants a law forbidding solicitation of
office. To tlie general average of the Democracy Mr. Voorhees will appear the better

patriot.

_

The bill to exempt soldiers and sailors
from the civil service examination which
was defeated in tlie New York legislature
last winter lias been promptly introduced inIt is safe to say
to tiic present legislature.
that self respecting soldiers do not ask for
such exemption as the measure proposes.
They are satisfied with the preference given

by

the law as it at

present exists.

Senator tirayVlnaiden speech in the SenHe disate made an excellent impression.
cussed tlie silver question in a W'ay that
shows he has a clear understanding of it
and ?. true conception of the dangers to
which tlie continued coinage of that metal
under existing conditions is subjecting the
business of the country. It is to be feared

that he made no converts, not, however, because his speeeli was not con-

vincing.
The inhabitants of Cumberland county
will probably be pleased to learn that Marshal Andrews has presented to the county
commissioners a bill for $4,849.14, for swearing out 4,172 warrants within the last six
months against parties and places where no
liquors have been found. During the month
of December it averaged 58 warrants a day,
Sundays included. Nearly all of these were
utterly worthless warrants, and resulted in
nothing hut expense to the county. This is
called,

we

An Indiana paper hoists the name of Senator Voorhees ai the head of its editorial
columns for Demo eratic candidate for President in 1888. It modestly and prudently says
that this nomination is subject to the decision of the National Democratic Convention.
A Georgia paper has similarly honored GovBut very likely, despite these
ernor Hill.
early workers in the field, the next President
of whom the public shall have
he
a
man
may
heard as little as it had heard of Mr. Cleveland five years ago.
gen. crook all right.

their caps.

them

beginning earlt.
Boston Transcript.

presume, enforcing the liquor law.

The Ohio

Democrats are
Hamilton

pulling
county

every
fraud
seats until after the SenIn
furtherance of this
atorial election.
purpose the clerk of the county has been
spirited away, and when he was wanted to
testify before the elections committee of the

string to keep the
delegation in their

Providence Journal.
The President will make a mistake if he
removes General Crook from command in
Arizona, in deference to the clamor of the
citizens. In the judgment of Grant, Sherman and Sheridan he is the best Indian
fighter in the service, and no officer has been
so successful in either restraining or fighting the Apaches. As a matter of fact, the
conditions of the problem are such as that no
mart could absolutely succeed in preventing
trouble, and General Cook has done better
than anyone else.
the swindle on the poor.
N. Y. World.
their inAs to th e working people, it is to
of the few
terest that the purchasing power
dollars they earn should not be diminished,
ease were the 4124
as certainly would lie the
grain dollar to drop from its token to its bulhave fixed wages un.
lion value
the extent of the
der contract wou.'d suffer to
now
is
twenty per cent.
deureciation wliic,'
nn
a
definite
n!H®s
Those having s ilia.'1
or
in any
sums left them by w dl,
'e.rJ decidedly
wav would also suffer,
to havehis dolinterest
to the workingman’s
lar as good as possible, and one hundred
cents’ worth of gold makes a better dollar
than eighty cents worth o.t silver. It is,
therefore to his interest that ti*e flood of silto rise
ver dollars should not be pern:itted
the present
•mr hi.dicr and further endanger

These*who

real standard.

this system children of four years will be
able to master easily words of one syllable,
while the rising generation will he able to
finish its education at the age of eight. Such
benefits would indeed he incalculable. What
piles of school money we shall save, and
what an advance in civilization it will be
when children of eight areas fit to enter Congress, and take, part in tiie national counsels,
as

Congressman Lawler!

tains a column of news, curtly told, which
every member of Congress ought to read.
northeast gale
On Christmas a heavy
swept along tiie New England coast. During Christmas night and tiie following day it

House in regard to the Hamilton county reHis chief
turns, he could not he found.
clerk refused to attend the session of the
committee and to loan any of the records
pertainiug to the election.

The fishing
snowed furiously off the .shore.
fleets from Gloucester, liockport, Portland
The skeleand Eastport suffered severely;
ton narratives of such o#/uie disasters as
have already been reported require only the
to
can supply
details which
like romances of peril and
make

Senator Vance, who has introduced a bill
in the Senate to repeal the civil service law,
thinks if the Senators had the courage of
their convictions it would stand a pretty
good chance of adoption. Mr. Vance is re
ported as saying, “1 am not one of those who

Tiie Gloucester schooner ivanhoe, of seventy-two tons, was anchored on the La Have
bank, southeast of Cape Sable, when the
Her cable parted and she
storm struck her.
lost her anchor. At 4 o’clock In the afternoon a tremendous sea carried
away her

think that the fodder’'ought to he given to
-rthfox that does no work, nor am 1 in favor
of putting in office the shirk who does not

belong to any party, and tires away at one
the other just as it happens to suit him.

or

1

not in favor of putting mugwumps or
goody goodies in office. I don’t believe in
giving the fruits of victory either to ttie soldier who is willing to tignt me or my enemy
or to the soldier who fights against me and
aur

loses the battle.”
A ease of great interest to all members of
the Roman Catholic church has just been decided. Thomas Gunning, who died in New
York in 1882, left a Will which made legacies
to his relatives and bequeathed the residue
of iiis estate to his executors for the repose
of his soul, the souls of his family and the
The sum
souls of all others in purgatory.
involved was $7,000. Several of the legatees
brought action to have this provision of the
will declared invalid. Judge Cullen of the
supreme court of Kings county has just filed

opinion sustaining the clause in question.
The judge holds that a provision for masses
an

for the benefit of the testator’s soul is exactly akin to a provision for his funeral or

The Atlanta “Wets," so called, are still
struggling to upset the decision of the voters
in the recent liquor contest.
The law says
that within 20 days from the announcement
of the result of the election by the Ordinary,
one-tenth of the voters who voted can petiIf it
tion the Superior Court for a contest.
is shown that there is cause to impeach the
fairness of the election, or the conduct of
the Ordinary, the judge shall grant an order
to three justices of the peace, to recount the
votes and report the result to the next term
Petitions have been circulated,
of court.
and a sufficient number of names obtained
to begin a contest. The “Drys" think thev
are sure to win eventually, and that the
most the “Wets" can do is to postpone the
inevitable a little.
THE HOUSE COMMITTEES.

Speaker

Carlisle yesterday finished the
arduous task of constructing the committees
and announced the result to the House. The
chairmanships of the principal committees
had been pretty accurately foreshadowed.
Mr. Randall gets his old place at the head of
the appropriations committee, but the new'
rules have shorn it of so much of its importance and so curtailed the power that the hold
er of it used to enjoy that it is not likely that
the revenue reform Democrats will grudge
him tho place. Revenue reformer Morrison
gets the chairmanship of the ways and means
committee, the most important on the list,
The Speaker
as he did in the last House.
yielded to the demands of the silver men and
appointed Mr. Bland to the head of the comWhether a majority of
mittee on coinage.
the committee agrees with Mr. Bland or differs from him on the silver question remains
to be seen. His selection for this place
the
to
will undoubtedly he distasteful

administration
lvtif

thenyecad
suffering at sea.

mainmas, iibboom, and sails, leaving her a
wreck. The sea washed away tiie schooner's
dories and the shock started a leak. “The
men,” says the brief despatch, “clung together on tiie deck, momentarily expecting that
Then came a final
the end would come’”
crash, and the little craft went over on her
keel. The crew thought now that they were
face to face with death, but the disabled
schooner righted and another chance was
left to the half-frozen Gloucester fishermen
11 o’clock they
they waved a
lights,
The steamer
went by without rendering any assistance.
After daylight
The night passed wearily.
tiie next morning the Gellert of the Hamlaunched
a boat in
came
in
line
sight,
burg
the heavv sea, and succeeded in rescuing all
seventeen of the fishermen.
They saved
nothing but the drenched clothes they stood
in.
Another Gloucester fisherman, the Lillian
Baxter came into port on Tuesday with her
Hag at half mast for one of her crew, an old
halibut catcher named John Mclutire. He
was tiie man who three years ago got astray
from the schooner Polar Wave on the Banks,
and was tossed about alone in liis dory for
six days and nights without food or water.
He was then picked up and carried to South
America. In this December gale Mclntire
fared less fortunately; he was washed overThe Captain of tiie
board and drowned.
1,1 nan
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Terry Belmont, the aspiring young Congressman from New York, thanks to the
position of his father and the influence of
Secretary Bayard, lias beaten ex-Gov. Curtin in the contest over the chairmanship of
the foreign affairs committee, which the latter held in the last House. Had fitness alone
been considered, it is safe to say Belmont
would not have won.
Curtin’s wounded
are

somewhat soothed by putting
on hank-

him at the head of the committee
ing. A man from an inland

State, who has
ship unless when he has been a
from home, is assigned the task of

never seen a

long way
formulating

iq'uito

to revive American
shipping. The chairmanship of the committee on naval affairs goes to Herbert of
a measure

Alabama.
In view of the fact that the speaker had
nothing but Democratic material to draw on
for the chairmanships, perhaps he has done
His worst seas well as could he expected.
lection is that of Bland.
“Senator Gray,’’

rites a Washington correspondent to the Cleveland Leader, “who
has taken Bayard’s place in the senate, is
one of the youngest men in the senate, and
he is perhaps the handsomest. He is a tali,
straight man, with a good frame, w ell rounded, and an eye which sparkles with vitality
He has iron in his blood, and his dark, reguli#r features have as ruddy a complexion as
that of an Irish belle. His forehead is broad
and made very high by baldness which seems
His eyes are soft,
to be threatening him.
black and liquid, with good lashes and wellcut brows. His long moustache is black and
silky, and his hair is a glossy jet. Senator
Gray is forty-four years old.
w
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Christmas hurricane of

afloat. The sea swept her decks of everything. but by extraordinary luck the crew
reached home—all but John Mclntire.
The Cleopatra, of ninety-nine tons, also
hailing from Gloucester, was engaged m the
haddock fishery on the Georges. The Christmas storm caught her, dismasted her, and
Tiiere were
threw her on her beam ends.
eighteen men on board. Fourteen were
thrown into the sea, and of the remaining
four one was instantly killed. Eleven of the
fishermen succeeded in swimming back to
the Cleopatra; three went down.
When the
vessel righted she proved to be so badly
wrenched by the tremendous concussion that
the water passed through the cracks as fast
Some of
as the survivors could pump it out.
the crew were badly injured; but all were
kept at the pumps, pumping desperately for
life. Their supply of provisions had been
spoiled by the sea. At 9 o’clock on Sunday
morning the English steamer Lord Gougb,
discovered the
bound for Philadelphia,
wreck. The mate and five seamen of the
steamer volunteered to go in boats to the assistance of the crew of the Cleopatra, and at
great risk succeeded in rescuing the men
whom the Christmas gale had spared.
Stories like these come from all along the
coast. Thrilling as they are, they are commonplace enough beside others that the experience of the New England coast people
could supply. It is under sucli conditions
that the hardy fishermen of Massachusetts
and Maine maintain an industry which still
ought to be the pride of the country. Their
business is no holiday yachting. When they
sail out on a winter fishing cruise they do
not know whether their families will ever
Their Christmases are ofsec them again.
ten like that of which the news columns of
the Cape Ann Advertiser afford us a glimpse.
These men are keeping alive the old American spirit which defies the dangers of the
sea.
They do not ask Congress to protect
them against hurricanes like that of ten days
ago, and they are not greatly concerned
about the Canadian armed cruisers mentioned by the British Minister in his letter to

Secretary Bayard.
What they do ask of Congress is protection
in the home markets.
They only ask to be
allowed to pursue, under fair conditions, the

—AND—

at Whole-

sale and Retail.

is said

by

the

HASKELL&JONES,
LANCASTER BUILDING.

470 CONGRESS ST

OPPOSITE PREHIiU HOUSE.
itGm
novl2

The wife of one of the members of the
cabinet said that she had never seen him
ble.

since soon after the
inauguration, yet she has
been in the city most of the time since last
April. The attorney-general was at the
White House one evening, up stairs with
the President, when the latter said it was
time for him to go down stairs to receive it
being a time previously set for a levee and
he said to the members of the cabinet’present : ‘Gentlemen, I suppose I shall see all
of you at the reception/ to which all cordially assented except the attorney-general
who briefly informed his eilief that Re need
never expect to see him at one of his receptions.”
; “It is a matter of Wall street history,” says

the

Boston Transcript, “that

a

year and a

and

$15.00,

only $8.00 and

now

Pant Suits, all wool,

now

going at

HORSE
—

2S

INTO-

SHOERS,

HAVE REMOVED TO

First <ioor above Fore 8t. Thankful for past
patronage we desire a continuance of the same at
decl9dtf
our new quarters.

HAWKES
—

BROTHERS,

DEALERS IN

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wllmot St., P0RTLAN0, ME.
Melvin J. Hawkes.

deelB

to

Cemetery Work.

__tlCm

NOTICE;

LAW

CHARLES W. GODDARD
has

3,140,251.96
5,592,112.84

■

dlwtcod3w

dec!5

ALONZO S.

PAYMENT

TOTAL

SHOWING
Policy-holders o£ nearly
millions of
Twenty-one
lars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIX
LARS, paid policy-holders for each
the
existence.
PRESENT ASSETS
ITS001.67,
while its liabilities

ARE
are

DAVIS,

middle
near

corner of

to

at only

$6,333,only $3,-

$10.00

in all sizes, at

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its muis the most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
terms, and no chance

misconception.

POLICIES ARE
INCONTESTABLE
After
years for any cause except fraud.

ITS three

PAYS DEATH

any number of days.

or

IT

ISSUES POLICIES
plans, and its

are
none

STRICTLY

OYE

Ca[l or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

Portland, Maine.

JOB LOTof LADIES' OUTSIDE GARMENTS

eodtf

TO BE CLOSED OUT AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.

shall quote prices that will he of great interest to customers
good garment for a small amount of money:
at $4.50
former price $7.00
JO Newmarkets
*
at 5.50
former priee 8.75
15 Newmarkets
at 0.00
former price 9.00
15 Newmarkets
at 8.00
former price 13.00
10 Nice Berlin Twill
We also have several lots loo small to advertise that wriil be sold at
about one-lialf their usual price. Wehavca few very line Flush Garments that will be closed at a big discount.
we

in want of a

MARINE INSURANCE
ATLANTIC

SHOH.T WHiLHS.
few of these goods that we shall close out this week at
prices less than the material would be worth to make up.
Any customer intending to buy a garment this season will do well to
call and make a selection from some of the lots advertised above as
We have

Me.

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

|

they

are

a

special good

value.

N.

YORK,

STUDLEY,

H.

oor. Brown.

Congress St.,
Insure Against Marine Risks Only. 409
dec2U
This Company will take risks at their office, New
on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding

and (ga/vd

as

water-borne.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—OF—

■January, 1884 to 31st December,
1884.$3,958,039.44

Total Marine Premiums...*5,505,796.14

INDIGESTION
strengthen the stomach, create an
appetite, and remove the horrible depression and despondency which result from
Indigestion, there is nothing so effective
as Ayer’s Pills. These Pills contain no
calomel or other poisonous drug, act
directly on the digestive and assimilative
organs, and restore health and strength to
the entire system. T. P. Bonner, Chester,
Pa., writes: “I have used Ayer’s Pills
To

ASSETS:

I

$12,938,289.38.
Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after FeD. 3, 1885.

J. W. MUNGER &

CO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,

191-2 Exchange St.

Portland.
feb.S ’85

dlmeodllm&w6\v

MORSE & PINKHAM,

Insurance.

lain

ANNUAL STATEMENT JAN. 1st, 1885,

me more

PREPARED BY

CO., Lowell, Mass.
by all Druggists.

DE. J. C. AYER &.

OF

THE

decl7

INCORPORATED

IN

1804.

Capital paid up in cash.$375,000.00
Total Assets at actual value. 800,429.80

use

EE,

other Polish. Polish your Stores and
week and
Ranges twice a year,the toponcc a
enameled!
you will have them beautifully
an ornament to any room. Ask your grocer
chromo
or stovo dealer for It. Circulars,
of 10 cents.
and price list sent on receipt
MEG.
CO.,
i>a ll 1.0It PRIDE
BOSTON, MASS.
FUBTON

s“

F&M3IH

janl

Hale’s Honey the great Cough cure, 25c. GOc
& beauand 81. Glenn’* Sulphur Soup heals
killsCorns
tifies, 2Gc. German Corn Remover
and Bunions. Hill’* Hair and Whisker Rye,
Pihe’a Toothncke
Black and Brown, GOc.
RheuDrop* cure In one minute, 2Gc. Renn*
matic Pill*

arc a

sure cure COc

eod2dp&wlynrm

CHOICE CHIUSTIAS (JIFTS.
Art Pottery, Fine Etchings, Engravings,
Paintings, etc.

CYRUS
«IO
etc 17

E

CONGRESS

DAVIS,
STREET.

eoatl

C. H. KN’OWLTON. Jlana ger.

WALTZING, AT GILBERT'S,
Wednesday Evening.
EXTRAS COMMENCE JANUARY 18th.
Respectfully,
in. ii.

janSdtf

cjiIjBKRT.

HALL,

CITY

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 12.
ORICilNAI. AND ONLV

THE

NASHVILLE

STUDENTS!
The Celebrated J u biter and Plantation Sting
er». including all the famous singers.
“Aunt Dinah" and “Old Mhady", tile

Aged

The Klurk NightinDarky Impersonators.
an lr, the Great (’ampmeeting Leader. The I.ion

Mhouting Tenor, and the MtuThe performance to
<|unrtettr.
conclude with the Laughable Musical Sketch, entitled An Evening with Curlr Kaaper. Given
in Costume and with Scenery. All tickets reserved
Sold at Stockbrtdge's.
at 25 and 35 cents each.
dtd
Jan7
Kiim, Thr
drnlN’ Jin I,-

I3tn stocKbridge.
City Hall, Wednesday Evening,
Jan. 13th.

Grand Coucert by the BOSTON

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

60— MUSICIANS —60

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.
Savings

Orchestra!
UliMH Olga Von Badrrki and Mian Mnry 12.
O’Brien, Pianists, who will perform on two (fraud
Pianos with the Orchestra. Mr. Wilhelm GerIeke, Conductor.
Evening Tickets $1.00; now on Bale at
Stockbridge’s Music Store.
Note—This concert will commence at 8 o’clock,
and, to avoid any disturbance by late comers, the
doors will be kept closed during the performance
of any movement.
Late
Half fare on M. C. R. R., P. & O. R. R.
train on G. T. It. R.jan7dlw

Banks and Trust Funds, constantly
on hand.
eodtf
jaui:'

ortTTaTiT

Building.

City, County aud Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

F. O.

STETEMS,

ANNUAL MEETING.
Portlnnil

Soldiers’ and Sailors’
ment Association.

Monu-

of the Portland Soldiers
Association will be

annual meeting
THE
and Sailors’ Monument
held
MONDAY

EVENING, January 11,1886,
Reception Hall, City Building,

on

at 7.30 o’clock, at
for the election of officers and such other business
come before it. All persons holdas may

properly

or who have contributed
of $1.00 to the objects of the Association,
entitled to a voice and vote upon the questions
presented, and a full attendance Is earnestly requested, as interesting remarks are expected from
prominent citizens in reference to the location and
erection of the proposed monument; and several
designs and models will be exhibited.
CHARLES W. ROBERTS,
Per order,
Portland, Jan. 4,1886.
Recording Secretary.
dlw
jan5

ing certificates of stock

the

sum

are

BOARD OF TRADE.
ANNEAL MEETING.
annual meeting of the Boaril of Trade, for
the election of officers, presentation of annual reports, and such other business as u-.aj legally
eome before the meeting, will be held on MONDAY EVENING, Jan. 11. 1886. at 7.30 o’clock.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
Per order.
dlw
jan5

THE

BROKER,
39 Exchange Street.

Bought, sold and carried on margin of one per
cent, and upwards. Quotations constantly received.
la

MEETING*.

ANNEAL

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtf
jelO

Bastoa aud Mew York.

prices

or

telegraph promptly executed.
eodSm

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

will be for

The

Relief
Portland Masonic
Association.
annual meeting of the Portland Masonic

Relief Association will be held at its
THE
No. 85
street, Portland, Me.,

office.

on TuesExchange
day, January 12.1886, at 7ti o’clock p. m., for
the purpose of electing officers and transacting
any other business which may legally eome bePer order,
fore It.
a
I?
miAvn?

CUMBERLAND NATIONAL BANK
annual

ueiship.

All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call in now, as after the above date the
prices will positively lie as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our CLUB BATES, by which families with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set, can then contract for. and secure the
advantage of SPECIAL PRICES for their
portraits. We assert that we make uo difference
whatever between the QUALITY of such Contract or Club Photographs and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but in all cases endeavor to have it thoroughly FIRST-CLASS in every sense, and SATISFACTION UUAKANTEEB.
For further particulars about the club
photography, call on or address, for circulars,

partnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of GARDNER, BUFFUM & CO.,
is hereby dissolved by mutual consent this day.
The settlement of firm matters in the above firm
will be made by C. F. BUFFUM & CO., a copartnership formed this day.
EDWARD C. GARDNER.
CHARLES F. BUFFUM.
Witness, HAVEN F. WINN.
Portland, Maine, Jan. 5, 1886.

THE

Partnership Notice.

Account Books

Charles F. Buffum, of Bartlett N. H., and Ken
ben Wescott, of Portland, Maine, this day associate themselves in business under the firm name of
C. F. BUFFUM & CO., and will continue the business of the iate firm of Gardner. Buffum & Co.
CHARLES F. BUFFUM,
REUBEN WESCOTT.
Witness, M. B. COOLIDGE.
jan6d3t
Portland, Maine, Jan. 5, 1886.

Copartnership Notice.
tlie undersigned have this day formed a cojpartnership under the firm name of LOTHROP, DAM & CO., for the purpose of carrying on
the wholesale Ladies’ and Gents’ Furnishing and
Fancy Goods business, and will occupy stores 121
and 123 Middle St., (Thompson Block,) Portland,
Me., on or about Feb. 1,1886.
W. W. LOTHROP,
A. C. DAM.
Portland, Jan. 5,1886.
jan7dlm

Order Blank Books for New Year

PHOTOGRAPHER

Morse &

Pinknam,

Exchange Street.
eodlm

A HAPPY

NEWJEAR

TO ALL!

OLD MUTUAL LIFE INS.

CO.,

of New York,

Assets $106,000,000.00,
Dividends and affording
the most Perl'eci Security and 111.' I.enst Expense. During the past forty years experience

Paying the Enrge.i

and during the past year multitudes have been
made happy ana none unhappy by the forecast
of the husband, wife, father or son for the family,
or by an Endowment Payable to Themselves
Daring lifetime, at a given age.
EVERY YOI.M; man wanting the means
of credit cannot do better than to put himself in
possession of a document as good as a Government Bond. He will then have cause to he happy
and will never regret it, as no one having done so
has had occasion to regret or complain of the results of so wise a forecast, in such a company. For
more full information and for documents apply to

W. D. LITTLE,
RESIDENT AGENT, 31 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
d3wis

jan2

$100 Bounty—All Soldiers

who enlisted for 3 years, prior to July 22. 18G1
and were mustered in prior to Aug. 6, 1861, and
who were discharged lor promotion before serving
two years, can now obtain oue hundred dollars
Bounty, on application in person or by letter to
Z. K.

FLORIDA.
Profitable ami Sale Investments.
An orange, lemon, lime, fig and guava grove,
witli sugar cane, pineapples, bananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest
every month in the year), in tne fertile and healthful highlands of Florida. New town, New England colony at Belleview, Marion Co., Florida,

of all kinds,

janld&wlw

LORING, SHORT k HARMON,
octl6

474 Congress Street.

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Merchants National Bank of Portland will be
held at the Bank on Tuesday. Jan. 12. 1886 at 10
o’clock a. in., for the choice of directors and transaction of any other business that may legally be

THE

You are

Cordially Invited to Visit

$400
$11200,
good per cent, on cost! Designs
and specifications iurnished free. Good schools,
church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Boston. Everything guaranteed by responsible parties! Best
place in the world for winter or permanent homes
and for invalids!
Board from $4.50 to £7 per week and upwards.
Now or never if you wish to secure comfortable
homes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLands may be bought
mer, at reasonable prices.
on the instalment plan.
Lands from $15 to $100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
The good lands like ours on which vegetables
can he raised the first year are Exceedingly
Scarce in Florida, and are rapidly advancing in
value.
can

he rented at

Mass.
Rev. L. H. Hallock, G2 Neal St., Portland, Me.
Rev. I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. II., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps and full particulars, apply to

W. D. LITTLE & GO.,
31 Exchange St,

Agents,

NEW BRANCH

Photograph Studio,
478 1-2

HAVE this day bought the nnir Cutting Muloon of E. J. Bailey No. 5 Choitniil
near corner of Congress, where I ? ill be pleased
to wait upon all of my old customers and as many
new ones as may come.

I

Ml.,

J. H. B. MORRILL.
|anl

<llw

Congress St.,

H. M. PAYSON & CO. is this day

firm of

THEdissolved by mutual consent.

HENRY M. PAYSON,
CHARLES H. PAYSON,

THURSTON,

PAYSON.

Notice.

The undersigned have this day formed a co-part
Dership in business as Bankers and Brokers under
the firm name of II. M. PAYSON & CO., and will
continue the business heretofore conducted by
their predecessors under the same firm name at
No. 32 Exchange street, Portland, Maine.
CHARLES H. PAYSON,
GEORGE F. TH JRSTON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.

JanldSw

January 1,1886.

MR. EDWARD H. YORK is this day admitted a partner in our firm.
WOODBURY & MOULTON.
Portland, Me., January 1,1886.
janld2w

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

firm of George P. Cornish & Co. having expired this day by limitation, the undersigned
will continue the business at the old place. 249
Middle St.,) under the firm name of Cornish Bros
D. E. CORNISH,
GEO. P. CORNISH.
Portland, Jan. 1,1886.
jan2dlw

THE
This new and beautiful Studio lias just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
supervision of

MR. J. M.
a

PECK,

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
large experience in all branches of the Art.

of

BUY

—

PATENT

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.
dec2

AIM:—To Flen»e.

eodtf

THE HURON

IS THE BEST.

Ask Your Grocer for it.
decs

—

seven

Take No Other.
dSm

Dirigo

WITH ITS

—

SOLD ONLY BY

&

declldtd

Dec. 11,1885.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK.
of the stockholders of this

be held at their banking rooms,
THEbank will meeting
at 10 o’clock
annual

on

in
TUESDAY, January 12,1886,
the forenoon, for the election of Directors and for
the transaction
decl4eodtd

NATIONAL TRADERS BANK.
shareholders of the National Traders Bank
rflHE
A of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual
will be

held at their banking room,
meeting
Tuesday the twelfth day of January next, at 11
o’clock a. in., to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that
on

may

legally

come

before them.

EDWARD GOULD. Cashier.

ueclidlm

Dec. 11, 1885.

THE CASCO NATIONAL BANK, OF PORTLAND.
THE annual meeting of the Stockholders of the

Casco National Bank of Portland will be held
its banking house on Tuesday. January 12,
1880, (being the second Tuesday of said month),
at 10 o'clock a, m. The election of seven Directors for the ensuing
year, and the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before
it, will he the business ot the meeting.
WILLIAM T. SMALL, Cashier.
declldtd
Portland, Dec. 11,1885.
at

Eagle Sugar Refinery.
stockholders of the Eagle Sugar Kellnery
THE
annual meeting
hereby notified that the action
for
are

choice of directors and for
upon any
other business that may come before them, will
be belli at tlm Kefinery office. Fore street, Portland, on Tuesday the 12th day of January, 1888,
at 3 o’clock p. m.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dccSOdtd
Dec. 29,1885.

PORTLAND

HfiDiW

R. R CO

anual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Co., will be
held at the office of the Company, 517 Commercial
Street, in the City of Portland. Me., on TUESDAY
the 19th day of January current, at 10 o'clock in
the forenoon, for the election of Directors and Mie
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
CHAS 11: FOYE, Clerk.
Jan. 4, 1880.

jan4d2w

RANGE, Sign

REDMOND,
and Ornamental Painting

OF EVERY’

CRATE.
—

DUNHAM,
PORTLAND, ME.
eoaom

Mineral Water.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring.
Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 36 to 48 liours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietor*,
Je23

directors,

of any other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at their banking house on Tuesday the twelfth day of January, 1886, at 11 o’clock
B. C. SOMEItBY, Cashier.
a. m.

S. H.

REFLEX

TENNEY
12 EXCHANGE ST„
decl4

Table and Dairy Salt

THE

NEW MODEL

of the stockholders of the

annual

meeting
THE
Canal National Bank of Portland for the
and for the transaction
election of

THE

Co-Fartnerslup Notice.

Opp. Preble House.

dec22_•_dti

NOTICE.

call.
dlw

us a

Notice of Dissolution.

Co-Partnership

a

E.

Chamber Suit please give

Portland, Maine, January 1,1886.

to

REFERENCES WHO HAVE VISITED AND IN !
i
VESTED IN BELLEVIEW.
I
Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Brunswick, Me.
I
S. H. MAYO, 121 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.
90
Pleasant St., Dorchester,
Prof. G. G. Bcsh,

N.

or

jan5

GEORGE F.
GEORGE S.

such groves, with fertilizers, $175 per year! Business can never lie “overdone,” as Florida lias no
competitor, and onlv a small portion even of this
State is adapted to this culture.
Houses BSui't for

Parlor

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
did

presented.
Dec. 11,1885.

Portland, Dec. 12,1885.

MR.

new

rooms on

twelfth day of January, 1886, at 10 o’clock a. nt.,
for the choice of Directors and the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before
WILLIAM II. SOULE, Cashier.
them.
declSdtd
Portland, Dec. 12,1885.

CARD.
L. M. LEIGHTON, loug and favorably
known in Portland and vicinity, and in the
eastern part of this State, and for eight years or
more in the grocery trade here, and lor the past
two or more years head salesman in our employ
has been admitted to an interest in our business
dating from Jan. 1st, 1886, and the firm name is
changed from this date to OREN HOOPER, SON
& LEIGHTON. If you want a new Carpet or a

eod3m

Five Acres of good Lund set to choicest
Fruit nud fenced foi $400!
Five Acres of land so rich as not to require fer
tilizers, set to fruit and fenced for S'!00 to $800.
Similar groves, m five years from the setting, now
yield from $2,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care of

HARMON,

Davit Block, Cor. Exchange and CoBgree,
Hi..

Early.
Check Books, Printing and Ruling

the Stockholders of the

of

meeting
Cumberland National Bank of Portland will
THE
TUESDAY, the
be held at tneir
banking

Notice of Dissolution of Co-Part-

514 Congress Street.

THE GREATEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD.

uo

declOiitf

SYMPHONY

Parties buying or selling 10 shares of stock have
the same advantages as those dealing in 100 or
1000 shares.

oct2i_

--$8G0,429.80

*<■

“PARLOR PRIDE"
LADIES, tryAM
and you will

10 cents

PORTLAND,

Private Wires

CABINETS $5.50 PER DOZ.
m PER 00Z.
PANELS

Losses in process of adjustment.$ 74,148.38
Re-Insurauce reserve.... 273,079.99
All other demands against
Co
138,930.49
Surplus to policy holders. 379,070.94

—

dlm*

STOVE EW

our

LIABILITIES.

One of the elements of happiness may be found in
being in possession of a good policy with the

P. 0. Box 896.

WELLS,

Scents.

Adtnin.ion:
Gents.10cents) Skatt,s.lOcents.
i
Ladies.tree
p s—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents-, Saturday Afternoon Games
Afternoon

Will execute buying or selling orders in Stocks
heir
on tl«! New York Stock Exchange, through
regular correspondents, Messrs. Henry Clews &
Co., New York, at regular comndssion, either for
cash or on margin of not less than 5 per cent.
Orders for Grain and Petroleum also received.
eodtf
decI8

1st, 1885,

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1886.

L. D.

On and after November

Union Ins. Co.,

9

delivered in 5 gallon demijohns.

A«lmi**»on:

Ladles...'."!'....7.10cents} ®'<atC8.

NO. 9 EXCHANCE ST.,

Orders l>y mail
dec23

—

AGENTS,

UNDERWOOD SPRING WATER

Erening

WE

decll

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

I

have ever

Ayer’s Pills,

—

<ltf

Federal Street.

Bijou Skatiug Parlor,

CASH SETTLEMENTS.

Fire and

taken.” John Burdett, Troy, Iowa,
writes: “For nearly two years my life
was rendered miserable by the horrors of
Dyspepsia. Medical treatment afforded
me only temporary relief, and I became
reduced in flesh, and very much debilitated. A friend of mine, who had been
similarly afflicted, advised me to try
Ayer’s Pills. I did so, and with the
happiest results. My food soon ceased to
distress me, my appetite returned, and I
became as strong and well as ever.”

INSURANCE AGENTS,

Army Hall, Portland, Me. Stocks, Grain and Petroleum

No. 565 Corot St., Under Grand

i

Dyspepsia w’hcn

For sale

MORRISON Sc CO.,

40 PER CENT.

Cured

Ayer’s Tills. They have done
good than any other medicine I

1

of our cusHaving decided to give away a beautiful Gold Watch, also other Elegant Presents to some
to betomers Feb. 1, we offer every lady and gentleman who visits the store before that time a chance
We do not require you to buy anything, only call and
come the posessor of the same free of charge.
see our new store and register your name.

i

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

By Using

MORSE &PINKHAM
Stock Brokers

First National Bank

jan4

l.OSSES PAID IN THIRTY DAYS AFTER PROOF.

Dyspepsia and

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES.
Seats 75 and GO cents; Gallery 35 cents. Sale
of seats Wednesday, Jan. 6.
Jan4dtd

...

-AT-

Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

for the past 30 years, and am satisfied
I should not have been alive to-day, If it
had not been for them. They

all other remedies
failed, and their occasional use has kept
me in a healthy condition ever since.”
L. N. Smith, Utica, N. Y., writes: “I
have used Ayer’s Pills, for Liver troubles
and Indigestion, a good many years, and
have always found them prompt and
efficient in their action.” Richard Norris,
Lynn, Mass., writes: “After much suffer-

6m, due 1889.
1887.
6m,
“
«
6m, “ 1888.
Portland Water Co.,
Om, “ 1888.
“
“
6m, “ 1891.
1901.
Riddeford Sc 8uco Water Co.,5m,
1912.
Nlnine Central R. R.,
7m,
«<
«
«
1912.
5m,
4m, “ I9044.
City of Zanesville, O.,
1890.
Darke County, Q.,
Os,
Om, <• 1887.
City of 8t. «Atonim,
«
1888.
6m,
1908.
Om,
City of Duluth,
Om “ 1890.
Iowa Loan and Trust Co*,
And other strong securities, for sale by

p

S6S CONGRESS ST.

—

will appear in that most successful of all plays,

Stale of ITIaiae,
City of Portland,

(lti

Morrison & Go’s New Jewelry Store,

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.*4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,

STREET, Portland.
ianldtf

MORE CHANCE ! TRUST
COMPANY,
Gold Watch Free!!!

Lady’s

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884. 1,447,756.70

No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
«3r*AU business relating to Patents promptly
Iul2dtf
ana faithfully executed.

have been cured of
Liver troubles

A

Premiums on Marine liisks from 1st

No. 37 Plum Street.

ing, I

ONE

York,

WITH THE

Madison Spare Theatre Co.,

SHURTLEFF,

104 MIDDLE!
January 1.1884.

No.

Choice Securities, suitable for

_novlleodtf

BERRY,

—

—AND—

--Manager.
dtf

O. WARE,
SINKINSON, "W.
jano

JAMES

OF NEW

of

E.,

255 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND,

LEONARD GROVER, JR.,

eodtf

11. M. PAYSON & CO.,
No. 32 Exchange St.
decan
eodtf

PRICE.

Boston £ Portland Clothing Co.,

circular

a

YORK,

NEW

°

Below

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly at-

me

except

company and issued by

oilier.

ADVANTAGES of thi. Company are
All E,
EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

EXCHANGE,

Herbert €r.

of the

price.

Until further notice our store will be closed every evening at 6 o’clock,
at 10 o’clock.

plan
and
premium
NON-FOKFKITUBE INVESTMENT PLAN

Adjusted
ssecial features of this

experience

GROVER,

—AND—

PULLEN, CROCKER I CO, Private Secretary?
Bankers and Brokers,

INVESTMENT BONDS.

Saturday evening

approved

all

ou

the

Most of the stock holds its own, right in quality and

are com-

waiting60, 90,

satisfactory,

plete

mar4

Exchange St., Portland,

<$>wlc} fed

We

—

THE

ARETAS

DOWN THEY GO.

WITHOUT

CLAIMS,
ttie proofs
ITDISCOUNT,
immediately
and without
and

t

BONDS !

prices.

THAT

EMERY, LEONARD

Middle 8lree., Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in Now
England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, R. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, ProvidenceR.. I. People’sSavings Bank, Providence, R. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord. N. H. Keene Savings Bank, Keene, N. H. Nashua Savings Bank,
Nashua, N. H. Littleton Savings Bank. Littleton,
N. H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.
dim*
decs
188

Rockland.6s&4s Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central. -7s & os
No. Pacific Gold.,6s
P. & O. R. R....6S
Anson.4s

season

—

STEPHEN

and higher

Our prices are put down to the lowest notch to start with ;
shows us we failed in judgment on a few, and

ITSdefinite in all its

Job Printer
tended to.

and

—
—

decl

BEST BARGAINS.

THE
tuality,

Street,

Book, Card
971-2

$15.00; also at lower
speak principally of the

$10.00, $12.00

H.

WILLIAM

DO YOU KNOW

Cent Interemt.

FOR SALE BY

For transactions on New York and Chicago Exchanges. Connected by private
wire. Onotations constantly displayed.

Several colors in Men’s Heavy

Regular $15.00 quality.

York standard.

MARKS,

PRINTERS’

;

—

Ages 4 to 14

$7.00.

Heveu Per

Bearing

AGENTS FOR GREEN & BATEMAN

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

Exchange St.

AND

for $5.00, $6.00 and
years.

Others, extra good,

Friday and Saturday, January 8 aud 9.

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Co.

Investment Securities
for Sale.

A Boy’s

Winter Overcoats

HAS THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
to the Massachusetts standard, and of $733,3410,410 by the New

IT$400,000,041 according

eodtf

—

years).

BUSINESS AND DRESS SUITS

DOL-

year of

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.

wm. m,

10 to 14

$10.00 eaeli, (Ages

Men’s and Young Men’s line

dol-

company’s

PHOTOGRAPHER,

180

only costs $4.00.

4,208,602.74

Dividends,.

were

ALL WOOL OVERCOAT

THE

removed Ills law office to

Baris’ New Block, Corner of Congress
and Exchange Streets.

PORTLAND THEATRE.

—NEGOTIATED BY—

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

—

STREET.

TTJSTIOJSr

$6.00 and $6.50,

Endowments paid.

033,576.30.

McKUSICK & ELLIOTT,

The author of “Tom Brown’s School
Days,” now disguised as Judge Hughes, has
just given what may be called an empirical
decision at the Stockport county court, England. The dispute was about a walking
match, and the jucge decided to have the
match walked over again in his own presence next month.
Nothing could be more
characteristic of “Tom Brown.”

“Attorney-General Garland,” says the
Washington Star, “is certainly very unsocia-

Boys’ Long

$7,892,511.71

Washing-

Mr. William Edgar Marshall, the artist engraver of New York city, is engaged upon a
portrait of Confederate General Lee from a
negative taken in Richmond during the war,
and declared to be by General G. W. Custis
Leo the only profile negative of his distinguished father in existence.

$12.00

$12.00.

$10.00.

1848.

Death losses paid,

A

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

-PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

Secretary Whitney

been selling for

Wool Suit, used to be

that

Surrendered policies,

Men’s Furnishers

and honorable calling by which they
support themselves and win bread for their

ton Republic to be the best judge of horse
llesh in the eabinet.
Miss Cleveland is a member of the Women’s Anthropological society of Washington,
and gave it its name.

Boy’s All

A Big

RECORD 18

JTS

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

perilous

the Dem- I
the views of the majority of
the
silver
on
ocratic members
question, it is defensible on that ground.

feelings

uii.un

blinding snow, the men being engaged in
beating ice off the vessel in order to keep her

OF MAINE.
IN

$8.00,

goes for

Has had thirty-live years’ experience

Haskell & Jones,

At
on board of the Ivanhoe.
and
saw a steamer’s
torch as a signal of distress.

all night before the

monument.

im/.nf,..-

hpS^mation

Big Boy’s Black Diagonal Overcoat

COMPANY,

LIFE INSURANCE

a

biisiness cards.

jela

The Christmas of the Fishermen.
[N. Y. Suiv j
Tiie Cape Ann Advertiser of Jan. 1 con-

notably strong ten weeks’ trade we have begun to take bearings of the
Much of the Clothing we made in September, October and November you
season.
You took what you liked. Others, that we thought as well of is
are wearing.
still herd, and New' Clothing steadily pressing in from our work shops. What
will make it go ? Lower Prices will. We thought them cheap enough before.
You w ill think so now, when a
After

Union Mutual
ORGANIZED

Special Attention given

Congressman Lawler of Chicago, once alderman of that great city, and presumably
familiar with the crying needs of the common people, has introduced a bill in Congress appropriating from the national treasury SoO.lKH) to be paid over to Charles A.
Story of Chiaago, to he used in tiie practical
application of the science of spelling, devised
bv Mr. Story. Tiie bill declares that Story’s
science of spelling will confer greater benefit upon tiie country and its people than
either steam or electricity, and that under

About Letting Down Prices!

THE

lion to a million and a half. This incident
concern.
gave Mr. Vanderbilt a good deal of
While he may have admired the shrewdness
of Fred, he could never forgive him for joining the bears and selling the, market, and the
fact that Fred was not made one of the residuary legatees of the will is generally supposed to be due to tiiis fact.”

Geo. E. Hawkes,

NATIONAL SPELLING.
Springfield Union.

---—--

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

Grant & Ward. The common understanding
is that this little venture of the two men
cost their father about $l2,000,000-the sum

that he had to pay to extricate them from
the Iclutches of the victorious bears. It so
happened that while his brothers were bulls,
Fred, the youngest of the three, was a bear,
and made money while his brothers lost,
flow much is not known, but the best authorities place his winnings at from a mil-

i.niTEHKKTS.

financial.

mihceli.aivkois.

INSURANCE.

half or two years ago Cornelius and William
K. Vanderbilt went into the market undoubtedly witli the expectation that they
could arrest the downward movement which
was destined to culminate in the failure of

413 Fore N'rtM.

dtf

DESCRIPTION.

Having had an experience of over 12 years in
two of the largest cities in Massacliuseiis. (the
last 7 in business,) 1 feel confident in warranting

the best work anil lowest prices.
ISO 1-2 itllDDliE ST.
jan2

dim*

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton ami other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Insurance.
Apply to
Lowest rates or
J. S. Ut)l'BLASS, Agent,
ivUiiif

iN«. J9K «

oiHuifrt iHl

^aMMaaHa
Western Union Telegraph. 74Ya

PEESS.

THE

Alton & Terre Haute. 42
do prel. 87
Boston Air Line. 96%
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. 70
Canada Southern.(J... 42 e
Chesapeake & Ohio. 12%
Del. & Hud. Canal. 93
Del., Lack. & West.123

FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 8.
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
G. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
76 Exchange St.; Armstrong, E.& M. C. R. B. Deand 659 Congress
pot; Hodgson, «6Vj Portland
Sts.; Costello, 7 Exchange St.: Gtlpatrlck, 47Middle &t.; Jewett, 504 Congress St.; Peterson, 2 Exchange St.; Gould, corner Congress and Chestnut
Sts,; Eanagan, 66 Oxford St.; Chisholm. 109 Con221
gress St.; Hopkins, 190 Bracitett St.; Watson,
Bros’, agents on all
Spring St.; and of Chisholm
the
of
trains running out
city.
Auburn, 'Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fail-field, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. II. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenuiug.
Mechanic Falls, II. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.

Rockhimt'a S^Andrews, It.

Den & Rio Grande. 18%
6%
E. Tenn., V. & ,Ga.
9%
do pref.
Houston & Texas. 30
31
Kansas & Texas.
Missouri Pacific.112
Mobile & Ohio. 17
Morris &

Northern Pacific. 28%
do pref. 60 Va

Oregon Nav.106%

Richmond & Danville. 80
Adams Express.146
American Express.103
U. S. Express. 62%
Wells. Fargo Express.119
Louisville & Nasn. 44
St Paul & Omaha. 40%
do pref.103
Union Pacific 1st.114%
do Land Grants .105%
do Sinking Funds.121
St Louis & San Fran. 227/s
do pref. 48

H. Burnham.

Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Jan. 7, 1886.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.24 50
Quicksilver. 7 50
New York

Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yaimouth, H. Humphrey.
So.

do

00
3 20

Horn Silver.
Bodie. l?o
Caledonia. B. H. 2 10
Con. Cal. & Va.1 65

Eureka. 2 70
Hale & Noreross.2 6o
675
Silver King.

To voune men Burdette says: Take a basin of
or
water Dlaee vour finger in it for
take it out and look attlie hole
Hdi tv
about
hole
the
of
represents
size
The
t at is left
makes on a young
the impression that advice
tnnch on your
roan'smind. won't depend tooThe world vvaius
familv—the dead part I mean.

twenty-fire

seconds5

lias

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCfSCO, Jan. 7. 1886.—The following are closing ofiicial quotations of turning stocks

no use for deadones.
it
back In a
can trace her ancestors

Queen
dhect
« yon cannot get

Victoria
line to William the Conqueror.

to-day:

Hale & Noreross. 1%
Cal. & Va. 1%
Bodie Con. 2
Best & Belcher. lVs
The Best & Belcher Mining Company have leved an assessment of GO cents p share.

tK^William:

better man

Eeleetric
"There is nothing like Dr. Thomas’s
WritOil to quickly cure or relieve hoarseness.”
ten by Mrs. M. J. Fellows, Burr Oak, St, Joseph

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Jan. 7. 1886.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 12 00@12 GO: short cuts 12 25
@12 50; backs 12 50@12 75; light backs 11 50®
12 00; lean ends 12.00®12 50; pork tongues $13
@13 25; prime mess $12@12 50;extra prime 9 50
®$10; mess, old. 10 50®10 7G; do new $11 50;
Western prime mess pork at 10 60@11 00.
Lard 6%@6%c p ib m tierces;7%@7%c in 10ib nails; 7%@7%e in 5-lb pails; 7%@8cin3-lb

Co., Mich.
Almost every one has a predominant inclination, to which his other desires and affections
perhaps
submit, and which governs him, though course
of
with some intervals, through the whole
life.—Hume.
his
_

Teachers, and others
exercise, should
torpid liver and

Lawyers,

pails.

whose occupation gives hut little
use Carter’s Little Livor Pills for
biliousness. One is a dose.

ambitious

Hams 9%®l0c p lb,

cure: small 10@10%c.
Dressed hogs, city, 5%c

.FfthUinfr

X have not been troubled with the rheumatism
and
since being cured by taking Atlilophoros,
medicine
can recommend it to all as being the only
at all in
that I ever found that seemed to help me
Masthat disease. Edwin Sears, Proviucetown,

higher than these

1

nuo

—

Eggs—Neal by 28®29c ;Eastern extras26®27c;
East firsts at 24®25c: Southern choice extras 2o
@26c; New York and Vermont 24@25c; North at
2'4®25c; Western fresh at 22®23e;Island at 24®
25c. and N. S. at 24@25c; choice held stock 21®
22c;Western pickled 19:«20e; Eastern limed 20e.
Beans—Choice small hand picked pea at 1 70®
1 75 p busli; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 60® 165; small Vermont hand picked pea at

It was the new reporter of a San Francisco pawho came in, covered with perspiration and
dust, as the last form went to press
“Did it take you all day to do that park water
works detail?” snarled the city editor.
“S-s-li! speak low,” whispered the new special.
“Got on to an A 1 suicide out ou the park—defalcation probably.”
“Great Caesar! and we’ve gone to press,” gasped
the editor. “The afternoon papers will get a beat
on us to-morrow.”
...
I
“Not much,” chuckled the reporter. “I knew
so I
couldn’t get here in time for the last edition,
just queered the find.”
“What do you mean?”
and
“Wliv 1 dragged the body into the bushes
covered it up with grass and things.we A bloodTo-morrow
it.
hound couldn’t find
develop
the claim and give ’em a two column sensation.
With tears in his eyes the city editor arose and
fell upon his subordinate’s neck.
-You are honor to your profession,” he sobbed.
'•I’ll see that your salary is increased two dollars
I will, by jingo!”
a month.
per

nervous

nneps ran ire

tations.
Cheese—Choice Nortli at ©OMsC: lower grades
according to quality; Western at 9y2@10c. Job
lots V2C higher.

sachusetts.

There are ltiauy forms of
men that yield to the use of
Those w'lio arc troubldd with
night sweats, &c., should try

and

size

—

private.—Addison.

away in

to

p lb; country at4%c;

live 4%@4%c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 27 a
28 jeommon to good 20@25c; New York fall made
dairy 21fi22c; Vermont do 22 a 23c; (selections
®—c; common to good at 15 @20c; extra Western
fresh made creamerv 33@34c; common to good
25®30c; Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@2oc.

man

The desire of fame betrays
is
into indecencies that lessen his reputation; be
still afraid lest any of his actions should be tlnown
an

according

170S175.
Apples —Choice, 1 50® 1 75; common $1®1 2e.
Hav—Choice prime hay, at $19®.$20; lair to
good at $18®$10; choice Eastern !hne $16.®$18;
Fair to good do at $16@$16; poor do at $13®$14:
East swale $U@«12. Rye straw, choice, 830®
$21; oat straw $11®$12 p ton.
Potatoes—Houlton rose 68 a 7Or; do Hebron at
®76c; N H Rose 63®65c; 51e Central 60®65c;
Burbank seedlings|60tg65c ;N Y Hebrons 50® 56;
do Rose 55c; do prolifles 55®58c; Eastern do 65
@68c; Vt Hebrons 55®60c.

Sheep and Lambs 10,120; Swine 9,620; Veals
70; Horses 187; number of Western Cattle_1162;
Northern and Eastern Cattle, Covrs.etc., 335.
Prices of Beef Cattle p 100 lbs, live weight—
Extra quality at 6 00®6 25; first quality at 5 25,®
5 87y2 ; second quality 4 25@5 12V2 ; third quality 3 60 S 4 12 y2 ; poorest grades of coarse Oxen.
Bulls, etc., 3 00@3 87%.
Brighton Hides 8c p lb.
Brighton Tallow 5c p ib.
Country Tallow 2% e p ib.
Country Hides 7@7y2C.
Calf skins 10c p ib.
Sheep and Lamb skins 1 00® 1 35 p skin. 1 lie
trade for Hides is reported dull and prices a
strong %c p lb lower than they have been for
some time.
....
Working Oxen—The supply 111 market was light
and trade slow. We note sales of
Price
Live weight.
Girth.
2800
$118
8
1 .6
3200
$145
2
7
1
3100
$125
1
.7
2400
6
$105®$108
2 .6
P
Veal Calves—Prices ranged from

debility in

Carter’s Iron Pills.
weakness,
them.
nervous

a coin
Learning, like money, may be of so base
to be utterly void of use; or, if sterling, may
it serve the
make
to
management
require good
purpose ot sense of happiness.—Shenstone.

as

Ill some cities out West, Colgan’s Taffy Tolu is
on the
popular that the newsboys sell it
street and on the cars.
so

...

A farmer, writing to a friend, to whom he felt
under obligations for introducing a variety of
swine, thus unbosomed himself:
“Respected Sir: I went to the Fair at Monson.
I found several pigs of our species. There was a
of beasts, and I was astonished at

great variety
not

seeing you

live

Swine—Western fat hogs are costing hutehers
4@4%e p lb live weight landed at the slaugh-

teThouses.
e
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep at ■; a
p lb landed at the yards; Lambs at 6@6%e p

there.”
__

The Wool Market.

BOSTON, Jan. 6, 1886.—The following
list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX.37 @
Choice XX.34 @

_

Fine

FINANCIAL ANO COMMERCIAL.

Extra

Superfine and
low grades.3 25%3 50
X Spring and
XX Spring..5 00%5 25
Patent Spring
Wheats.6 00%G 25
Mich, straight
roller .5 25%5 50
clear do....5 00%5 25
stone ground. 4 75 «5 00
St Louis st’gt
roller.5 50%5 75
5 25
clear do
Winter Wheat

a

—

Patents_5
Fitth.

5

75%G

50

00

qtl—
Large Shores 25%3 5(J
I.arge Banks 25%3 5C
Small.2 75%3 oc
Pollock.2 50%3 2C
Haddock.1 50@2 OC
Hake.1 75%2 2£
Herring—
Scaled $> bx..l4%18c
No 1.12%'16c
Cod,

High Mixed Corn.58@69
NewCorn car lots50@52

Medium

—

Sal..,.1®

Combine ana delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.36
Fine delaine.34
29
Low and course.
Medium unwashed.27

Texas.J5

Provisions.

Porlc-

lluenor

7%11
@1E

Ducks

%li

Geese.

Applet*.
2 00%2 5C
Nodhcads
Snow.2 00%2 25
Tallman Swts2 00%2 2£
Nol Baldwins
and Greenings
1 25%2 OC
—

lb
LrmoDM.

Evaporated

8%llc

Florida.4 50%5 OC
Messina.4 00%4 50

Malagers.3 00%3 5C
tfruut'CH.

Florida.3 2n%3 7£

Chicago

3 70@5 75; Stockers and feeders at 2 7034
cows, hulls ami mixed 1 76@4 00.

-t

j

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]

MEW YORK, Jan. 7, 1886.—Flour market—
Receipts 10,555 bbls; exports 2577 bbls and 1,878 sacks; dull and still tending In buyers favor;

sales 13,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 lo@3 10; supeifiue
Steeds.
37
Western and State at 3 00@3 35; common to good
iRed Top.2 25@2
extra Western and State at 3 2S@3 60; good to
i Timothy Seed2 00@2 10
choice do at 3 G5@5 50 jiconunon to choice White
Clover.1014,, 11c
wheat Western extra at 5 00®5 25; fancy do at
Cheese.
at 6 30 a 5 50; common to good extra Ohio at 3 26
Vermont —10 @1114
to choice extra St Louis at 3 25®
{6)6
N.Y. factory 10 @1114
g 50; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
Rutter.
to double extra do at 5 50®
choice
5 0055 40;
Creamery p lb- .24@25
5 60, including 2800 bbls city mill extra at 4 7o
21@23
Gilt Edge Ver
do at 2 1553 10; 400 bids
bbls
fine
Choice.18@20 @4 80; 700
a}
superfine at 3 00@3 35; 700 bbls extra No 23 2a
Good.15.A 10
winter wheat extra at
bbls
Store.lo@12 ! 3 25 a 3 60; 3300
60.
extra at 3
Minnesota
bbls
4100
(S5
60;
Ks«».
Southern flour steady; common to fair 3 50®3 90 ;
Eastern extras. 27
at
good to choice at 4 0055 50. Rye Flour steady exCanada Si Western...20
Wheat—Receipts 5500 bush ;
Island.20 | 8 25)53 60.
__

I

50;'common

..

25@5

7. 188G.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Fort
and 23 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads 64 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

[By Telegraph.]

stocks are received

Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 94Vs
■■■■■.. 60'>*
Mexican Central 7s.....-•
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad pref.
•-38%
and New England Railroad.Maine Railroad.

Belle Telephone- ... ..222
Boston & Albany Railroad.17»

Railroad...199

Boston & Lowell Railroad.

Market.
New York Stock and Money

[By Telegraph.]

“MINIATURE ALMANAC.JANUARY
Sunrises.7.36 High water
water}.
j.12.49
Sun sets.4.20
8.

a^Ldayf:::: ?:2? Heightiglg

—

on

call

NEW YORK, Jan. 7, 1886.-Money m
continues easy at 2 a 2% P*r cent. Prime
dull
tile paper 4ar> per cent. Exchange counnues
and steady. Government bonds dull and steady
Ka,moaa
State bonds fairly active and steady.
bonds quiet, except speculation issues, and prices
are strong.
The stock market continued heavy
for a|shoit time after 2 15 pm, but rallied slight 5
later in the hour, and closed firm and dull.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 22(5.138 shares.
The following are to-day’s quotations of (government securities:

„_.

United States bonds, ..
New4%s, reg .112%
New 4V2S, coup.112%
New 4s, reg..123
New 4s, coup.123
Pacific 6s of’95.125%
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks:

Chicago & Alton.--...141
Chicago & Alton preferred.155
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.139%
Eric.

?fe%

Shore.
Michigan Central.
Ni w Jersey Central..
Luke

Noiiiiwesi ..

Nort h western preferred.1222/
4
New York Central.. IS

Island.okiz.
.227?
St. Paul.
Rock

1
Union Pacific. 04/g

3J@6

qitotjT^o

2 at
steady; No 2 at 58c. Barley
Lard steady at 6 06®.
64c. Pork active at 10 2o.
6 07V2. Boxed meats steady; shoulders at 3 70®
5 3»
3 75; short ribs at 5 07y2@6 10; short clear

63|

receipts—Flour, 3,000 bbls; wheat. 28,000
bush; corn, 50,000 busli; oatfi, 43,000 busli, rye,
8,000 busli; barley, 24,000 hush.
Shipments—Hour,; 7,000 bbls; wheat, 12,000
hushqcorn, 66,000 bush; oats, 63,000 bush; rye,
0,000 bush ;barley, 27,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 7.1886.—Flour steady; XXX
to extra
at 3 104 3 20; family 3 2543 40; choice
40. Wheat is
fancy 3 7054 70; patents 5 00®5
Corn
lowcrjNo 2 Mixed
lower :No 8 Red at ««%c.
Laid
at33V2c. Oats easier; No 2 Mixed 2914c.

StRece<iPts—Vlmir,
com.

32,00oibush

1,000 bbls; wheat, 7,000 bit;
; oats,,4,000 bush;rye, 000,000

blsmpments-’Hourb8W
26/7000‘busli ;dats

corn

1,000 busli,
"bbls;
9,000 bush; rye,0,0 busli;
wheat

barley, 0000 hush.

is easy; No 1
DETROIT, Jan. 7,1886.—Wheat
White at 88c; No2lted88V4C.
Receipts, 26,300 busli.
weak;
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 7, .1886.—Cotton
middling 8%c.
midJan. 7, 1886.—Cotton is dull;

MOBILE,
dlug 8%c.

Is quiet;
SAVANNAH, Jan. 7, 1886 —Cotton
middling 8%e.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 7, 1886.—Cotton 18 dull;
middling 8%c.

v

Sch Elva E Pettengill, Dodge, Boston for Bucksport. Jihbooni gone.
Sell Walter Franklin. Fannin, Boston.
Sell ,1 C Harraden, Strout. Boston.
Sell Palestine, Chadwick, Boston.
Sell Eastern Light, Kelley, Boston.
Sch O B Kimball, Kimball, North Bootlibay.
ciiearea.

Sch Brilliant, Hupper, Port Clyde—N Blake.
SAILED
Barque Jolin Gibson : brig Addie
Hale; scbs Clara Leavitt, Albert H Waite, and

Sts.; also

dly

mai'7

JAMf?PVLE'S

Jan 6-Tbe hull of sell Moses Web0IChaUiam,
the shoals, has been sold to the
ashore
the cargo, (empty hogsheads)

Domestic Ports.
SAN FEANCISCO-Ar 29th, ship Two Brothers
ships Gatherer, and Daniel
HJanec-Chartered,
for United Kingdom, including Cork, at

Barnes,
6d; W E Grace, for Liverpool, at 24s Od.
PASCAGOULA—Ar Oth, sch Geo Moulton, Jr,
Landerkin. Charleston.
SAVANNAH—Cld 29th, sch Stella M Kenyon.
Williams, Union Island.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 26th, sch Norombega,
Smith, Navassa.
FOETEESS MONEOE—In Hampton Eoads 6th.
for
scbs Addie M Bird, Cushman, from Baltimore
New Haven; Sadie Willcut, Gilchrist, do for Sa
vannali; E 11 Church. Kelley, do for Providence;
«27s

best rum mm

™

«»
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STATES

UNITED

Dr. Wilson’s unprecedented success in curing
legions of difficult, complicated diseases and consumption, after given up
to die by other physicians;
many in tills city, are liv-

—

ing
no

witnesses. IVo cure
pay, only l'or med-

icine.
He

and

imports

com-

pounds ins own curatives
for speedy and permanent
cures.

excels in curing consumption, female afflictseminal
debility, diabetis,
ions, syphilis, scrofula,
He

__

prostration, constipation, sleeplessness,
spitting blood, fluxes, lost memory, palsy, pleurisy,
stuttering, gravel, piles, cancers, cankers, bad

nervous

breath, asthma, catarrh, lungs, heart, liver, kidspleen, diaphragm, and diseases made
chronic by malpractice.
Exainiumtiou free
Con*n Station aud
from 9a. m. to S p. m.
Dr. Wilson is the acknowledged phrenological
laureate, his revised chart, just published, excels
in presenting that science in a new light; illustrating the brain as the index of human events,
mentally and physically, with equal celerity, menin trade,
tally directs natures abilities for success
business or profession. Physically it vilifies the
functions of every ache, pain, disease of every organ of the body; also accidents to what extent of
severity, to a degree, if curable or not, in health
econothe powrer of development teach physical
Every person should
my to preserve the same.
this
science, to
be examined and educated in
which we owe so much knowledge of humanity.
The charts are elegantly gotten up, represent
ing 574 organs diseases, accidents and conditions;
characteristically classified, and contains 54
pages of instructive reading and medical prescriptions of two schools of practice, comments of the
press, testimonials from eminent people and patients cured by this scientific diagnosis that ask no

questions.

Tr

Office hours from 0 a. m. to 8 p. in. U. 8. IfoHotel. Those wishing to learn this science can
do so by studying Dr. W.’s Guide for Physicians.
dtf
declS

f

PERTH AMBOY—Sid 4th, sch Hattie Godfrey,
Strout, New Bedford.
,,
Ar 5th, sell Lady Ellen, Clark, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6th, sell Emma L Gregory,
Mar, Hart, and S J Smith,

iT IS LAN D HARBOR

Sid 6th. sell R
Thompson, New Bedford for Savannah.
for NVork;
Providence
Also, schs Trenton,
Mauitou, Kennedy, Vinalhaveii for New York;
\Vest
for
Haven;
from
Calais
Sarah Louise, Luut,
Norman, Kregau, Boston for Philadelphia; Bngafor
Boston;
Mary
ilier. Cousins, fm Philadelphia
York for New Bedford,
Lymburner, Bovvker, New
sell
Nellie
Winslow,
Doe,
'NEWPORT— Ar 6th,
1lUTC
Bowers,

—

Ar 5th, sell Nellie
£l<VfNTITaRD-HAVEN
Bonaire 41 days for Portland.
—

E

Sawver, Arey,

S'.il Oth, schs Chas E Sears, Grace Webster. B L
Eaton, L B Young, Mary Sprague. Millie Prim,

and Levi Hart.
In port, sell Nellie 1<

Sawyer.

Nevenger, (from
HYANNIS—Sid 6th, sch
Am boy 1 for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar Oth. sell Chas L Mitchell, irost,
Salem, to load for West Indies.
sch H C Higgiusou, Fales, Cardonas;
CldOt
H 11 Benedict, Mansou, Baltimore.
Sid. sells Aldine.andT W Dun.
Ar 7th, sell SO Hart, Smith, Philadelphia.
Cld 7th, barque Kioto, Campbell, Charleston.
Sid 7th, barque Nellie E ltumball; sch H C Hig-

S1'sALEM—Ar

Geo

5th, Nellie Mitchell,

Matthews,

Elizabethport.

Sid 6th. schs Pierce,Tapley, Boston for Castine;
Kelier, Willey, Amboy for Portland; Ada Ames,
Adams. New York for do; Izetta, Hlncks, do for
E Prescott
do; Jennie A Cheney,Rogers, and Geo
Louisa A Smith. Webb,
Treworthy, do for do;
from
Hunt,
Catawainteak,
Boston for Ipswich;
Rockland for New York; Lizzie Cochran, Hopdo
tor
A
Heaton,
PaLee,
kins, do for Bueksport:

^PORTSMOUTH—Sid 6th, sch

J U Eells, Green-

Emma K SmallaMACHlASPORT—Ar 31st,sells
Mauna Loa, lhoin-

ley, Robinson, Portsmouth;

sou, Newburvport; Magnet, Fletcher, Boston.
Sid 31st, sell Dolphin, for Boston.
In port Gtli, schs Cha.cedony,
BOOTHBAY
from Portland for Machlas; Ocean Romp, do for
Culler; Lion, and Tiara, do for Sedgwick; Crusoe,
do for Millbridge; Clear tile Track, do for Rucksfrom
nor : Delia Hinds, Calais for Boston; Percy,
Eastporl for New York; May Queen, from PortBelfast
Gott,
Julia
Turner,
land W Port Olvdc;
for Portland; Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Port—

sebs Portland Packet, Gardner, from PortUa!so,
land for Eastport; Lydia M Webster, Condon, do
Calais: Pavilion, Look, do for Vinalliaven;
Diana, Kelley, do for Jouesport; Dolphin, Grover,
Calais for Boston; Hattie C, Stewart, St John, N B,
for New York; Alton, Odell, do for Portland.

for

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Newcastle, NSW, Nov 16, barque Edw
Kidder, Griffin. Hong Kong.
Sid fm Manila Nov 18, ship Kembrandt, McGilvery. New York.
Passed St Helena Dec 10, ship Oneida, McGilvery, Hong Kong for London.
Valparaiso—Chartered 4th, barque Tillie Baker,
( arty, to load nitrate at Iquique for Hampton
Itoad s
Ar at Amsterdam Dec 81, barque Albert Russell, Kane, Macassar via Falmouth.
Arat Madeira Dec 20. brig Charlotte, More__

"

si'd In* Greenock Dec

FOB

1-1

Congress street.___
SALE—A few very nice fancy Pigeons.

FOB
FOB

M. H„ box 1014, Saco, Me. 14-3
Address
SALE OB TO LET-House No. 269
Blackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
P. HOBBS, 3 OMarket St.111

GROCERY PROVISION and MEAT STORE
with bar room connected, doing a business
of $100 a day cash trade, profits over 20 per cent.
Price 82,700; sold on easy terms. McGINNis
CO., 247 Washington St.. Room 5 and 6, Boston.
A SMALL GROCERY STORE in cjtv foi- S200,
A
paying good profits; easy terms. McGINNis
Boston.
CO., 247 Washington St., Room 5 and 6,
Omcc
A WEEKLY PAPER and Job Printing
McGINNis & CO., 347
doing good business.
Boston.
5
and
6,
Room
St.,
Washington
16
LODGING HOUSE on Tremont St., Boston.
let for
rooms all let; rent only $62.60; rooms
MCterms.
$130a month; price $1100; easy Boston.
GINNIS & CO., 247 Washington St.,

___al"
FOR SAFE.

jan2

1

first-class order,

in

TANNERY,
with old established Belting and Supply
STEAM
safe and profitable investment. Only

rea-

trade,
son for selling, to close an estate.
a

dtf

Maine.

Saeo.

nov!4

BUSINESS CHANCES.

HALE—Drug store; fresh and complete
and

FOR

fine

laboratory

stock attractively flttted;
lolarge office connected; old stand prominentlyBoscated on thoroughfare in large family hotel,
inton. Paying business and may be largely
creased. $1200 cash will buy it on account of
owner’s sickness. Bargain for live man. Good
chance for physician for office practicexn connecPOND & BRITTAN,
tion with drug business.
339 Washington St., Boston.___7-1
8AI.E-A first-class lodging house

on
in

of finest locations
Tremont St., Boston,
FOIt
furnished with tapestry. Brussels aud Mothe
one

city;

qnet-te carpets and nice Black Walnut furniture;
this is a first-class house In eveiy way and is occuof
furniture
nied bv the best of people; price
31200; great bargain. POND & BRITTAN, 339
Washington St., Boston.
AGENTS WANTED.
WANTED—To sell the best selling household articles yet invented; large
profits and sure to sell. For particulars address
It. M. GORDON. Lewiston, Maine.22-tf

AOENTH

Agents; money in it; an article
verv popular with ladies; enclose stamp.
22-4
J. C. BAADWELL, Paxton, Mass.
A
xl

OENTS

—

WANTED.
nto LET-Second floor of building, Nos. 31 and
JL 33 Pearl street, 05x70, light on 3 sides, elevator and steam heat and power if desired; also
third floor, 65x50, will be ready March 1st.
7-tf
MEGQUIKR & JONES. No. 320 Fore St.
Protestant

by capable
cooking
do general ltousework
WANTED—Situation
reference given.
Apply at
a

or

woman to

in

a

74
7-1

family, good

ADAMS ST.

and gentlemen to call and
examine the “work” done by the celebrated
f al 1 tufting needle11, on exhibition at 45 GREEN
7-1
T., Portland, Me., for one week only.

WANTED—Ladies

wanted—By Nova Scotia
girls to work in private families or hotels,
first-class references given. Apply at 228Va Mid-

Situations

chVat'st'john.

Portland.

Spoken.

6, off Gay Head, barque Henry Warner,
Kecd, from Buenos Ayres for Boston.
Jail

En
390
31-1

St._
rent in house

on

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

From Lone Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip 818.
Passage 910.00.
Meal3 and Boom included.
For freight or passage apply to
E.

B.

SAJIPSO!*, Agent,

70 Long Wharf. Boston.

31dtf

Douglass St.;

LET—Lower
the flat, Sebago water;
TO
eight rooms, six
rent
of GEO. W. BURNHAM, 1091

be neat, a
ences required.
tween 2 and 5 p.

Protestant girl to do
a small family; must
and good laundress; referApply at 30 CUSHMAN St., be-

Inquire

LET—On Vine St.

TO

at

STEAMERS.

—*•»

St., sunny

convenFOR
exposure; central location: 9 rooms;
month. BENrent

£23 per
comfortable;
JAMIN SHAW. 48% Exchange St.35-1

FARE $1.00

ient and

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
L.
C.
bv
Young; possession given October 1.
Enquire of JOHN T. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle
street.
aug29d

STORE

SPRESS for 1886.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLK, Jb„ Manager.
5cltf

experienced girl in Fancy-

PROF.CHS.LUDWISVON SEEGER,

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University;
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Crown Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order of theRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of

Honor, tfcc., dbc.t Bays :
«JLIEBIG CO’S COCA BEEF TOIVIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
It is in no sense of the word a patent
cure alls.
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with itsa
mode of preparation and know it to be not only
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy
of the high commendations it has received in all
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
Sherry.”
Invaluable to all who are Bun Down, Nervous,
Malarious or afflicted with
Dyspeptic, Bilious,
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations.
SEE MAJESTY'S FAVOEITS COSMETIO CLYCEEXHE.
Used bu Her Royal Highness the]Prlnoess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping,Roughness. $1.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIG CO’S Genuine Syrup of Sarsaparilla, Is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in
the market.

N. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.
M&Fnrmly

dec?

good
WANTED—An
Goods ; must be well recommended;
one. Apply at
to the
a

right

permanent place given
once

at L. D.

who wish to subscribe for the
or renew their subscription,
FROHOClt, Agent, 201

Zion’s Herald,
WANTED—All
I). II.
call
to

please

Oxford

1

_5

STROUT’S.

on

5-1

St.___

chamber maid and plain

need apply that cannot give
WANTED—Good
20 FREE ST.

laundress;
good references.

none

__6-1

capable girl for general

WANTED—A
work, at 92 EMERY STREET.

liousc5-1

ATTANTED—Assistant Bookkeeper wanted.
YY SHAW. HAMMOND & CARNEY. 5-1
to know that Dr. Conaut’s
Compound Vapor Baths ate a sure cure for
rheumatism, all sorts of aches and pains, and skin
diseases. For circulars, terms, &c„ please address
c. M. CONANT, 341 Cumberland St._4-1

WANTED—People

WANTED-Washing and ironing. Apply

W
Court.__4-1

to

MRS. LYDIA A. BURROWS, 3 Merrill’s

TAT ANTED- Situation by

young man,

a

an ex-

perienced practical bookkeeper, in a wholesale or retail house as head or assistant bookkeepor any place of trust; best of references
cashier
er,
given as regards character, ability, etc. Address
YY

YOUNG

MAN,_Press_Offlce._D1
cast

off

Mr.

or

S.

LEVY, 97 Middle St., Portland, Me,30-2

years of age
undertaker’s shop,
Address A.. Press

nineteen

MAN,
would like chance in
AYOIJNG
furnish best of references.

an

can

Burdock Blood Bitters
Purify the Blood._
WILL

Burdock Blood Bitters
Sound. Refreshing Sleep.
Burdock Blood Bitters
BEGETS

FOR

That Tired. Weary

Feeling.

Sick Headache.
to Sick
ncadache for years, and have tried, in
vain, many advertised remedies and several physicians, but all to no purpose. At
last I tried your B. B. Bitters—without
much faith, I admit—but to-day I can
truly say, that after taking the third bottle,
I have not suffered from it. I recommend
it to all my friends; several have been
cured by it. My little grandson was permanently cured of Biliousness and Sick
Headache, which were so severe as to
cause convulsions.
They have all ceased
since he commenced the use of B.B.B.
■»
»MRS. B. C. BODLE,
Orange, Luzerne County, Pa.

Gents:—I have been subject

Office.30-1
to

know that Mrs. Dr.

WANTED.—Ladies
Sherman still remains at 42 South street, in
and ingrowof

treatment
corns, outgrowing joints
ing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty. Will
call at residence if desired without extra charge.
Corns removed for 25 cents._39-2

[Published

every

day, except Sunday.]

Winter Arrangements.

1885.

The Maine State Press.
[Published

every

The PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is the largest
Republican paper in Maine. Its subscription
list is greater than that of any other daily in the
State.
It contains every morning the latest news from
all quarters of the globe, telegraphed by the agents
of the Associated Press and special correspondents.

DuringthesessionofCongress.it
plied with

news

from

Flyia Halifax!01 i
THURSDAY,
Nov. 19
Dec. 3
10
17
31

Thursday Morning]

will

be

the Capital of special

supinter-

to Maine people by a special correspondent.
To matters in Maine it pays special attention,
covering all important points by its own representatives
Its local department i3 always lull and reliable,
which makes it specially valuable to former residents of Portland who want to keep posted in regard to matters transpiring at their old home.
Its ship news column makes it indispensable to
dwellers along the coast, ana its nnunciai auu
market reports are especially adapted to the
wants of Maine business men and investors.
The PRESS gives cordial support to the principles of the Republican party, and believes that
the interests of the state and nation will be best
secured by the triumph of those principles. To
that end it will labor in the future as in the past.
The session of Congress now begun will undoubtedly be one of the most important and exciting in the liistory of the nation, and no one who
of
cares to keep posted in regard to the affairs

the nation can afford to be without a daily paper.
The year 1886 in Maine bids fair also to be one
One of the most stir
of unusual excitement.
ring political campaigns in our history is probably
pending which willmake a daily paper of unusual
value.
The MAINE STATE PRESS is published every
Thursday morning. It contains a carefully prepared resume of all the important intelligence of
the week; devotes large space to affairs of our
own state; contains the ship news of the week;
a weekly review of the markets; all the important
local news, besides instructive miscellany, selected and contributed articles relating to agriculture,
household matters, etc.

DAILY, by carrier $8.00 n year,
by mail $7.00 n year; in advance.
If
For the WEEKLY, $2.50 a year.
For the

paid

in advance

$2.00

a

year.

Sample copies will be sent

THURSDAY,
Dec. 10
24

Parisian-

I__

Sardinian.

nov28_dtf_
PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

year in exchange for your weekly.
Yours Truly,
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.
Embracing the leading Hotels
Pkess may always

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

ports.

Steamer

of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

Steamers sail from San Francisco

Japan, China and Sandwich Islands,

For Freight, Passage, Sailing I.iets and further
information, apply to or address the General

Eastern Agents.

E. A. ADA1U A CO.,
113 State Street, Cor. Broad 81., Boston.
fch8
dU_

DOMINION LINE.
1885-6-WINTER ARRAN’GEM ENTS-1885-6

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
SAILIHO PATES

a

ex-

care

A

janSdtf

preferred.
Wanted.

BY keeper

or

situation

a

private clerk;

as assistant, bookone who can

give

Address
satisfactory references as to character.
Lock Box No f), Bowdolnham, Maine. dec26dtf

tor.

prietors.

On Dec.

31st,
SHAWI.
Portland and Winship's Corner, Gorham,
Cumberland and Green
route:
the
—

between

on

following
Oak,
Sts. to Woodfords, thence out Spring St. through
Saccarappa to Winship’s, a large double Paisley
shawl. The finder will confer a great favor and
receive reward by returning shawl to 06 OAK
1-1
STREET.
Seal Fur

Boa, supposed
30th,
IJ©ST—Dec.
have been dropped
Spring
Gray, Park
favor and be
streets. The finder will confer
a

to

or

on

re-

a

warded

on

leaving the same at 116 SPRING ST.
1-1

cure

Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma,
Pleurisy,
Whooping-Cough,
Lung Fever, and all disease* of the
Throat, Chest and Lungs, when
For **Ie br t:! deal*™.
other remedies fail.
HS887, JOHNSON 4 LOSS, Prop’s, Burlington, Vt.

febl3M w F&wl y

morning. 25 inst., between No.
40 Brown street ana the Portland and Rochester depot, or on the train between Portland and
Gorham, an Alligator Change Bag containing a
sum of money. The finder will be suitably rewarded on returning the same to No. 46 BROWN
30-1
STREET.

LOST—Friday

Portland and Yarmouth a canvas wagon cover.
The Under will be suitably rewarded by leaving it at W. W. TRUE’S,
Yarmouth, or at P. HONAN’S, 88 Washington
30-1
St,, Portland, Maine.

LOST—Between

horse blanket, the owner can have
same by calling on A. S. FULLER. 102 Commercial St., proving property and paying charges.

FOUND—A

DAWSOU’S

31-1

NEURALGIC CURE
is the OLD and RELIABLE REMEDY
for Neuralgia, RheuuiatiMin, Hclnticn,
BBeadachc, Earache, Toothache and every
other kind of ache produced by a Deranged Nervous
System. It is the greatest remedy known for
the above complaints, and is a

SURE EURE.
Can be used outside as well as inside. Head carefully the testimonials. Buy it and use it as directed. All Druggists.

GEO.

G.

GOODWIN

&

CO.,

BOSTON.

jsnleodlm A*enl«

for New

England

Hmte.

place to get 2 elegant Cabinet
or Panel Photos for 81.00
at HARRIS'S
GALLERY. 618 Congress St., opposite Mechanics
26-2
Ilall.

FOUND—The

jan5____dtf

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

December,
14th January.
31st

1886.

28th January.
‘Sarnia
7th January,
BRISTOL SERVICE:
Eor Avontnoiith Pock (Pirect).

November,]

8th December

Dominion

Texas30th December

December,!

Hair, of Paaaage:
Cabin.$50 and $80. .Return. .$60 and $150
..Return. $00
Intermediate$30
Return a! lowest rates
Steerage. $13
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India Street.
dec8dtf
..

AND ALL

3.00
4.46
6.43
3.20
5.63

dtf

0Ct5_

Portland and Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-OF
__

TRAINS.

Monday, Oct. 1'A,
1 SNA, Passenger Trains will leave
On and after

|
rij
SSjJe.Portland

at 7.30 n. ns., and
1.0.5 p. m., arriving at Worcester
and
7.27
p. m. Returning, leave
p.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.06 a. ni. and 11.16
a. m„ arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.45
—

at 2.15

m.

in.

boro ansi Saco River, 7.30 B. m., 1.03
m.
Returning,
p. in. and (mixed) at 0.50 p.
a. m., 11.20 a.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45
D..„t1nswl li.ilraJ
__•

..

s/v

_

1.25 p. in. and 5.45 p. m.
For tiorhnni. Haccarappn, Cuuibc.rlaad
and Woodford’s lit 7.20
Westbrook
Mill*,
a. m., 1.06, 0.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
Portland connects at Ay or
m.
from
The 1.03 p.
Juaet. with Uowar Tanarl Roate for the

9.^0

a. m..

West, and at I'nioo Depot, Worcester, for
New Vork Till. Norwich Line and all rail,
I Via Mprfujelicld, also with N, Y. A N. K. R, 21
(‘■Steamer Mainland Koute”) for Fhiladrlnhin,
Baltimore, Washington, and the South, tali
with Boaon A Albany R. B. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central K. K.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. It.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
Portnmy be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams. No. 22 Exchange St.
*Does not stop at Woodford’s.

Agent,

oct!2dtfJ. W. PETERS, Supt.

Ogdensburg R. R.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5,1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Forilnad as follows: 9.00 a. m., fer
Fnbvans, Bethlehem, Littleton, Lancaster, Woodeville, Montpelier, Si. John*
bury, Newport, Bnrltngtou, Hwuatoa,
Ogdensburg, and all points on connecting
lines.
3.00 p. in., for Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVALS.
10.40 a. a., from Bartlett ami war station!.
3.55 p. m., from Mwautou, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
October 3,1885.oc3dY
_

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
1I86»

DEPARTURES#
Eewinton, 7.06

a. m., 1.15
and 6.20 p.
For (sorham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. 00p. m.,mt*Ml.
For (sorhan, Montreal and Chicago,1.80
p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
Front fiCwi*tou and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.05, 3.15 and 6.60 p. m.
From 4»orham, 0.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. m..
mixed.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.06 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night tram and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and

For Auburn and
m.

—

PARTS OF

P. X.

Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. PERRY, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, O. T. A.

On nml after MONDA1T, Oet. l!l,
trniu* will run n* follow*:

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

M.

CHANGE OF TIME.

International
FOB

5, 1885.

Oct.

Leave Portland (P. Si 0. R. R.).9.00
Bridgton Junction.10.35

17th December.

‘Sarnia
Toronto
‘OREGON

—

Brunswick, Nora Scatin, Prince Edward. I.land, and Cape Breton.
ARRANGEMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5.00 p. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. [gp*Frelght received up to 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply al the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, First National Bank
J. B.'COYLE. JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.
New

_

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave Her
38. East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

inAr

rvntrpal

TICKET OFFICE:

35

UUV^V

Exchange St.,

and Depot Foot of India Street.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
—

TO

—

Detroit, Chicago, JlilaanUft,
Cincinnati, fit. I.oui», Ouinhn, Mnginaw, fit. Paul, Halt Lakr Ci«7,
Drarrr, Han Francisco,
and all points in tlie

Canada.

West

Northwest,

and Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR. G. P. A.,
ocl2dtfJ, STEPHENSON. Supt.

Romford Falls and Ruekfield Railroad.

BOSTON.

QUINCY HOUSE—J. W. Johnson & Co., Proprie
tor.

Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12,1885.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rice &
Sou, Proprietors.
BRUNSWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field, Proprie-

ConnectioiiN via Grnnd Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. in., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.60 aud Can-

tor.

CANTON.
CANTON HOUSE-N. L. MANDS, Proprietor.
HIRAH.
Mt. CUTLER HOUSE—Freemam Pugsley.Propri-

ton at 4.26 p.
a.

m.

Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and
m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and

9.10
Bos-

ton.

CORNISH VILLAGE.
LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor.
CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardiner, Proprie-

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
Sumner. Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Can-

Wait

tor.

CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
EASTPORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Buckaam,

Proprietor.

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

GBAV.

Proprietor.

Proprietor.

RAVHOND VILLAGE.

CENTRAL HOUSE—Ww. H. Smith, Proprietor.
SACCARAPPA.
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE—W. 8. Pratt, Proprie-

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage anu necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapjps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over SO years
uration in every section of our country
or Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salHbrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Soses.

UOOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

SKOWHEGAN.
COBURN HOUSE—Robert WHaines, Proprietor

18 BRAVER STREET,
NEW

IMPORTED

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SALE BY

SON, Importers,

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Also General Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FRO 31

UAKKINOIV.

DR. E. B.

tIAl.Mi

REED,

Clnirvoynut and Botanic Physician,

Medical Rooms 592

Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to i all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians. 1
will take their ease to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
sight and consultation free.
OiOcc Hours—it a. hi. to 9. p. n, novl0d3m

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIRDYE

FOUND—The

Bank Book IsO§t.

WE

mayie

dly

Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign Shipping.
SURVEYORSHIP

OF ALL KINDS,

R. STANLEY &

YORK.

nmrlO

WINES and LIQUORS

eodnrmly

TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
For Bangor, Ellaworth, Hit. Deaert Ferry,
On and after

Vanceboro, St. John. Halifax, and

tor.

best place to buy Wedding Cake
is at DEEKING’S Bakery, 399 Congress St.
29-31U

have been notified in writing by Mary J.
Wight of Portland, Maine, that her Bank
Book, No. 33,687 lias been lost or stolen, and that
she desires to have a new one issued to her, subject to the requirement of the State Law.
MAINE SAVING BANK,
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treasurer.
JanidlawSwF*
Portland, January 1,1886.

p j FLANI,ERS, Gen. P. Si T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, tien’l Manager.

BOLSTER’S HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

1

LOST—On

LOST

l

Liverpool
26th November,
10th December,
24th December,

Po^d-

For NEW YORK.

BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE—W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Pro-

Street.

Portland and

:

STEAMERS.

BATH.

SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, ITpprie

r>

via. Movllle and Halifax.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

prietors.

U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.

piano to

person
know that all instruments under my
WANTED—Every
will be kept clean inside, rendering
clusive

.Jan. 1st., a bar garnet pin. The
tinder will be suitably rewarded on leaving
the same at 23 WINTER St., corner Gray. 4-1

ed times without number by
iy use of Downs’ Elixir. It will

Daily

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.-M. S. Gibson,

hard boiled goods and starch work. L. A.
GOUDY & CO., Bakers and Confectioners, corner
of Pearl and Milk Sts.29-1
owning

regularly

for
New Zealand

and Australia.

AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, Pro-

LOST AN1) FOUND.

the time-

at whicn the
be found.

tThe
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and eat
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket OBcct,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Kich««ic

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham and Bpping
at 7.30 a. in. and 1.03 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 1,05 p* m.
For Rochester, Springrale, Allred, Water-

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
Sir:—If you will publish the above one
timo with such local notice as you may see fit to
make, we will send you the Daily Tress for one

For Boston at 2.00 and t9.00 a. in., tl.00 ami
16 00 p. 111.
Returning Leave Boston at 7.30
and 9.00 a. in. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddcford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
For Portsmouth and Newburyport at
n m
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. For
Amesbury 9.00a. m. and 6.00 p.m. ForSaleni
ami Lmn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
p. m. PULLMAN CARS on above trains.
tTlie 9.00 a. in. and 1.00 p. m. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
G.00 d. m. train connects with night train

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
tlie 1st. 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

—

Wanted.

steam

YY

young man,

Haverhill,

Far

California,
Japan, China,_

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Dear

217n1*‘!r’

Kxeter,
in.
Lowell. 6.15, 8.40 a. in.. 12.30, 3.30 p.
Rochester, Farmington and Alton liny
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m., Manchester and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.16 a.m.,
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence. 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connect* with
Rail Lines to points West and South; the 12.80
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,48 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m„ and Boston at 8.30 a. in. and
1.00 p. in.
SUNDAY TRAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.16 p. m.; arrive 6.30,8.45 p.m.
rer,

p.

To

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,

Y'OUNG man as clerk in an Insurance Office
must write a good hand and be able to fur
nish good references. Apply in own hand-writing
to BOX 1396. One living at home and in the city

a

7

Jap.

Polynesian.

application.

on

prchnrd.

m.

Bridgton. arrive.11.35
Leave Bridgton. 7.65

j Fff“^lfax.d

STEAMER,
Sardinian.
SAIIMaTIAN.

Address all business communications to

them less liable to become damaged by moths.
J. D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. P. O.
address, Deering. Me. Order 6late at Horse R. R.
Station. Portland, Me._15-4

in want of

29-1
selling at cost._
maker
for
iirst-class
candy
WANTED-A

a

Fine P.in« 6 16
Sace, Bidde
Old
ford and Kennrbunk b.16, «■« »•
6.!6,8.40
3.30, 6.46 p. 111. Wells Bench
Do3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Great Falls,

3.30, 5.46 p.

A.

1886.

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
$50 to $80; intermediate, $30; steeragp, $13.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
P.
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston; and C.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. MCGOWAN,
H.
&
to
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

21st
12th

GRAY’ HOTEL.—C. E. Whiddeu, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murcli, Proprietors.
HACniAS.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
HECHANIC FALLS.
COBB’S HOTEL—P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
NORRIDGEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
J. W. Robinson, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perry,

cooker, the best in the market, will find them by
233
Fedcalling on .I. G. KNIGHT, Stove Store,
eral St. Some of them slightly damaged by water

WANTED—Anyone

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
m.
Far itoston at 6.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p.
iu.
Boston for Portia ad 8.36 a. m., 1.00,3.30 p.u.
A40 a

Commencing

tt0r'

clothing,
$1,000
WANTED—To'buy
furniture, &e., of all kinds. Highest cash
address immediately,
price paid; call
a

PASSENOKR TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect Sunday, October 11, ISS8.

ALLAN LINE.

Portland Daily Press.

The

_o-l

m.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

EASTERN DIVISION.

2i>~2

7-1

good cook

,.

28, brig Wauban, Welch, for

To
Fore

i.eT—Small tenement, 48 Cedar St.
quire of F. and C. B. NASH, 380 and

_

capable
WANTED—A
general housework in

Nov 29, brig Emma,

NB, 5th, sell Julia S, French,

snd

est

T

£'AtViemafara Dec

in good repair, with closet
other conveniences; seven rooms; within
of
City Hall. Call at KING
three minutes walk
& HOPKINS’, 88Vg Exchange St._2d_

LET—House

O

STEAMSHIP LINE.

Liverpool and Portland Service^

WANTED—One

....

Sldfm i'crnamhueo Dec 14, barque Formosa,
Fierce, New York.
Ar at Aspinwall 3d inst, barque Shetland, Haskell, Boston.
Ar at Jaemel Nov 26t: barque Clara E McGilverv Griffin, St Thomas.
Ar at Black Kiver, Ja, Dec 12, sell Elizabeth M
Cook, Clark, Ponce.
ru._
At Point-a-Pitre Dec 21, brig Amy A Lane, Clifford. from New York, ar 16th, disg.
Sldfm Barbadoes 20tli. barque Peacemaker,
Oatarinicb, Portland; 22d brig Gem Pierce, for
Martinique: 23d. barque Vibilha, Gilchrist, Portland : sell Abbie Dunn, Gilchrist, Navassa, to load

AddIv to W. A. BRIGGS, 323 Cumberland
St., or Alfred Butler, 339 Washington St., Boston.

A.

with experience would like a
situation as housekeeper in a small family.
Cali oil, or address M., 43 Free St.0 1

Sid fm Cardiff Dth iust. ship Servia, Smith, for

Smith,

sale-A $60.00 Sewing Machine for
about one-third that amount; said machine
Reason for selling, no further
is as good as new.
use. E. TURNER HATCH, at Shaw’s Tea Store,

good help.

\

24, barque Vidette, Saw-

salt Fond, WCA,
USld fillBoston.

a
ness

dle St. over M. G. Palmer’s Store, MRS. 1ALMEft’S Employment office. Call at once and secure

oytai,

*'

TO

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

RAILROAD*.

BS.__

neys,

__

scu n, u

LET-—The Estate, whole or part of, Nos.
84 aud 88 Union St., witli large chambers, lor
term of years; well adapted for jobbing busi-

Exchange

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,

6tb,

IJsSa6UVNschsYflelen

17

•'

:v

Old 6th, sells Geo M Adams, Standish, Boston;
S B liay. Spaulding. Port Kayal, SC.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 5th, sell Albert L Butler
Oates, Port de Paix.
P J Carlton, Amesbury, Iloilo via New
Ar
m,

___—

F°fi»lfreerdrY0fB«nPl|,§!
St.__

,.

S»sSc!f«e LDrake, Harding, Boston;
Grace Davis Soule, Portland.

meaKwaier /

_dtf

street.

A

N!SiTfMOE^cidVe53£?1'acdhf^loSwa]]yde,

York.
Ar at Delaware

quire of A.

FOR SALE.

EXCHANGE.

Memoranda.

es

$9. Inquire
Congress St.

Clark, Gray,

on

SPRING ST.

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition witli the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cam.
Koval Baking Powdeb Co., 166 Wall St., N.Y.

Perseverance.

Barque HJ Libby. Kicbards, at Sydney, NSW,
Nov 2 from New York, reports while hove to Nov
8th in a gale, some of the cargo broke adrift, but
it was secured without much damage.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer. Arey, from Bonaire for
Portland, arrived at Vineyard-Haven 5th inst,
and reports heavy and continuous gales on the
passage. Jail 1, lat 30 46, Ion 72 01, Wm Goggin,
2cl mate, a native of Ireland, died of fever and
The NFS lias been out fortywas buried at sea.

three good benchInmortise machine and circular saw.
Commercial
K. F. LEIGHTON, 288

LET—Joiner’s shop with

TO

BE

on

Lewis Sts. At reasonable prices, by N. S. GAKDINER, No.40 Exchange St.
_7-1
SALE—A good dining room stove, price
for light
tlie
thing
new
FOB
$13. cost S26,
Just
57
housekeeping; also an office stove for sale.

Pure*

Absolutely

—

MERCHANTS’
Ar at Aspiuwall Dee 31st, sell David W Hunt,
Hall, Cienluegos.
T
Sid 1m Liverpool 6th inst, barque St James,
Cook, New York.
Passed Aujier prev to Dee 2oth, slap Agenor,
Lo: ill-op, from New York for Hong Kong.
Ar at Barbadoes Dec 24tli, brig Maria W Norwood, Lewis, Buenos Ayres.
Passed Tarifa Dec 31, brig Harry Smith, Weeks
Hiogo lor Palermo.
Ar at St Thomas Dee 2o, brig Shannon, Nash,
New York.
Sid fm Sierra Leone Dec 28, sell Navarino, Foss,
Boston.

BLACK

a

on

_

1

BILL** GOLD-1 wish to hear
party willing to Invest in a safe minWill bear
Immense returns!
ing enterprise.
strictest examination. For particulars, apply at
H.
once in person or by letter with stamp, to C.
7-1
MORRILL. D07Va Congress St., Portland.
from

R MALE—Desirable house lots, situated
W. Ruby’s Saloon, 25 Pearl St.
STABLE
and Sherman
FO Congress. Grove, Cumberland
Danforth, Thomas and
RENT—House No. 40 Soutli

P8cli

Sell Willie Martin, Holbrook, New YorkSch A Heaton, Pettis, New \ork—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sell Geo E Prescott, Truworthy, New York—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Eva May, McDuffie, Boston, to load for

1'Ki

FOB MALE.

JSTEW S.

Wm Mason, Ham, New York—coal to Ran
dall & McAllister.
Sell Jennie A Cheney, Rogers, Perth Amboycoal to Jos H Poor.
,,
Sch Izetta, Hinks, New York—coal to Maine

on
ster,
wreckers for $20;
for 80.

furnished,
room;
reasonable rate, at

OXFORD

THURSDAY, Jan. 7.
Arrived.
Steamer New Brunswick, Colby, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
sell Relief, Wiley, Perth Amboy-coal to Jos H

FROM

Prices reasonable.

LET—A
TO
warmed and lighted at a
ST.
114

PORT OF PORTLAND.

lorf^d

Boston Stock Market.

quotations of

bush; spot grades dull and a shade lower
ports
with absence of export interest; sales 63,000 on
store;
No
Spring OlVaC; No 2 Red 90%c
spot; ifoii 2sitiitp
No 1 White at 9«>e.
Kyi*
n gnis dull. Hurley steady. Corn—JNO d 18 V2C
rcctfHpts
demand
light,
er others steady; export
04.585 hush; sales 269,0<Xi
37)200 bush;Noexports
3 at 45Vi®46*Ac; No2at49%fe
bush spot;
mod49% c elev. Ont» V&@HC higher and only
hush; exportserately active; receipts 19,950
3bc
bush; sales 135,000 bush on spot.; No
do
do White at 39®39V4c; No2 at 35%<g85%c,
White 40v,40V*c ; Mixed Western at 34V2®37c,
at
8V*®
steadier
is
Coffee
White uo 38®43c.
83/s. Mugnr steady; refined quiet; L 6%@6%c,
YelExtraCat 5y2®58Ac; White Extra G6^/iiC;
Off A at 6e;
low at 5®5Yfec; Mould A 6%®6%c;
6
13-lbc.
at
Standard A 6%®6 7-16c;Grauulated
Crashed
Confectioners A§ 11-16C; cut
CuDes b lo
7 3-10 5,7140; Powdered GVg@7VjC,
Petroleum—united 89%c. Tallow weak1 Oc.
mess quoted 10 00
er at 4%c Pork very steady;
and more
®10 25 Beef dull. Cord shade higher
6
active; Western steamspot
weak.
(> 70 for Continent; 7 00 for S. A.
Western 12532c; State at 1 e@34c; Elgin cream:
State at 7®10 A
Cheese
quiet;
at
33®3oc.
ery
Western Hat 7@9y2c.
Freights firm; Wheat steam 2V2d.
CHICAGO Jan. 7.1886.—Flour steady: Winter
4 0°®
Wheat 4 40 55 85 for Southern; Wisconsin
Wheat
4 65 Michigan at 4 60@4 76; soft Spring
3
patents
50;
bakers
50@4
3 70®4 00; Minnesota
Flours’
4 7 5 45 50; low grades 2 0043 b J; Rye
3 30®3 60. Wheat lower; .iaimary at SLiAgSOc
Cor
No 2“Spring 81V4@81V2c; No 3 atb8@69c.
steady at 36Vsc. Gats easier at 28®28ysC. Rj<

|lat

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, Jan,

Eastern

Sheep—Receipts 3600; shipments 900; strong:
natives 2 20«.4 90; Western 2 50(o,4 00; Texans
2 00@3 30. Lambs p head 4 00@5 50.

i

Foreign Exports.

Ne York
Boston &

26;

Hogs—Receipts 22,000 {shipments 8000;steady;
l-ouch and mixed at 3 50@3 85; packing and shipping at 3 85@4 20; light 3 50@3 90; skips 2 50®

Steamship Polynesian-20,039
LIVERPOOL
hush coni 7000 do wheat 7201 bbls apples 3o,*
819 lbs meats 247,828 do bacon 1.021,000 do
cheese 3780 do lard 817 cs splints 096 lbs butter.

w

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, .Ian. 7, 1886.—Cattle—lteceipts 8,200: shipments 3000; steady; shipping steers at

| Limed.19@22

The following

@40
@ 23

Donskol.20
Prices are firm and unchanged.

Turkeys.15%1
p tb.714
7%1E granulated
Extra C.0%
Fowls.

w 27

Australian.32

oo;g;ll 60
I ExlTate.il GO@12 00

85%2 00 Ligouia.—10%

Chickens.

Ayres.26

Montevideo.27
Cape Good Hope.26

Plate —11

76%

@ 30
@ 13
@2®
@ 30

Unwashed.id

Backs. ..13 00@13 50
I Clear—12 G0@12 75
I Mess.10 50@11 00
I Mess Beet. 9 50@10 00
I Kx Mess. 10 OOyjlO 50

1 85 Silver White.10
German mdl 40%1 50 Centenuiai.lo%
Raisins.
Yellow Eyes.lG5(cr l 75
Irish Potatoes... 55 % GO 1 Muscatel— 2 50@8 50
3 25%3 50 London LayT 3 15@3 37
St Potatoes
Onions.3 25%3 50 OnduraLay. 12 @1214
Cabbages.$10%$ 12 Valencia.7 @1014
C
Mngnr.

@ *o
@ go
@ 33

Canada pulled.2j
Do Combing...
Smyrna washed.is

—

Medium_1

@ 38
'na4
fe 2J
m 27

unwashed.25
California.44

| Lard—
| Tubs 4>..0%ffi7c
| Tierces— 6% @7c
bbl—
Mackerel
| Pails.7 (ffi7%c
9 % @10 c
Shore Is. 19 00%21 00 IHams 19 lb
Slim e 2s. 7 00% 8 00 I do covered 1 014 «11 14
Oil.
Aled. 3s. 5 00% G 00
Small.2 75% 3 50 Kerosene—
l Port. Ref. Pet. 714
Produce.
I Water White.1014
Cranberries—
13
Maine.4 50%5 50 Pratt’sAst’l.pbbl.
Dcvoe's Brilliant.13
00
.ft
7
Cod..
Cape
60%
Pea Beans... 1

Jail 20
Canada.New Y'ork..Havre
Alvo.New York..Kingston, &cJan 20
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool.... Jan 21
Santiago.New York..Cienfuegos ..Jan 21
Antilles.New York.-Porto Rico .Jan 22

1'

@

Low

lots.. 18 00,, 19 00
do bag... 19 00@20 00
Middlings, 19 50@23 00
| do bag lots,20 00@24 00
ear

I

27

Supernne.

TOat 67 SPUING ST._29~1
v_A few nice rooms with board at
Tii

Abyssinia.New

MARINE

Oak._______

convenient

Saratoga.New York..Havana.Jan 99
Switzerland.New York .Antwerp—Jan 9
Rhein.New Y'ork -Bremen..Jan
Zaandam.New York. Amsterdam .Jan 12J
York. .Liverpool... Jan
13
Amerique.New York..Havre..... Jail
Advance.New York..Rio Janeiro Jail 1J
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg... Jan 14
Oregon.Portland ...Liverpool—Jan 14
Claribel .New York..Hayti.Jan 14
Brittanic.New York..Liverpool... .Jan 14
Puerto Rico.New York..Havana.Jan 16
16
Niagara.New York Havana.Jan
Aurania.New York. .Liverpool ...Jan 16
City of Chicago ..New York..Liverpool—Jan 16
Jan 18
Ethiopia.New York. Glasgow
Jan 16
Donou.New York. .Bremen
Peenland.New York. .Antwerp ...Jan 16
10
.Rotterdam...Jail
Leerdam...._New York.
Nevada.New York..Liverpool ....Jan 19
20
.Bremen
Jan
Yolk.
Fulda.New

@ 31
@ 35
@ 30

@35
@28
@ 33
@40
@26

FOB

si.,

112 hitisii

week each
LET-2 furnished rooms, $1 per

FOB

FROM

CM 6ill, schs Anuio Bell, Atwood, Ponce; John
W Brown, Arey, Boston.
Sid Gth. ship M P Grace, for San Fransciep;
John h
barques John It Stanhope, for Deinarara;
Rothman, and Antonio Sala, for Havana
York
New
Lookout
Passed the Gate 6th, schs
for Eastporl; Richmond, do for do; Olive, Amboy

„„

KENT-a few very
furnished or unfurnished, at

corner of

SAILI NG DAYS OFSTEAMSHI PS.

,,

33

E

FOR
Coi£n?ss
avoiding
room^ccommodations;

best.

Farr, Trinidad.
NEW YORK.—Ar Ctli, ship Samar, Jones, from
Cebu: sells John Beattie,Clark’s Cove; Wrn Rlce,
ViualGregory, Rockland: Mauitou, Larrabec,

„„

@
@ 32

Common.27
Pulled—lixtra.27

55@66
Corn, bag lots
Meal, l)ag lots... 65®5tt
Oats, car lots.. .41@42
Oats, bag lots—42@43
Cotton Seed,
car lots..24 00@25 00
do bag... 25 00@26 00
Sack’dBr’n

a

and XX.

Other Western—
Fine and X.

urniu<

is

TO

for new; peas 6s 6d. Provisions, &c.—rork
bacon at 29s
new mess at 4'Js for prime Eastern;
Cdfor short clear and 28s for long eleai;’,£?£???
at
at 48s 6d for American; lard, prime Western
39s 9d; tallow steady at 26s Gd for American.
is
market
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 7,188G.-Cotton
hales
dull; uplands 6d; Orleans 6ysd; sales 8.00n
speculation and export 600 hales.

3J
3b
33
36

"

Fine.30
Medium.34
Common.28

PORTLAND, Jan. 7,880.
The following are today's closing quotations for
Flour, Grain, Provisions. &c.:

4

X.

Medium.3o
Coarse.30
Michigan—

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Flour.

wnioht.

livp

Boston, Oct. 1. The commission appointed to
examine the different bread-raising compounds
report the Congress Yeast Powder to be a perfectly pure powder free from all injurious ingredients.

weight.

and
LET- A furnished front room, heated for
suitable
lighted, with or without borad,
men.
Imimre
two
or
young
gontleman and wife
14 BROWN STREET.
__±L_
No. 630
RENT—A few choice rooms at
by steam,
street; sun all day, heat
bath
excellent
all danger from fire;
thus
the location of the house
in our
excelled
not
with all its appointments is.
city. Call at HOUSE. _

4s 2d

—

Brighton Cattle MarketFor the week ending Wednesday .Jan. 6,1886.
Amoutof stock at market—Cattle 1497 head;

_

By Telegraph.]
report
LONDON, Jan. 7, 1886.-[Beerbohm’s
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat quiet but firm. Cargoes on tlie passage and
At Livfor shipment, wheat steady; corn tinner.
eather m
erpool, spot wheat quiet and steady. Yt
England, frosty.
LIVERPOOL. January 7,1886.—Winter Wheat
unchanged at 7s@7s 2d; spring wheat 7S®7S 20,
California average 6s 8d®6s lOd; club
old and
7s 2d; corn, mixed Western, 4s 7V2d for

Con.

food to eat
He bad better clothes to wear, better
and was better housed.

Ministers,

50
preferred.24 00

Homestake.23
Ontario.29

WIT AND WISDOM.

men

pref.102%

1st

17%
Lake Erie & West
Manhattan Elevated.120
Metropolitan El.150
Union Pacific stock .iI54%
Central Pacific. 43%

& C0., Wm. Stackpole.
|5^r|P6B,Kendiiek
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.

ifve

Essex.133

MI8CELLM«BOC8.

MEMPHIS, Jan. 7,1886.—Cotton is dull; middling 8 11-160. _______
European Markets.

• TEA

LBT.

TO

boons to let.

AjTORTLAND

MAINE.

THE

English language.
The Surveyor will not be required to be exclusively the servant of the Soc iety.
Forms to be filled up by candidates with particon
as

to

remuneration, &e..

can

be

obtained

Ex-

Vi
application to E. P. SHERWOOD, Esq., 48
change St., 3rd floor, Lloyd’s Agent, Portland,
Me., from 10.30 a. m. to 12 M.
By order of the Committee,

2,

B. WAYMOUTH, Secretary.
L.C. Tth
Court, Cornhill, London.
dec29d2w
1885.
December,
White Lion

Lloyd's Register
ENGINEER

of British and

SURVEYORSHIP

AT

Foreign Shipping.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Committee of Lloyd’s Register of British
and Foreign Shipping being desirous to appoint a Surveyor at the port of Portland, Maine,
for the purpose of holding surveys oil the Engines
and Boilers of Steam V essels,
Notice is heiieby given, that applications
from persons wishing to become candidates, accompanied by testimonials as to the applicants’
character and professional fitness for the
personal
office, will be considered, if received by the Secretary on or before the 27th February, 1880.
It is necessary that every candidate slioulu
make his application in his own handwriting, in
the English language.
The Surveyor will not be required to be exclusively the servant of the Society.
Forms to be filled up by candidates, witli particulars as to remuneration, &c.. can he obtained on
E. P. SHERWOOD, Esq..
application to
Lloyd’s Agent, Portland, Me.
By order of ihe Committee,
B. WAYMOUTH, Secretary.
2 White Lion Court, Cornhill, London, E. C. 7th
dec29d2w
1885.
December,

THE

Stephen

the
Aroostook

and

^01.;

AaaMaaaa

1

Oft

n

IM

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop

for passengers.
tThe 11.15 p. in.

train is the night express with
attached and runs every night Sundavs included, but not through to Skowneganon
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

sleeping

car

beyond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.

Trains arw due in Portland as follows: The morna. m.;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45
BanLewiston, 8.50 a. m.; the day trains from
connectand
gor and all intermediate stations
the Afterin.;
and
12.40
12.45
roads
at
p.
ing
Augusta, Bath
noon trains from Watervtlie,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.4o p. m.; the night
a. in.
50
1.
Pullman Express train at
Limited Ticket*, llr*t nod necond cla**, for
on *nle at renil point* ia the ProviofM
duced rate*.

Committee of Lloyd’s Register of British
and Foreign Shipping belngdesirous to apof Portland, Maine,
point a Surveyor at the port
having a good knowledge of the construction of
Wood and Iron Ships.
Notice is hekeby given, that applications
from persons wishing to become candidates, accompanied by testimonials as to the applicants’
personal character and professional fitness for the
office will be considered, if received by the Secretary on or before the 27th February, 1886.
It is necessary that every candidate should make
his application in his own handwriting, in the

ulars

St.

Province**.

County, 1.20 p m., via Lewigton, 1.25 and
*11.16 p. m.. via Auguota; and for Bar Harbor, and Bangor Sc Pixcataqui* B. R.,
*11.15 p. in., for Skowhegan, Belfant and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, *11.15 p. in.; Wraterville,
7.10 a. m.. 1.20, 1.25, *11.15 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 0.15 p. m.; for Augnata, Hallouell, Gardiafruud Bruanwick, 7.10 a.
m., 1.25. 6.15, *11.15 p. in.; Rath, 7.10 a. m.,
1.25, 6.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln
K., 7. 10 a. m., 1.25 p. 111.; Auburn and
LewiMton at 8.20 a. in., 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; LewiMton via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.. *11.15 p.
in.; Farmington, Hlonmoutk, Winthrop,

Experiment not successful.
last trip Dec. 16th.

Steamer will make

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F F BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
noSOdtf
Portland. November 30. 1886.

PILES.
without the use of knife or ligature by
Dr. C. T. Fisk. 68 Pleasant street, Auburn.
Treats ail diseases of the Rectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years experience and hundreds of eases cured in different
parts of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skeptical.
Portland, Dec. 1, 1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the confluence of the public. IDs method is simple, almost painless, and requires no detention
from business.
FRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St.
RICH’D K. (rATI.KY, 59 and 61 Union St.
GEO. HUMPHREY, 73 Parris St., Portland.
1). F. GERTS, 465 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL, GO Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE, 30 Preble St., Portland.
GARDINER WOOD. 5 Temple Place, Portland
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Doctor’s room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland Street

CURED

AT U. S. HOTEL, ROOM IS,
to

Every Saturday, from
marll

9 a. m.

_^P'

One Hundred Dollars Howard.
mHE Consolidated Electric Light Company of
X ter* one hundred dollars reward to anyone
who shall secure the detection and arrest of am
of maliciously interpersou or persons guilty
wire* ef
fering In any way with the light* polt* or
»lt«l2dtf
«jaUl company

'I

PRESS.

THE

FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 8.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NKff

ABVEBTWEMEiV'r» TO-OAV.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Favors—Owen, Moore & Co.
in Insolvency.
Portland. Mt. Desert and Maelilas Line.
,,,

Notice of Disolution.
Wanted-An Outdoor Salesman.
Storage—Public Warehouse.
Samuel Chase—Carriage and Sign Painter.
Lost—A Portmonaie.
Wanted—Agents With a Small Capital.
Found—A Wallet.
Hainlmrgs—Riues Brothers.

Wanted—Agents.

Remember that Alleock’s are the only genuine
Porous Plasters. They act quickly and with certainty, and can be worn for weeks without causing pain or inconvenience. They are Invaluable In
cases of spinal weakness, kidney and pulmonary
difficulties, malaria, ague cake, liver complaint,
dyspepsia, strains, rheumatism, sciatica and nervous debility.
Other plasters blister and inflame
the skin so that the pores are closed and often
cause serious iujiuw. Do not risk health and
waste time and money by buying inferior articles
made to sell on the reputation of the genuine.
When purchasing plasters ask for and see that
you get Allcock’s Porous Plasters. Each genuine
planter bears the registered trade-mark stamp.
eod&w
Jan A
Public speakers and singers find B. H. Douglass & Sons’ Capsicum Cough Drops a sure remeoctl4M&W&F
dy for hoarseness.

Derangement of tire liver, with constipation, injures the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc. Remove the cause by using Carter's Little

Jan

One a dose.
il&wl w

5
_

_

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Thursday—Martin Conley, Patrick Burns, and
Each ten days In
Intoxication.
John Murray.

C°wS!i'ia‘ol

Mitchell.
Larceny. Thirty days in
county Jail.
Edward F. Cattily. Illegal transportation, htued
#r.O and costs.
William ninny. ^Collecting House offal. Fined
$2 and costs.
Search and seizure; two
Peter A. Sullivan.
Fined .yioo and costs on each. Both
cases.
cases

appealed

new

members have been elected to

the Aged Brotherhood.
Dr. F. II. tlerrish will address the class in
physiology at the High School today. Sub-

ject: “Unman Automatism.”
Mr. W. Pennell of Riverside

was thrown
from his wagon a few days ago and had his
collar-bone broken.
The morning train over the Eastern road
yesterday, was delayed an hour by the en-

gine failing

to make steam.
Rev. Dr. Small will conduct the Bible class
at the Y. M. C. A. rooms tiiis afternoon at
1.30 o’clock.
Attention is called to tiie announcement in
another column of the annual business meeting of tiie Children’s Christmas Clnb next

Saturday afternoon.
A large number of people inspected the
elegant quarters of the Portland Turnverein
last evening. The rooms will be open this

evening.
The figures printed in yesterday's Puess
as the Municipal Court costs for the past six
months, should have read officers’ and witnesses’ coats, not all tiie costs of court.
Yesterday a rumor was current upon the
Streets that Giedhill and his wife had returned to the city. Investigation showed
tiie rumor to lie without foundation.
Miss Esther M. Carle of Hollis Centre, on
New Years’ Day, picked pansies in full
bloom from the garden aud again on January 6th, and found others in bud.
It was officers Hicks and Greeley

the station.
The January number of the Odd Fellows’
Masonic Journal lias been re-

ceived. Editor Smith is bound to let no news
of interest to the two orders get away from
him.

meeting of the Biddeford Light Infantry Wednesday evening, E. J. Cram presented a badge to the company, to be competed for by tiie members at tbe range next
year. The badge was won by him at a reAt a

cent match at Walnut Hill, Mass.
We have received the elegant calendar of
N. W. Ayer & Son, tiie well-known advertising agents of Philadelphia. Tiie calendar is too expensive to be gratuitously distributed, and is therefore mailed for 25
cents, a sum sufficient to cover cost and de-

livery.
BASE BALL.

in Portland Wednesday with Miss Clara Waterman of Biddeford. Rev. Henry Blanchard of Portland
Both the
was tire officiating clergyman.
bride and bridegroom are well known here
united in

was

Brosnan, second base and captain of last
season’s Lawrences, lias signed with a South
Carolina club, to play same position and captain.
Wheelock will play on the Portland team
this season, reports to the contrary notwith-

standing.
Mr. W. W. Burnham of this city, offered
to purchase the interest of the majority
stockholders in the Portland Association,but
they declined to sell.
It is now said Mr. W. W. Burnham will
manage a team this season, but it will not be

Portland

Day, Worcester;F. E.Bradstreet, Gardiner;
E. I). Quigley, Chicago, 111.; J. W. Sherwood, Cincinnati, O.; J. S. Wright, Paris;
L. Michaels, Providence; II. L. Alden,
Camden; James Knox, New York; E. S.

Dodge,

Boston.
Hon. D. II. Ingraham, American Gimsul
at Cadiz, lias appointed Mr. James A. Hail,
consular agent at Zeres de la Frontena. Mr.
Hall is a native of Bath, son of Captain Geo.
Hall, and a nephew of 1). W. Fessenden,
since
Esq. He has been a resident of Spa'11
boyhood, and is the only citizen of the uniHe speaks Spanted States in that place.
Zeres
ish and English with equal duenej''.
is a about a dozen miles from Cadiz, and is
the region w hence comes the famous sherry

wine.—Portland Advertiser.

Again.
Mr. A. M. Sawyer, agent for the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
has received a telephone dispatch from MrGuy from Waterville saying that his wife,
Cone

children and Mr. Allen had left that town
for parts unknown. Mr. Sawyer says Guy—

Gray

reported—came

as

where Guy had been employed by a steamship company. The secretary wrote that
Guy had no means, and that he w’as unable
to pay for any services tojobtain his children.
Mr. Sawyer then asked the man if he had
any means of supporting the children if he
found them. He admitted he had not. Sawyer then told him he should not tell him

where the children were as they were well
taken care of, were bearing his name, not
A

nol.or.1

and said lie had a letter from Bishop Healy
to one of tlie clergy of Augusta, and that
the church would take care of the children
if he found them. Sawyer warned Guy that
if lie, a stranger, should attempt to seize the
children from their mother, in a strange

town, with no proofs that he was their
father, with no power to summon witnesses
from a foreign country to prove his claim, he
would he likely to he hauled up -for kidnapif tiie mother denied iiis relationsliij) to
her. On Tuesday Guy went to Augusta and
yesterday telephoned to Sawyer as stated

ping

above._
The Soldiers Monument.

Square. At the hearing before the city
government there was considerable opposition to the project. It is now for the associket

ation to decide what further steps to take.
There is $ir>,000 on hand, and the interestwill make the $20,000 required liefor tlie statue is erected.
The association does not ask for a gift, hut
simply for permission to place a creditable
monument upon tlie city’s land and to give
It is believed
the monument to tlie city.
that much of tlie opposition grows out of a
mistaken impression of tlie character of the
It will be no mere statue on
monument.
a pedestal, but a structure worthy of the pro-

Members are requested to come early.
They will assemble in the parlors of the hotel, and after the social hour adjourn to the
dining hall, where the exercises of the evening will be held. Members are entitled to
invite one lady without charge. They will
be expected to pay the supper fee, 75 cents,

for all additional guests.
W. E. Gould, Esq., will speak on ‘‘The
Decencies of Worship.” He will be followed by Kev C. D. Barrows, D. I)., of San
Francisco, Cal., and Kev. C. H. Taintorof
Chicago, 111. Members are expected to join
in the discussion of Mr. Gould’s topic.
Amendments to the constitution and bylaw's w ill be proposed.

enough

to occupy the
square impressively. It is known that many
of the opponents of tlieiplan,being now- better
informed, have changed their minds and are
It is probable that the
no longer opponents.
association will think that the time lias come

site—large

for some positive action.
With money enough already raised to begin the work, too long delayed, some suitable
If all
site ought to be selected forthwith.
those who desire to see the w-ork go forward,
attend the meeting, as they should, it w-ill be
something like a general assembly of the citizens of Portland.

Old,

Old

Yesterday afternoon,

Story.

some

time before the

of the steerage passengers, a young man, was accosted
by a man who claimed to be a fellow passenger. The guileless steerage passenger readily
agreed to show the man the way to the express office to get some baggage. On the
way the pair were met by a third party, who
told the steerage passenger’s companion that
there was a charge of $35 on the baggage.

sailing of

tire

Polynesian,

one

It was the old game. The steerage passenger
readily lent $35 to his companion to get the
baggage and took as security a check worth
nothing and a watch worth about one dollar,
He left on the steamer without seeing his
money and without seeing again the fellow
passenger who couldn’t pay for his baggage
because he had left his money on board the
ship. This is the third or fourth time the
same game has been played in this city within six or seven months.

Attempted Suicide.

Tuesday last, during the storm, Mr. Levi
Phinney of Gorham,who is a carriage builder
by trade, and a man about fifty years of age,
left his house in that village while laboring
under temporary aberration of mind, and

Geneva Tucker, daughter of Capt

Tucker,

being performed by Kev. A. II.
Wright, pastor of the St. Lawrence Street
Church. Capt. Tucker arrived home just in
the ceremony

Both
season to be present at the ceremony.
the grandparents of the bride were among
the guests. 'Hie presents were many and
handsome, among them being a diamond
ring from the bride’s father. Mr. and Mrs.
Carney left on the Pullman on a trip to New
York. They will reside
their return.

in

Portland

after

took to the woods. Parties searched for him
during the day without success but during
the night he came out of the woods and
went to a house near by. The occupants
knew him and Wednesday returned him to
his home.
Wednesday forenoon Mr. Phinney while at
home succeeded in getting possession of a
loaded pistol and discharged it into his
mouth. Tiie ball lodged somewhere In the
muscles of the neck but the wound was such
that a fatal result is feared.

Harpswell Bridge Case.
The county commissioners rendered a decision December 31st against the petitions in
It was a petithe Harpswell bridge case.
tion of the inhabitants of Bailey’s Island, to
the selectmen of Harpswell to lay out and
build a bridge from Bailey’s Island toOrr’s
Tho

Island in that town under a special vote of
the legislature. The selectmen refused to
lay it out and an appeal was taken to the
county commissioners who visited the
premises and heard the parties last fall.
They have now denied the petition and sustain the action of the selectmen of the town.
Strout & Holmes appeared for the petitioners
and N. & U. 15. Cleaves and C. W. Goddard
were counsel for the town.

Found Dead.
Louis

against parties

and

places

when the results
cause to

would indicate that he had no good
ask for the issuing of the warrants.

parents reside

monthly meeting of the managers
of the Board of Trade, yesterday morning,
Messrs. Eben Corey and Woodbury S. Dana
were appointed a committee to audit the accounts, and Messrs. D. W. Clark, Henry
Fox and Henry P. Dewey a committee to
nominate a list of candidates for the several
offices of the Board, to be presented at the

annual meeting next Monday eveniug.

Frenchman, in the

em-

in Brunswick.

He was one of
employed by the road, and

gang of men
lived and slept in the car where he died. He
He was apparently as
was subject to fits.
well as usual Wednesday evening, and went
a

to bed at 8 o’clock.
Nobody knows at what
time he died. Coroner Could was called,and
after hearing the report of his friends and a
consultation with Dr. Parker, for the want
of evidence, considered an inquest uncalled
__

Citizens’ Mutual Relief.
The adjourned annual meeting of the Citizens’ Mutual Relief Society was called to
order in the Messenger’s room, at the City
Building last evening, and adjourned to half
past seven o’clock tonight, no other business
having been transacted. Tonight the committee appointed to investigate the affairs of
the society and confer with Mr. Rich will

present their report. The meeting this evening will be held in either City Hall or Reception Hall.
Accident.

Board of Trade.
At the

a

of the Maine Central railroad, was
found dead in his bunk yesterday morning.
Ilis death was caused by apoplexy. The deceased was a young man and unmarried. His

ploy

tor.

Municipal Court Costs.
The figures given in the Phehs
yesterday
of Municipal Court costs do not indicate
for
so
the
where
many dummy
responsibility
warrants (that is, warrants where no liquors
Of the total costs on such
were found) lies.
warrants for the last six months, amounting
to $5,243.52, Marshal Andrews is responsible
for $4,849.44. That is, lie lias sworn out, or
caused to be sworn out, 4,172 warrants

LeC'lair,

Wednesday night, during the exhibition of
the Tableaux D’Art, one of the
young ladies
in taking position for a fall,
and
slipped

when she fell struck heavily, and partly on
her head. When she returned to the hotel
she suffered from severe headache and

night, evidently receiving a slight
concussion of the brain, but she accompanied
the troupe to Boston yesterday noon.
nausea

all

The Press the other morning stated that
it was reported the Knights of Labor in this
city and vicinity numbered 1800 members,
and gave some other interesting facts about
Mr. R. A. Williams, in
the organization.
conversation with a reporter, said lately:

■'We have one feature of our work that may
prove of interest. Our co-operative association
will soon extend its operations outside of the
order, and ask for a share of public patronage.
It \vas|organized some six months ago. and was
The members of L. A. 20o0
an idea of my own.
were in the habit of complaining of the high
One
day I said to them, I have
prices of goods.
some assembly funds on hand. I deposit it in the
bank and must take just what rate of interest
the bank may clioose to give. They think it may
be six per cent, but it is more likely to be less
than four per cent. Now, If you will borrow the
here, I will
assembly funds, and start in business
take your notes at six per cent. You will go into
tilt
but
then,
greatest
scale,
small
business on a
of the co-operative societies of Europe started
Wliat
will
less
money.
say,
with a great deal
of your own trusvou borrow vour own money,
In
the
end
about
business?"
iee, and go into
thirty good knights took up with my offer, and
We had no money to
formed the association.
hire a store, so we fitted up a small room in our
and
and started busscales
fixtures,
hall bought
iness with *50 all told. We made much of It, beit
some
might
time become a
that
ing mindful
matter of importance. We elected a treasurer, a
a receiving and
agent,
delivery clerk,
purchasing
and an auditing board. We voted that the acbe
audited
should
at
least
once in six
counts
months, and more frequently If the board saw fit
In
so.
the
have been
do
practice
accounts
to
audited every month. The goods were bought for
cash and were sold for cash. On an average the
sales were made at a decided discount from the
outside prices, but still always at a profit to the
association. We first of all bought a set of books.
Every one of the association had bis ovvu book.
These books were ruled off like tlite:
Brother
In account with the Co-operative Association.

bought.

Goods

Cost price.
Price paid.
Profit to association.
If a member bought auy goods and did not have
his book with him, the profit on the sale went to
the clerk. At tile end of the quarter the profits
due to each man were figured out and given to
him. The sales hook of the association was kept
in the same careful manner, The total amount of
sales in each ease was given, amount of profit
made and the stock oil hand. The trade expenses
were divided.
Thus, the man who had bought
the most goods, and who had, therefore, made
the most money, had to pay the largest share of
We also decided to allow each
the expenses.
member to draw out once in six months 20 per
cent of his profits in cash, the balance to go Into
The result of tlic
the funds of the association.
business for the first six months was so startling,
if I may use such a word in this connection, that
the members resolved to reorganize on the plan
of the Bradford Cooperative Society of England.
The shares were placed at *1 each, and the old
members used their accumulated profits in the
of shares.
The association was then
purchase
thrown open to all Knights of Labor residing in
Portland. We have a large number of Knights in
the city who joined the order In other places.They
came into the association by buying one share of
stock. We have at this time a capital of about
*300. We now propose to open the association to
the public, and while asking for a share of their
patronage, give in return a share of the profits.
In other words, we shall give to the stockholders
67 per cent of the profits, and the public 33 per
ceut. We shall rent a small store and select an
agent, who will be required to give bonds. We
propose that what comes into his hands shall be
accounted f»r.
noiu in.u uiese t

wufiri.tint

stuies aie

neeueu,

but I did not approve of the idea of having a big
central wholesale Knights of Labor store started
in New York before the small assembly stores had
We must have the marbeen started all around.
ket secured first.
‘•The Knights of Labor here have a local institution of which they are proud. The Knights of
Labor Sick Benefit Association of Cumberland
County, Maine, to give the full name. This,
which is proving itself to be one of the best
benevolent societies in the city, was organizes! in
1885. It was at first proposed to make it a State
matter, but it was at last, and I think wisely, decided to limit its operation to the county of Cumberland. We do not admit every one. A name is
proposed and is then balloted on very much as in
the Portland Citizens’ Relief Society, and as in
The admission fee
other relief associations.
varies with the age of the applicant, and is from
82 to 85. We pay the first week a member is
sick 81. Then, for the next eleven weeks, we pay
After that it beto the slek brother $4 a week.
comes a matter of
assistance. This is in
part the work that the Knights of Labor have acin tills city. We are rapidly growing,
and nave come to stay. We Knights do not desire
to level down but up.’’

special

complished
Mr.

Williams is the

organizer of

the
His ad-

Knights

of Labor in this section.
R. A. Williams, 55 Mayo street,
Portland. He is a good representative of
is

dress

the order he has done much to build up.
When well he works every day, and stands

community.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.

The Madison Square Theatre Company in
“The Private Secretary” is booked to apthe Portland Theatre tonight and
Saturday. This is one of the plays that
sends everybody home buttonless and with
much side-aching. It had an immense run
in New York last season. In other cities
the company has done a good business, and
in all probability there are enough people in
Portland anxious to indulge their propensity
for laughing to fill the house.
pear at

THE NASHVILLE STUDENTS.

The New Orleans Picayune tiius speaks of
the Nashville Students who will appear at
City Hail Tuesday evening next: “For real
out and out negro plantation song and camp
meeting melodies they are really immense,
and it can in truth be said they are at home.
The entertainment

was

pleasant, amusing
enjoyed by

and interesting, and very much
all.”
NOTES.

Everybody will want to go to the next entertainment in the Stockbridge course—the
concert by the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

The Rossini Club had a very delightful
concert at their hail yesterday morning.
Fanny Davenport indignantly denies a
paragraph in a Philadelphia paper that she
is the daughter of Mr. Gill, the first husband
of Mrs. E. L. Davenport, and declares that
she would prefer “to be robbed of all else
but fier just birthright and her father’s
honored name.”
Mrs. O. P. Greene, elocutionist, of Saco,
Miss Bertha Webb, the child violinist, and
Mrs. Morrison, soprano soloist, of Portland,
will appear in the concert to be given by the
Ladies' Orchestra of Portland, in Association Hall, Biddeford, next Monday night.
A grand ball and reception was tendered
Henry E. Dixey, the actor, in the Metropolitan Opera House, tNew York, last night,
by tire leaders of society in literature, art,
music and the drama. It was a most brilliant affair.
The

Ball.

Montgomerys’
City Hall presented a most brilliant appearance last night, on the occasion of the
annual ball given by the Portland MontThe galleries were black
gomery Guards.
with spectators, the settees about the sides
of the hall were filled with people, and a

special space

under the rear gallery was filled
with well known and prominent officials,
both national and city, and officers of the
militia, together with delegations of military
The honorary
from other towns and cities.
members were also out in force, and the

large number of ladies, in their evening costumes lent a great addition to the blue and
gold of the Guards and their friends. On
the platform, Chandler’s band was located,
in full evening dress, and from 8 until 9
o’clock, discoursed tho following choice programme

Wedding.
There w as a pretty wedding last evenir g
at 9 o’clock at the residence of Capt. Harden
Tucker, on North street. Mr. Eugene E.
Carney was united in marriage to Miss

Co-operative Association.

The New

well in the

At the annual meeting of the Portland Soldiers and Sailors Monument Association to
be held at Reception Hall next Monday evening tlie principal business will be to select
Until a site
a site for tlie proposed statue.
is selected the design cannot be agreed upon.
The executive committee were requested to
secure-permission to place the statue in Mar-

Club.

7.30.

Um.rtmP fnrtlior

told him lie lxad no right to turn the children
into paupers for this community to support.
Guy seemed impressed with Mr. Sawyer’s
statement. He is possessed apparently of
considerable intelligence, has a fair education, and writes a good hand. A few days
after, on Monday last, Guy came to Sawyer

The

The annual meeting of the Portland Congregational Club—which is also ladies’ nice
ing, will be held at the Preble House, Monday evening, Jan. 11,1880, at 0.30; supper at

to Portland

time ago, with a letter to him from the
secretary of the society at Halifax, N. S.,
some

England League.

Congregational

marriage

and enjoy a large circle of friends.
The following were among the guests at
the Falmouth Hotel last evening:
E. A.

posed

in the Eastern New

Falmouth Ho-

effects of a wound received in the side during a scuffle in Marble Hall, Biddeford last
fall, and is off duty at the custom house in
this city in consequence.
Edward E. Sherman, the efficient night operator at the Eustern station in Biddeford,

who

made the large seizure yesterday morning,
as reported in the Press, but officers McDonough and Sylvester helped to get it to

Register and

Surveyor Gen-

President Sewell and General Manager
Tucker went to Augusta Wednesday night
and returned yesterday [noon.
They report
the river too high to work on the bridge.
Portland Encampment, No. 19,1. O. O. F.,
of this city, deserve the highest praise in securing the services of James B. Nicholson,

not

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Eight

Clarence Pullen, Esq., late
eral of New Mexico, is at the
tel.

P. G. S., who will address the people at City
Hall, Portland, Jan. 2G. He is a most distinguished member of the Order.
Joseph II. Cote, a former member of the
Biddeford police force is suffering from the

For Sale—The Stock in Trade.
Notice Is Hereby Given.

Diver Pills.

KNICHTS OF LABOR.

PERSONAL.

:

Overture—Lustspiel.Kela Bela
Medley—The Wliat Is It. Beyer
The ltage In Ireland.Beyer
Oh, How Delightful .Catlin
At the close of the concert, expectation
was on tip-toe for the drill, and as the Montgomerys appeared—34 strong—under the command of Capt. J. A. Gallagher and Lieuts.
J. J. Hankard and E. E. Philbrook, there
After the grand
was a storm of applause.
entry came the review, the men being wellsized, marching with solid and uniform step,
and executing their various movements with
gretajprecision. The silent drill, which followed, by the crack 26, elicited frequent and

hearty applause, the bayonet drill proving a
specially attractive feature.
After the drill the Ladies’ Honorary Corps
gave a coffee party in Reception Hall, and
they found plenty to occupy them, for they
were

they

great card in tue programme,
were most extensively patronized
a

ana

by

Ocean Traffic.
Steamer Polynesian of the Allan line sailed
yesterday afternoon at two o’clock for Liverpool via Halifax, taking one cabin, six intermediate and sixty steerage passengers and a
full cargo, including a large quantity of ap-

ples.

The Oregon of the Dominion line is the only steamer now in port. She will sail next

week._
Body Found.
Sunday evening, while some boys were at
play in a field near the Kerosene Oil Works
in Ligonia, they discovered the body of an
infant buried in a box a short distance below
Undertaker
the surface of the ground.
Tobin was called and Coroner Gould notified,
who ordered the body buried. The body
had apparently been buried about a week.
SUBURBAN NEWS.
8ACCARAPPA.

One of the
week was the

events of the past
of Miss Sadie Ella,
daughter of Dwinal Pride, Esq., with John
O. Young of Needham, Mass., by Rev. E. E.

pleasant
marriage

Bacon. The bridal party took carriages for
Portland and proceeded on to Boston and
the west.

The meetings during the past week of
prayer in the different churches have been
well attended with good results.
A delegation of Sir Knights from this village went to Lewiston last evening to participate with their brother Sir Knights of Portland, in presenting the members of the Lewiston Commandery K. T., with a finely exe-

cuted testimonial of their appreciation of
kindness shown them while on a pilgrimage
to Auburn Lake, last July.
Messrs. Babb,

Burroughs, Libby, Hawkes, Dennett, Kerr
and Sprowl were among the number.

The warp and bag factory of W. K. Dana
& Co., has 75 operatives, and turns out
Their
2,500 pounds of finished work daily.
monthly pay roll is 82,200.
The monthly pay roll of the new Counter
Manufactory will exceed $5,000.
The Leatlierboard Mills employ 00 men,
and finish five tons of board dailv.
The
pay roll averages $700 a week.
Mr. G. H. Raymond’s grain mills furnishes
It has a
2,000 bushels of corn meal weekly.
capacity for grinding forty bushels of corn
in twelve hours. His pay roll is $75 per
week.
During the month of January there will
not be less than $75,000 distributed among
the operatives and workmen in the various
manufacturing establishments in the two villages of Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills.
The pay roll of S. D. Warren & Co’s, paper
mills alone amounts to $30,000 monthly. This
certainly shows that men of enterprise and
business capacity have the management of

affairs.

Hamlin.

SACO NEWS.

Saco, Jan. 7.
Crowds gather on the bridge every day
and discuss the prospects of getting the body
of the Leavitt boy who was drowned last
Saturday. The diver has been down search-

ing

the bottom every day but one, but meets
with poor success.
Owing to the water
being so muddy, he is not able to see anything and has to feel with his hands and

feet, being guided by those in the boat above
him.

thought the offer of $000 that
by Mrs. Leavitt would bring a
great many out to search and drag for the
body, but the number is no larger than on
the day of the drowning. A few have
one

made

searched from dawn until dusk every day
since Saturday. They are a class of young

who live

and about the river—rough,
rude boys on the exterior, but boys who
would drag the river all winter if no more
than 8100 had been offered if they found the
body. I have been with them on the wharf
as they were just starting out or coming in,
and not once have I heard them mention reward, but they have all been greatly disappointed at not being able to find the body for
the poor mother.
men

Today

on

clairvoyant from Biddeford

a

mam

qui meriat, ferat,”—and reflected great

credit on the taste of Harris & Williams, the
printers. There were seventeen dances on
the order, and it was a late, or rather early
The floor
hour, before the final quadrille.
had been put in splendid condition for dancMr. Burnham.
One noticeable feature in the ball-room
was the photographs of the company, taken
by Lamson and framed by Itoesel, which occupied a conspicuous place on the stage, and
will be presented as a testimonial to the

ing by

Sarsfield Guards of Mew Haven.
The reception committee last evening was
composed of Messrs. Thomas Hassett, Thos.
J. Feeney, John J. Lappin, John P. Welch,
W. J. Bresnan, Wm. P. Murray, Wm. Mc-

Aleney, and Jos. A. McGowan.
Capt. John A. Gallagher was floor director,
and Pliilbrook
with Lieuts. Hankard
is assistants, and Sergt. J. E. Flaherty,
Corps. F. E. Dunn and F. E. Welch, Privates
W. H. Lyons, F. D. Melaugh, J. H. Powers,
J. H. Donavan and P. A. Sullivan, and
Messrs. T. E. Hartnett, J. H. Bradley, James
iVelcli, J. E. Butler, M. C. McCann, T. J.
rt-'elch and E. H. Coleman as aids.
The great success of the ball was due in
effl10 small measure to the efforts of the
uent committee of arrangements, composed
if Capt. J. A. Gallagher, Lieut. E. E. PliilE.
irook, Sergt. J. E. Flaherty, Corps. G.
iVard and F. E. Dunn, Privates Frank Boyle,
I. E. Lowery, P. J. MeCallum, F. D. Meaugli, D. A. Donavan and W. W. McIntyre.

was

consulted and went out on the river to where
the diver was at work. She gave as her
opinion, after talking it over with her spirit,
that the body was somewhere between where
it sunk and the mouth of the river, and
would rise in nine days and float away.
Truly a wise saying and worthy a clair-

voyant.
At a late hour this afternoon it was reported that the body had been found, but
the Press correspondent was not able to get
the report verified.
Mme. Norton’s Reception.

[Boston Evening Record.]

Wednesday evening Mme. Nordica (Lillian
Norton), prhna donna of Her Majesty’s
Opera Company, held a reception in the parlor of the Vendome, assisted by her mother
and Miss Anna B. Evans of New York.
Mme. Nordica looked charmingly, and was
attired in beautiful white crepe, without
ornaments. Her mother wore a handsome
black silk, trimmed with black lace. The
ornaments were diamonds. Miss Anna B.
Evans wore a red velvet waist, with white
lace skirt; ornaments of diamonds. The
costumes of the ladies present were very
elegant. Among those present were the following : Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Warren, Mrs.
J. Burnett and the Misses Burnett, Mrs.
George H. Chickering, Miss Susan Hale,
Mrs. Howard Pickering, Mrs. T. Pitman,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Vinton, Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Coolridge, Mr. and Mrs. Dana
Estes, Mrs. Clara Erskine, Mrs. Dr. J. H.
Payne, Mr. Charles W. Thomas, Dr. George
H. Monkes, Mr. Charles Carroll, Mrs. John
L. Gardner, Mrs. Dr. J. K. Chadwick, Mrs.
J. R. Blake, Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Ellsworth.
Bowdoin

College.
Farmington started
Harry
for Easton, Pa., Monday to attend the national gathering of the Zeta Psi fraternity.
He goes as a delegate from the Bowdoin
chapter.
The members of the sophomore class are
pretty evenly divided on their choice of
electives, about half taking Greek while the
B. Austin

of

remainder continue mathematics.
E. B. Burpee of Rockland, class of '87,
who was quite ill at the close of the precedso far recovered as to be able
to resume his studies.
A large number of the students spent
Wednesday afternoon in the vicinity of the
Androscoggin, which, with its swollen
waters, filled with fragments of ice, pieces
of timber and|floatinglogs, presented a grand
picture. The river had risen from five to six
feet and was still rising. The great pieces
of ice striking against the stone piers of the
bridge were ground to powder, throwing the
spray high in the air and making the bridge
resound with its bows.

ing term, has

The

Colby University.
speakers for the winter junior exhibi-

tion which will occur in about two weeks
have just received their appointments. They
are Woodman Bradbury, Holman F. Day,
Chas. E. Dolley, E. F. Goodwin, Fred ID

Perkins, Charles C. Richardson, Appleton
W. Smith, Maud E. Kingsley and Mary E.
Pray.
Rev. T. E. Busfield of the First Baptist
church of Bangor, has been invited to address the Y. M. C. A. some Sunday evening

this term.
The president and nearly all the professors
attended the funeral of the late Prof. C. E.
Hamlin at Augusta Thursday.
F. M. Perkins, '87, has been elected editor
the Delta Kappa
on the Oracle board by
Epsilon Society, in place of C. P. Small,

resigned.
This being the

week of prayer for colleges
the Young lien's Christian Association are
holding meetings in their room every evening, led by different members of the Fac-

ulty.
C. A. R.

the audience.

Finally came the dance. The orders were
very pretty, bore the company motto—"Pal-

930 bushels of oats and 320 bushels of barley. One oat field of 7$ acres, seeded two
bushels per acre, and stocked to grass produced 513 bushels, or 08 bushels per acre.
The varieties of grain grown are “Hogan-’
oats, “Hulless” barley, and “Mensery” barley. An experiment comparing light and
heavy seeding with oats, was tried at the
farm, using two, four, six, eight or ten bushels of seed per acre in each instance, and duplicating the test showed the average yields
for each quantity of seed to be as follows:
Two bushels of seed per acre produced 50
bushels; six bushels of seed per acre produced 05 bushels; eight bushels of seed per
acre produced 02 bushels; ten bushels of
seed per acre produced 50 bushels.
Dr. Moore’s Preliminary Trial.
The case of Dr. J. Moore of Solon, who is
charged with causing the death of Elora B.

Bean by procuring an abortion, was on trial
in Solon Wednesday.
County Attorney
Bradbury appeared for the State and S. J.
Walton and Judge Buswell for the respondent. The testimony was of a most damaging character and the respondent did not
offer any defence, but asked that the bonds
might lie placed at a low sum. Judge Batchelder found probable cause and required
the respondent to give bonds in the sum of
$8,000. At the last accounts the bondsmen
had not been found a.id the respondent was
in the hands of an officer.

The officers of Daniel White Post, No. 19,
G. A. R., of Kenduskeag. were publicly installed by Past Post Commander F. A. H
Stackpole, on Saturday evening, Jan. 2d, viz:
Henry J. Hussey, Com.; John McDonald, S.
V. C.; John H. Tuttle, J. V. C.; F. A. H.
Stackpole, Q. M.; John H. Everett, A.; Albert Brown, S.; Hiram 15. Morey, C.; Greenlief Harvey, O. D.; George B. Martin, O. G.;
Alonzo Crane, S. M.; Benj. Eddy, Q. M. S.
The officers of Frank G. Flagg Post, No.
122, G. A. R., of Hampden, were installed
Z. D. Steon Saturday evening, as follows:
E. B. Maddocks, S. V. C.; C.W.
J. V. C.; George H. Wallace,
N. Robertson, Q. M.; FrankSamuel
Adjt.;
lin G. Rogers, S.; Francis If. .Snow, C.; M.
Stephenson, O. D.; Nahum Emery, 0. G.;
James S. Spencer, S, M.; Everett M. Arey,
Q. M. S._

C.;
Couilliard,
vens, P.

The Insurance Case

since Instituted a

lodge

at

East

Jefferson,

and expects the advertising he 1ms received
in consequence of his arrest will result to his
benefit.

Backache, Drawing-down Tain, Weary, Tired
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High
A

We shall mark down and place on sale this morning, Jan’y 8,
Insersorted lot of Remnants of Hamburg Edgings and
as
follows:
one-half
to
about
tions
price,

an as-

marked down to 2 cts. pr yard
1 lot, regular price 4, 5 and 6 cts.,
44
.4
44
44
44
44
44
44
«
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7
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“
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and
at
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18, 19,
1
always sold
the whole piece,
At the same time we shall offer goods from

always sold

I Lot at 19 cents,
“
44 no
44
°
1
44
“
“137
|
These

as

at 25 to 33 cents

37

*

44

44

“

“

rn
50

...

we have ever offered, and cannot
fail to sell rapidly.

RIMES BROTHERS.
(lit

O

The Bangor Whig says about two hundred
employed by the Katahdin
Charcoal Iron Company at Katahdin Iron
Works are now lying idle on account of the
thaw and over 8,000 cords of wood are now

Colored Urine? If you have any of these troubles
Are
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease.
have a
you bilious? Have you Jaundice? Do you
sallow complexion? Are you Doubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials:
Mrs. Chas. Hatuorn, 51 Pearl St.,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
confined to her bed for some time. Had a constant and intense

BACKACHE

follows:

certainly the best values

arc

jan8

______

with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
ill; he bought Brown's Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by it, and is now about her house In better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mr. Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over exertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson, Fern St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown's Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Herrnon, had Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
Hail a constant tired feeling and sick
a time.
headache, together with Die usual

horses and oxen

PROGRESSIVE EUCHRE,
DRIVE WHIST,
COTILLION PARTIES,
DANCE ORDER CARDS,
TASSELS AND PENCILS.
We have the best assortment of Favors to

belfound

at any one store

in the United States.

THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

ilr. F. Philbriek of Easton raised the past
170 bushels of wlieat on five acres.

season

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal is greatly excited over
the ravages of diphtheria in that city. It says
that
several
malignant cases are
reported in that city.
Wednesday morning Nathan
Pitts, a hard working man employed by J. B.
Ham as a driver, died of an acute attack of this
disease. Mr. Pitts was taken sick Sunday last.
CUMBERLAND

BACKACHE,

FAVORS FOR

chopped ahead of the teams. The furnace is
running very uniformly eighteen to twenty
hours daily, or as much as the company can
make charcoal for with the present facilities.
Two additional kilns are now being erected
of 50 cords capacity each.
Altogether there
are about 400 men and 200 horses and oxen
on
the
work
at
township.

Our rules for playing “Progressive Euchre” are simple and comprethe best New Fork and
hensive, and have been adopted by many of
all others.
Boston retail dealers, who give it their preference over
or more people, nothing
twelve
for
Entertainment
an
For
Evening
conducted.
Buy one of
equals “Progressive Euchre” when properly
rules in book and your party
sets and a few favors, observe the
will be

a

SARSAPARILLA
Is guaranteed to do all claimed for it, and any
druggist will give you back your money if it does
not. ReinenUjer also we print only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
81.00; 6 bottles for $5.00. ARA WARREN, ProjelOeodly-lstorlthpcF
prietor, Bangor, Me.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Chronicle says Saturday Wm. S. Metcalf
felled an ancient oak that has for more than a
hundred years stood in front of his residence on
In the centre of the
Main street, Farmington.
The tree was
tree was found an old horse shoe.
thirteen feet in diameter.
Judge James Morrison, Jr., will have charge of
the editorial columns of the Phillips Phonograph
during the absence of Mr. Brackett, the editor.

jan8

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The Union Advocate says the Franklin &
Megantic railroad seems to have infused new life
into Iviugfleld. In that village John Winter>«ho
is treasurer of the railroad, is now finishing the
largest hotel in Franklin county, many new
private residences are in process of construction,
a new’ steam mill is being built and next year a
new block of stores will probably be erected.
The Skowhegan Reporter says Mark Emery &
Son of Anson, recently bought of Stephen Morrill
of Strong, 30,000 pounds of wool.
This makes
handled this
over 00,000 pounds they have
season.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

(From our regular Bath correspondent.)
Monday evening the Solar Bodge of F. &

A.

M.,of Bath, installed the following officers. Past
Master H. A. Duncan, assisted by Past Master W.
H. Shorey acting Grand Master: G. E. Littlefield,
W. M.; F. W. Rideout, S. W,; S. T. Snipe. J. W.;
John P. Welch, Treasurer; J. L. Douglas,
Secretary; Rev. L. L. Green, Chaplain; B. Hanson. S. D.; J. S. Jaques, J. D.; C. J. Daiu, S. S.;
A. D. Strout, J. S.; and J. S. Wiggin, Tyler.
Lincoln Lodge, I. 0. O. F., No. 4, of Bath installed its newly elected officers, viz: W. C.
Hinds, N. G.; A. F. Williams, V. CL; C. P. Emery,
It. S.; E. Soule, P. S.: F. Shepard, treasurer. The
officers officiating were: D. D. G. M.. Anthony
Humphries; Grand Marshal, J. H. Hanscom;
Grand Warden. J. C. Wyman; Grand Secretary,
G. L. Sawyer; Grand Treasurer, M. M. Lemont.
At the late term of court a divorce w as decreed
in favor of Eliza S. Whitney against Charles S.
Whitney for excessive intoxication, and the
custody of a minor child was assigned to the
mother.
After sentencing Hodgdon to life Imprisonment
the court adjourned to Jan. 25tli. Hodgdon was
taken to the State Prison at Thomaston Thursday
by Sheriff John W. Ballou.
YORK COUNTY.

Evander Stuart, janitor of one of the Biddeford
school buildings, while alighting from bis carriage
at his home Wednesday sustained a shock of
paralysis and fell helpless to the ground. His
left side is affected and lie is deprived of the use
of his left arm.
Mrs. Asa Small of Limerick died suddenly a few
days ago. Her husband arose early in the morning, kindled the fire and busied himself in doing
the chores. On going into his wife’s room, he
found her on the floor by the bed unconscious.
The doctor proShe lived but a short time.
nounced it a case of paralysis.

Court of Insolvency, for the County of Cumberland,
January 7, A. D. 1886.
State of Maine.
individuIn case of WILLIAM H. SHURTLIFF,
firm of PERally and ns a member of the late
Debtor.
Insolvent
KIN’S & SHURTLIFF,
Is to give notice, that on the seventh
In Inday of January, A. D. 1880, a Warrant
solvency was issued by Henry C..Peabody,ofJudge
Cumof theCourtof Insolvency, for said County
berland, against the estate of said
as
and
WILLIAM H. SHURTLIFF, individually
of PERKINS A.
a member of the late firm
SHUKTLIFF,
on petition of
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
the
said Debtor, which petition was filed on date
which
to
seventh day of January, A. D. 1886,
he
to
is
computed.
claims
on
interest
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtor. and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to choose one or more assignees of his estate, will
at
he held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden
Probate Court Room, iu said Portland, on the
at 10
A.
1886,
of
D.,
January,
eighteenth day
o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand, the date first above writH. It. bAKGEIN I,
ten
InDeputy Sheriff, as Messenger, of theCourtof
solvency for said County of Cumberland.

THIS

following patents

were

issued this week to

Maine inventors:
P. J. Abbott, Dexter, carriage-jack.
J. O. Currier. Sangerville. disk-cultivator.
H. S. Johnson, Portland, spring connection for
spring beds.
II. A. Robinson, Foxcroft, postal packet.

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS LINE.
Two Trips Per Week-Winter Arrangements tor 1886.

The swift sea-going steamer EONGFELLOU'. Capt. G. A. Hopkins, Will leave Portland
at 11
every Tuesday aud Friday Evening,
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. m. tram from Boston
over B. & M. R. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
Bay and River with Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.;
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connectMilling with morning train from Bangor, &cv
bridge and Jonesport, arriving at Macliiasnort
Maleave
early in the evening. RETURNING,
at
cliiasport every Monday and Thursday Morning
Mt.
at
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting
Desert Ferry with trains for Boston. &c., and at
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usual
rates aud forwarded with despatch. Tickets and
staterooms on board. For further information apvarious Landings.
ply
1 , to agents at the
E. CUSHING, Slanager,
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.
jan8dtf

received for storage at Storer
Block warehouse, rear No. 162 Middle St.,
Portland. Maine. Special lacilities for the care
and handling of canned goods.
Section 4, Chapter 31 of the Revised Statutes of
Maine, provides as follows:
-The title to merchandise stored in a public
warehouse, or on the wharves and premises of the
warehouse-man, and in his possession, passes to a
purchaser or pledgee in good faith, by the indorsement to such purchaser or pledgee, but not
in blank, of the warehouse man’s receipt therefor,
signed by the person to whom the receipt was originally given, or by an indorsee of the receipt, and
reeorded in the books of the warehouse-man with
whom such merchandise Is stored.”_
F. C. BRIDGHAM.
janHdlw*

DEATHS.

SAMUEL CHASE,

Carriage

and

Sign Painter,

No. 83 Preble Street.
Particular attention given to Repainting and

jan8d3w

Varnishing Carriages.

THEdissolved bv mutual consent.
E. SWASEY.

L. FRANK JONES.

Co-Partnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership in business under the firm name
of Swasey, Lamson & Co., for the purpose of carrying on the wholesale crockery and glass ware
business and pottery manufacturers.
E. SWASEY,
]an8dlwR. LAMSON.

THE

NJOTICE IN HEREBY CSIVEN, that
IN the subscriber has been duly appointed

and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of
JULIA I,. HALEY, late of Boston, Mass.,
administered
who died leaving estate to be
and given
of
Cumberland,
in the Countv
All
persons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment
to

In this city, Jan. 8, Eunice Allen, aged 01 years

10 months.

[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from her late residence, No. 657 Congress street.
In this city, Jan. 7, Leonard Varney, aged 42
years.
[Prayers at the house No. 24 St. Lawrence St.,
this Friday morning at 10.30 o’clock. Burial at
Durham.
In this citv, .Ian. 7, Kosa May Wall, only surviving ehild of Caroline M. and tne late John E.
Wall, aged 3 years 11 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In Brunswick Jail. 3, Servia, wife of Frank
Curtis, aged 26 years 4 months.
In Brunswick, Jan. 1, Cynthia Harford, aged 21
years 6 months.
Iu Freeport, Jan. 3. Mrs. Jane C. ltingrosc, aged
76 years 6 months.
In Topsliam, Jan. 3, by drowning, Charlie D.
Goodnow, aged 6 years 2 months.
In Keazer Falls, Dec. 24, Daniel Brooks, aged
70 years.

DAVID L. MITCHELL, of Yarmouth, Adm’r.
Yarmouth, Me., Jan 6,1886;_w3w*2
c. c. c.
members of Children’s Christmas Club are
requested to attend the Annual Business
Meeting of the club, for the election of officers for
the ensiling year, City Hall, 3 o'clock, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, Jan. 9,188C.
EDWARD H. LITTLE, President.
Jan8d2t
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Dyspepsia,*
Indigestion and Too*
Hearty Eating. A per-*
feet remedy for Dizzi-Bj
ness, Nausea, Drowsi-H
tress

Bad Taste in the*
Mouth, Coated Tongue,*

ness,

Pain in tbc

the Bow-*
and prevent Consti-H
tij

They regulate

__

nation and Piles/
frnlv one o‘"

Tela

Side, &&H

or

SAEE—The stock in trade and fixtures
of the grocery store No. 672 Congress street,
lately occupied by H. B. Perry & Co. Apply to J.
8-1
H. DRUMMOND. JR., No. 396 Congress St.

Books, ]si

Cantatas.

Ditson & Co. offer to Choirs, Anthem, Chorus
and Quartet Books unequalled in quality and variety. Seud for lists! Of the following Anthem
Books, the first three may be called the easiest,
but none are too difficult for ordinary choirs.

Perkins’ Easy Anthems, $1.00 or $9.00 per doz.
1.25 or 12.00
American Anthem Book,
Dressler's Sacred Seleet’ns, 1.50 or 13.50
Emerson's B’k of Anthems, 1.25 or 12.00
1.25 or 12.00
Anthem Harp. Perkins.
Gem Gleaner. Chadwick. 1.00 or 9.00
1.00 or 9.00
Laus Deo. Henshaw,
Santoral. Palmer & Trow1-00 or 9.00
bridge,
l.OOor 9.00
Vox Laudis. Leslie,
Not a poor book in the list. Choir leaders who
have used one run no risk in ordering any of the

others._
New Cantatas for Clioirs and Societies.
Christoforus. Legend, Rheinberger,

Fall of Jerusalem. Parkhurst,
Holy City. Gaul,
91st Psalm. Ballard.

$1.00,$9.00
1.00, 9 00
1.00, 9.00

doz.

.00, 5.-40
.32, 2.88
Depths. Darling,
Rebecca. Hodges,
.65, 6.00
Ruth and Boaz. Andrews,
.65, 6.00
Herbert and Elsa. Thayer,
.75, 6.72
Heroes of ’76. Trowbridge,
1.00, 9.00
Specimen copies of any of these books mailed,
post-free, for the retail price.
Out of the

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
eod&w2w

dec26

FOR

wallet containing a sum of money.
Owner can have the same by paying for this
8-1
advertisement. Apply 18 Montreal St., City.

FOUND—A

AsStrange as Fiction
AND

As True as

Gospel.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
I am pleased to notify my old
customers and the public generally that I am once more to be found
in my old place, 249 Middle St.,
and shall endeavor to please all
who may favor me with their patronage. Thankful for your favors
in the past, I hope to merit a continnance of the same.

Respct fully,

CORNISH.

H. E.

jan2dtf

Portland, Jan. 1,1886.
East Stoughton, Mass., Nov. 22,1885
To the FLOWER MEDICINE CO.

Dear Sirs:
With great pleasure I send you
a few lines telling you of the wonderful cure yonr LIVER AND
STOMACH SANATIVE has done
for me. I have been trying about
everything on the market, BESIDES TWENTY DIFFERENT
DOCTORS, and found nothing to
help me permanently. I sometimes felt better for a short time,
but would then cro down asrain.
I
had the DYSPEPSIA and
IN
NERVOUS PROSTRATION
THE WORST FORMS, but today
have

I call myself well, and all the result of taking your medicine. I
generally had a bilious attack
about once in two weeks, and now
I have not had one since I commenced taking your Sanative, and
that was months ago. I CALL IT
THE BEST MEDICINE ON THE
CONTINENT, and I ought to be a
good judge by this time. I am now
58 years old, am doing my own
work, and feel like a new being.
With best wishes for your success, for you are doing a great
work for suffering hnmauity,
I remain your sincere and

ASHTON’S

Factory-Filled Salt.
UNEQUALLED

FOR DAIRY USE.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS

CONANT, PATRICK k CO.
AGENTS.
229 COMMERCIAL ST,

ML
PORTLAND,
eodSm*

nov2

SLEIGHS.
I invite people wanting a first-class Sleigli to call
and

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I have some

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs
and

Business

a

at Reasonable Prices

good

Sleigh for $65.00, That Can't

Be Beat!

I will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best ol work.

C. E.

WHITNEY,

91 Preble St.,

cor.

decddtf

Lincoln St.,

PORTLAND,

ME.

grateful friend,

_eodtf

dec2

8YRUP
—

RED
_for

OF

—

SPRUCE

GUM

Colds,

and

licious Flavor.

AN UNUSUAL OFFER.
Having

hand

large

number
shall
offer the same atless than onehalf their value. This is a rare
chance to obtain a first-class Overcoat or Suit of clothes at your own
CORNISH BROS.
price.
249 Middle St.
on

a

of uncalled for Garments,

Portland, Jan. 1,188G.

we

janVeodtf

SOLD BY ALL RESPECTABLE CBLEMLSTS.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

KERRY, WATSON & CO.
Wholesale

Drugguts, JVftoatreal.

25 Cant**.
N. B.—The words “Syrup of Red Spruce Gum”
constitute our registered Trade Mark, and our
wrapper and labels are also registered.
Factory Rouse’s Point. Wholesale Warehouse:
220 State Street, Boston, Mass,
Price

decll

BAKER’S GREAT

eodGmlstor4tlip

AMERICAN

TAKE the utmost pleasure in recommending
Baker’s Great American Specific to all Seafaring men. Its cures are marvellous. For congestion of the lungs, sore throat, bruises, sprains.
Burns, toothache, I have never found its equal. 1
had a seaman who had festered fingers, the worst
I ever saw. When the matter was cleansed from
under the skin and nails, one dressing with the
Specific cured them. It is a medicine chest in itself, and no one can afford to go to sea without a
few dozen bottles. Yet 1 have more than a gross
on board my ship, so as to supply other vessels,
should they be in need of such a remedy.
W. WILLIAMS.
dec30eod2w
Master Ship “Golden Rule.”

I
Those contemplating heating their houses this
fail, please .call or address,
F. N. BLACKSTONE & CO.,
17 Plum St., Portland, Me.
eodlm

decl2

1Positively Cured by*
these Little Pills. 51

TheyalsorelieveDis-H|
from

^

Exchange

Anthem

Balsamic, Soothing, Expectorant and Tonic.

Sarsaparilla

_

on

Prepared from the finest Red Spruce Gum, (De-

Sold by all druggists. §1; six for §5. Prepared
by C. 1. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Dowell, Mass.

«

forenoon,

Bronchial
all Throat Affections.

or strength, and felt tiredall the time. Hood's
Sarsaparilla restored her appetite and strength.

1

a.m.

8-1

Coughs,

tite

SICKHEADAGHEi

LOST—Wednesday

""I

Miss Carrie Ware, Milford, N. H., had a sore
in her ear, which spread over her neck and
In two days after she
both sides of her face.
began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla the sore comit was all healed up.
in
a
week
menced to heal, and
•Jessie F. Dolbeare. Paseoag, K. I.. had no appe-

d&wlynrm

new

MRS. THOMAS TRIPP.

come

IOO Doses One Dollar

the

Middle streets, a portemonnaie containing a
small amount of money. The finder will be rewarded on leaving the same at THIS OFFICE.

Health, Comfort, Steam at One Pound.
No noise, no dust, our apparatus leads, thoroughly tested, strongly endorsed, in use in thousands of buildings, trade rapidly increasing from

Bright, fresh and charming, say they owe their
good health and clear complexions to Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Everyone may have good health by
taking Hood's Sarsaparilla, which cures scrofula,
salt rheum, dyspepsia, biliousness, rheumatism,
catarrh, kidney and liver complaints, and all diseases caused or promoted by impure blood or low
If you feel tired and all
state of the system.
worn out, Hood's Sarsaparilla will renew your
enrich your blood.
and
strength, and vitalize
The little daughter of Mrs. diaries Brewster,
Buffalo, N. Y., suffered greatly with sties on her
eyes. Hood’s Sarsaparilla completely cured her.

aprl

on

reference
CO’S OFFICE, 21 Free St., from 8 to 9.30

A WARM HOUSE

Three Little Maids

Hood’s

outdoor salesman

I. F. Singer Sewing Machine. Anply with
WANTED—An
to the SINGER MANUFACTURING

MERCHANDISE

Notice of Dissolution.
of Swasey, Jones & Co., is this day

Portland.
In Ferry Village, Jau. 2, Freeman H. Brown
and Miss Alice E.YVillard, both of Cape Elizabeth.
In Windham. Jan. 5, by Eev. E. C. Harmon,
Fred YV. Eaton of Andover, Me.,wild Miss Effie
Haskell of South Windham.
In North Berwick. Dec. 20, Alonzo Goodrich of
Berwick and Miss Sarah J. Hurd of North Berwick.
In North Saco, Dec. 28. Frank Andrews of
North Saco and Miss Ora Milliken of Searboro.
In Paris, Dec, 31, Fred S. Jackson and Miss
Lottie V. Frank.
Iu Paris, Dec. 27. John C. Curtis of YY’ooclstock
and Miss Amanda J. Frost of Greenwood.
In Winslow, Dec. 31, John YV. Kennedy of Hermou and Miss Clara E. Hunt of Thorndike.
In Winslow, Dec. 31, Guy YV. Howes and Miss
Emily J. Lunt.
in Pittsfield, Jan. 4, W. A. Lancaster of Augusta
and Miss Kate 1. Mauson of Pittsfield.

a

___Jan8d3t

ton.

Warehouse.

Public

firm

city, Dec. 24, by Eev. F. T. Bayley,
Lewis T. Soule and Mary A. Tapliu, both of

$100 per

WANTED—Agents

STORAGE.

MARRIAGES.
In this

for the DUPLEX OXY$75
Burmore
than
uniting
these
ner produces two flames,
This
double the illuminating power of fuel gas.
is an established scientific fact, and at once apparent to all. The opening between the two niptbe
ples effects a combustion of 60 per cent, of
does not pass
oxygen of the air. and as this
to
is
there
course
nothing
of
through the meter,
Burner
pay for it, hence the great economy of this
a huncost
its
it
as
does,
over all others, repaying,
dred times over. Fully 60 per cent, saved. T.
EARLY & SON, 14 La Grange street, Boston.
one
Prices; Single sample burner, by mail, 25c.;
dozen, $2.60; one gross, per express, C. O.D.,
$25. Special Rates to Agents_}an8d3£
with a small capital for
the AIR TWIN GAS BURNER; superior
to the electric light in economy, beauty and steadiness. This burner is far superior to any other in
use, and agents wil find a ready sale wherever
they are introduced. Samples sent by mail for
25c. Circulars and price list, witli Special
Term, to Agents, sent on application. Address
SMITH & CARMAN, 12 La Grange street, Bos-

WANTED—Agents
GEN GAS BURNER; can make from
small capital. This
week with

to

Jano&is

IN GENERAL.
The

i.

In Insolvency.

The Whig says there are now forty-seven priin the county jail. Seven are from Hancock and one from Piscataquis counties and two
are United States government prisoners.
Some young men enjoyed a pleasant paddle in a
canoe on Kenduskeag stream Wednesday forenoon.
Such a thing as a eancing party on Jan.
Ctli. never occurred before within the recollection
of Bangor’s oldest inhabitants.
The town of Alton since the war has been
heavily burdened with a debt. Taxes have been
high and few of the inhabitants have been as a
general thing very prosperous. But there lias
been a great change during the past year. The
town is now nearly free from debt, much business
is being carried on inside its limits and it bids fair
to become the smartest town of its size in Penob-

On

STATIONERY DEPARTMENT.

LUU Xilli

The Ellsworth American says Samuel It. Perkins. an (eccentric bachelor of forty-seven years,
has built a small house on one of the Young's
islauds in the Bagaduce river and lives in solitude.
His only companion is his faithful gun; he being
He has plenty of good
very fond of hunting.
reading and says lie is not at all lonely.

county.

BROWN’S

COUNTY.

The

scot

Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribed
Brown’s Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney ;?nd
Liver Disease.

of

success.

George E. Whitney was appointed postmaster
Hebago l.akc, Wednesday.

IlAiltUG IV

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
been
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have
one hundred people call to see her and all agree
that that famous Brown's Sarsaparilla cured her

our

at

Again.

[Belfast Journal.]
Last week the Journal gave an account of
the arrest and hearing of Mr. W. II. Vose
for an alleged violation of the insurance laws
of Maine, in soliciting members for the Ancient Order of United Workmen. Mr. Vose
was in Belfast on Monday and showed us a
letter from Mr. James Weymouth of Oldtown, Grand Foreman of the order in Maine,
who says he has had an interview with Insurance Commissioner Smith on the subject,
and the latter said lie had written County
Rogers of Belfast, to discontinue the suit.
This is an acknowledgment that soliciting
members to form a lodge of the A. O. U.
Workmen for mutual insurance, is not a violation of the insurance laws. Mr. Vose has

HAVE YOU GOT

HAMBURGS!

Katahdin iron Works.

soners

Every

was

College.
Superintendent G. M. Gowell reports the
grain crop just threshed at the Maine State
College farm, as 1250 bushels, consisting of

VIISCEM, tM'Ol t.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Farm Work at the State

DIPHTHERIA.
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
have no hesitation in saying that by using
Baker’s Great American Specific in season, it win
prevent and cure what might he a fatal ease of
diphtheria. / ha ve cured two children with it, and
am satisfied if I had known of this remedy in
season, it would have saved the lives of two who
died of this dreadful disease.
JOHN J. BENNETT,
Master Steamer “Franconia,” Portland, Me.
decMW&F14
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nrrrrci T> A ‘D'E'T? msy be found on file .t Geo.
I H Ift X Al HiXVP.Kowell&Co’sNewspsper
Advertising Bureau(10 Spruce StreWkvrtwre advertto.
las contracts may bemadofor It IN NEW YORK*

School Boots at Cost
the

hard
For the purpone of nwinling
working parent** who find a ditliculty in
I
obtaining good achool Boot* cheap, w ill
•ell the beat quality of Children’* Mchool
Boots at prime coat for a abort time.

REMOVAL.
TITE liavc moved our office to the new block•
if
corner of Congress and Drown streets,
where we have all the conveniences for doingBrstelass work. We shall continue to do work at outformer low prices, and warrant ail operations to
be first-class and satisfactory in every particular.
We make the

BEST GUM TEETH FOR

dtf

$10.00,

and warrant a good fit; cheaper quality lor les8
money.
(ias tor two or more teeth free of charge.

DRS. E. B.&F.W,LOCKWOOD,
DENTISTS.

M. G. PALMER.
0Ct26

Piano Fortes of the very best make, the llallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & Son
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning aud repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS,
t14t4 Exchange St.. Portland,ocl20dtl

jan7

